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ABSTRACT
“Whoever controls the Indian Ocean dominates Asia. This Ocean is key to the seven
Seas in the twenty first century, the destiny of the world will be decided in these
waters” stated US Rear Admiral Alferd Thayer Mahan. This indicates geo-strategic
importance of Indian Ocean. Pakistan is located on the Indian Ocean which connects the
landlocked Central Asian Republics with the Sea. Gwadar is a coastal town of
Baluchistan, a province of Pakistan, which remained a part of Oman for more than 150
years i.e., 1784 to 1958. Later on, due to its significance, it was bought back by Pakistan
with payment of £ 3 million. The city came under the limelight of Pakistan’s policy
makers as 35 % of international oil is transporting near it. It was visualized as a hub
port for the region when it became part of Pakistan, but financial and technical issues
prevented the dream to be materialized. The project remained in papers until China
promised to provide financial assistance. The former president of Pakistan Parvez
Musharraf during his visit to China in May 2001, requested Chinese government to help
in the project. On 22nd March 2002, the project was inaugurated by Pakistan’s president
Musharraf and Chinese Prime Minister Wu Gang Guo. The port was then handed over
to Port Singapore Authority on 6th February 2007 after its completion in 2006. Port
Singapore Authority failed to upgrade the port on promised lines 18 th February, 2013
the port was handed over to Chinese Overseas Port Holding Company (COPHC). The
geography of the port has attracted the players because of which the situation
worsened. The economic potential of the port is the key interest for these players. The
port could also be used as naval base in time of exigencies. Situation of confusion would
xv

arise in case of converting of Gwadar port into a naval base either by China or USA.
Overlapping of economic, political and strategic interests of the involved actors make
the area very sensitive. Iran and India have their own plan of action in the region. There
is another challenging confusion engineered by China and USA with the clash of their
interest in the region that could be reduced or subsided by the frequent use of
diplomatic channels. China and USA, under the paradigm of their policies, are
promoting their interests in the region and there will be collaboration in future.
Landlocked Central Asia and Afghanistan are depending on the port to marketise their
resources. Conventional theory of integration defines regional integration as a trade
creation and the port has the ability to create trade. Trade creation means shifting of
local production with a high cost to member nations low cost products in a regional
block. Generally, economic integration is the outcome of an evolutionary course of
regional cooperation. European Union is the best example which became a political
Union after completion of its economic integration. In order to bring regional countries
on a single platform, different steps like free trade zones and tax relaxation are taken by
the respective governments; these would be followed by steps like open border system
common currency and extended people to people contacts in the region in future. CPEC
is the best example of these steps. Iran, a strong competitor wants to be a part of the
project. TAPI, IPI and TAP are the proposed projects which when materialized will
bring integration to the regional countries. The port at Gwadar is located at the
confluence of two main regions, the oil rich Central Asia and emerging consumer
market South Asia. The port is located on a point which provides a strategic depth to
xvi

Pakistan against her adversaries. The port has the ability to check Sea Lanes of
Communication during war and peace. Due to geo-strategic importance of the port, all
regional and extra-regional players have keen interest in it. Central Asia hopes to export
its riches through it while United States of America with diverse demands wants to
ensure its presence there. Each player has its own objectives with different approach to
accomplish. Having tremendous importance, the port has become a flash-point and
Pakistan has to reconsider the situation in terms of its priorities. Major objectives of the
study are to expose economic and strategic importance of Gwadar port and to find out
its impacts on regional integration. To achieve the mentioned objective, empirical,
descriptive, analytical and predictive methodology is applied. The bulk of the study
attained through the analysis of documents, books, electronic journals, and scholarly
papers, including textual interpretation or ‘content analyses’ as well. Textual
interpretation used to summarize, and identify the main properties of the text; and then
evaluate the text. This research concludes that cooperation among the concerned states
and peace in Afghanistan would bring economic integration in the region which would
automatically be followed by political harmony among the regional countries. One
important recommendation in this regard is that Pakistan has to formulate policies to
avoid confrontation of major players and all the related players. Especially, the
potential powers should accommodate each other’s interests in the larger interest of the
region.

xvii

Introduction:
Gwadar is a coastal town of Baluchistan, the province of Pakistan. It is located in
proximity with Straits of Hormuz and Persian Gulf. The Strait is an important channel
of Global oil, nearly 35 % of oil trade routed through (Hamdan, 2012). The word
Gwadar is composition of two Balochi words “Gwa” meaning air and “Dar” meaning
“gate”, so Gwadar is “Gate of Air”. Gwadar remained a part of Oman for more than 150
years (Anwar, 2010) even after Pakistan’s independence. This district was gotten back
from Oman on payment of £ 3 Million after recognizing its significance (Haider, 2009).
The then prime minister Malik Feroz Khan Noon announced the annexation of Gwadar
on 7th September 1958. Malik Feroz Khan Noon in

his address says that “The

Government of Pakistan has issued a communiqué stating that the administration of the
Port of Gwadar and its hinterland, which had been in the possession of His Highness
the Sultan of Muscat and Oman since 1784, was today taken over by Pakistan with full
sovereign rights”(Azam, 2013).
From 1988 to 1992 some major developments like building a mini port costing
2300 million with equal Bengal’s share took place but no ship visited the port. UK’s
company Gifford & Partners and Technecon in partnership with Techno-consult
initiated a survey study on Gwadar port’s future development. In 1994 government of
Pakistan initiated policy package to attract foreign investment which received no
response. In 1995, it was decided to construct the project by its own but due to shortage
of resources, it failed. The then Prime minister Nawaz Sharif established a task force for

ports and shipping which took the issue as a top priority but could not make any
progress due to the nuclear test based sanctions. China offered financial assistance in
1999 but due to some reasons couldn’t be materialized until the Musharraf request of
help in May 2001 during his visit to China. The ground breaking ceremony was delayed
to 22nd of March, 2002 due to America’s led war on terror in Afghanistan. The
ceremony was attended by President Parvez Musharraf and China’s PM Wu Gang Guo.
The estimated completion date was March 2005 (Rizvi, 2008) which later on was revised
to June 2006. (Farooq Yousaf, 2013).
This port is an important hub of future’s global oil trade and therefore poses
great strategic importance. It is known as the largest project in Pakistan’s history on the
basis of its cost and future production (Joshua 2013). This project will generate
international shipping in the region and is providing shortest way not only to China,
but to Central Asia’s republics as well (Haider, 2013). Former president of Pakistan
General Parevez Musharraf summarized the significance of Gwadar port during the
ground breaking ceremony in March 2002. According to him, the entire region is just
like a funnel if examined. At the top, this funnel is wide where the area of Central Asian
republics and China's Xinjiang region is located. This funnel becomes narrowed via
Afghanistan and ends on Gwadar port in Pakistan. This funnel is assumed as the
economic funnel for the entire region. Anything to and from, the broad top of the funnel
will be conducting through Gwadar port Pakistan, the real input, and the outlet facility.
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To Balochistan, it will be an opportunity to develop the shipyards and to export its
mineral resources (Gul, 2013).
From the very begging, Pakistan intended to operate the port with China’s
assistance. The first phase of the port was completed with 80% of China’s financial
assistance and Port Singapore Authority got operating rights after public tender on 6 th
February 2006 (The News, 2007). When PSA failed to operate the port as desired, the
operational responsibilities were handed over to China which caused great unrest in
Indian offices, as declared by A.K. Antony defense minister of India as a “matter of
serious concern for India” (PTI, 2013).
Government of Pakistan signed an agreement with PSA on 6th February 2007 to
hand over the operations of port. Under the deal PSA has to develop, one approach
channel, one grain terminal, four container berths, two oil terminals and one bulk cargo
in Gwadar port. Various discounts and concessions were included in the lease
agreement, to make the project successful. Though PSA got various concessions but still
it hesitated to invest the promised money and the developmental work was slow.
Media reports show that PSA wanted to scrap the lease due to two reasons: firstly, the
death of Nawab Akbar Bhugti (26th August 2006) (Baker, 2006) and secondly, the stay
order of the Supreme Court that banned the allotment of land to any foreign company
and finally, government’s failure of handing over 550 acers land for site development in
Gwadar. Some reports show lack of interest on government side as well. At last due to
hurdles and failure in fulfilling the promised development, PSA and its local
3

shareholders decided in September 2012 to sell out their stake and leave the site
immediately (Editorial, 2012).
The decision to take over Gwadar port may hesitate Chinese government due to
the security situation in Baluchistan as three Chinese engineers were killed and some
injured in a blast in May 2004 (Khan, 2004). To recover the confidence of investors, the
then President Parevez Musharraf deployed army to the port site. The ceremony of
taking over was conducted at President House in Feb 2013 (Yousaf, 2013). Gwadar can
provide economic and strategic gains. The port will serve Chinese oil trade with a 1500
km long pipe to its western region Xinjiang. China resumes the suspending
construction of refinery at Gwadar in 2009 after the kidnapping of Chinese engineer in
the same year (Sakhuja, 2013). The port is an opportunity for China to extend its trade
with Central Asia, Afghanistan and Middle East and East Africa.
In order to strengthen trade and transit corridor, the Prime minister of Pakistan
Nawaz Sharif announced construction of Kashgar-Gwadar linkages (Durrani, 2013). He
declared the project as a game changer for the entire region (APP, 2013). It can be
assumed that Gwadar is an integral part of China’s “go west” policy (Malik, 2012). Due
to its proximity to the Straits of Hormuz Gwadar, port will not only serve China’s
interests, but would provide economic opportunities to landlocked Central Asian states
as well (Haider, 2005). These republics can export their mineral resources and products
through the port which will give benefit to Pakistan and China indirectly. For China, it
is an alternative route in case of piracy in the Malacca Straits (Haider, 2005). Due to its
4

important location, Gwadar can be used as a military base. In future, if used by China
as naval base or Sino-Pak cooperative naval base, it would enable China to keep
watching Indian naval activity in Arabian Sea (Malik, 2012).
Gwadar port is a project which would trigger economic revival of Pakistan.
Favorable geo-political environment is one of the fundamentals for the success of the
port. A hub port accumulates various trades at a concentrated point (Tangredi, 2002).
Research proves that trade and growth are inter-related and that trade is important for
national incomes to be positively affected (Frankel, J. And Romer, June 1999). The size
of a country’s economy explains its sea trade very well. Empirical studies show that
usually trade starts when the GNP of a nation hit about $ 17.5 billion and boosts by
116,000 tons for every $1 billion increase in GDP (Stopford, 1997). As the economy
grows, the trade generation probability becomes greater; Pakistan with over $ 60 billion
GNP and 78 million ton forecasted trade volume has finally decided to construct
Gwadar port.
Current century is known as a century of globalization, which has attained
through trade via sea (Tangredi, 2002). In this age of economic globalization, Pakistan
has so far followed limited definition of maritime strategy as “the maritime component
of national military strategy” but with the changing times the planner has to go for a
broader definition, including new factors of “Trade access” with the traditional factor of
“Power” (Watkins, 1986,). Evidences show that lack of mineral resources of a country
may lead to competition and sometimes to war, even, if there are issues of access to
5

substitute supplies of natural resources with other nation (Choucri and North, 1975).
Resources are important for economy, not usually considered mineral resources can be
lacking and having potential to initiate a clash of interests and to provoke even a
conflict, particularly the world’s chokepoints of sea trade routes. Commonly this clash
takes place when a nation feels that it has unequal share in sea access on which a
country’s wealth and strength depends (Mahan, 1890).

Researchers agree on the

significance of equal access to natural resources and alternatives. Gwadar port has the
potential to connect enormous resources of Central Asia with world’s largest consumer
market which brought Gwadar port in spotlight of the world affairs.
Adjoining areas of the port, Middle East and South Asia, historically remained
under power struggle and hostility began with the exploitation of colonial powers,
which gave birth the super power’s control to serve their strategic interests. A situation
of strategic confusion is developing once again with the conversion of Gwadar port into
a naval base by China or USA. Diverse economic, political and strategic interests of the
major actors make the area very sensitive. Iran and India have their own strategies in
the region. In order to defuse suspicions, “reassurance” measures are required to
professed long-term economic, political and military objectives of all concerned nations,
especially China and USA (Alexander, December 2003). Afghanistan as a landlocked
country depends on Pakistan for its economic revival therefore to keep it engages
Pakistan has to evolve positive incentives, to ensure safe passage for Central Asian
resources. Similar strategies are required in relations with Iran (Bernauer, Ruloff, 1999).

6

The conventional theory of economic integration (Viner 1950, Meade 1955 and
Lipsey, 1957) defines its benefits by analyzing the comparative strength of trade
creation and diversion effects emerged from economic integration. Trade creation
means shift of local production with high cost to the member countries with low cost
products in a regional block. Trade diversion demands an alteration in the low cost
external import sources to high cost sources of member countries as a result of
economic integration. Generally, in developing countries, regional cooperation leads to
vibrant impacts including economic reshaping and technical change backed by
comparative advantages. Generally, economic integration is the outcome of the
evolutionary course of regional cooperation. The European Union is best example
which became a political union after completion of its economic integration.
Gwadar is the most feasible and the shortest route to the Arabian Sea. It seems to
be a crucial route to China in the emerging geo-political situation. China is the largest
economy of worlds in terms of buying power parity. A part of its transit trade via
Gwadar-Kashghar corridor can boost significant economic activities for Pakistan and
the region as well. Not only transit fee will be generated, but countless job and business
opportunities would also be created with CPEC. This project would transform Gwadar
to a position next to Dubai in trade and transshipment activities and will be a favorite of
many countries. Its favorable location and quick turnaround facility will attract larger
ships to offload the cargo for further transshipment to the countries of Gulf and North
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Arabian Sea. Present sea trade of Pakistan is about 67 million tons which is mostly
handled by Karachi and Bin Qasim ports.
Dr. Azhar Ahmad expresses that traffic at Gwadar port has the capacity to hit 42
to 65 million tons in short term of 15 years while it could exceed 300 million tons in long
term i.e.50 years (Ahmad, 2013). Its development will attract human resources as well.
The port due to its strategic location would increase chances of international exposure.
In Pakistan, environment for investment is favorable and many of its total investment is
the result of Foreign Direct Investment. Pakistan is proposed oil channel of the world’s
petro-chemical trade that will significantly instigate its economic growth.
If “one belt one road” is like a symphony including and promoting each nation,
then the development of CPEC is the sweet melody of the first movement of symphony,
this statement was issued by Wang Yi, foreign minister of China during his visit to
Pakistan in Feb, 2015. Gwadar port is known as the first step towards joint regional
economic activities. It’s a commercial port, beneficial to all regional countries. It has two
ways benefits for China, firstly, shortest route for its western region and secondly it can
convert its western part into an economic zone. Using the CPEC, China can export its
goods to Middle Eastern market. As Xinjiang is 4000 km away from China’s coastal city,
Gwadar is very important for this region. Using the same would reduce considerable
distance.
In view of Dr. Maleeha Lodhi, CPEC is in the heart of China’s “Silk route vision”
and its two major aspects i.e. maritime and road links. Provision of the shortest way via
8

Gwadar to Sea and connectivity to Pakistan is the pivotal point of China’s economic
policy. Other MoUs regarding up gradation of Karakuram highway and installation of
international airport at Gwadar needs serious attention of Islamabad (The News. 201404-01). During his visit to Pakistan, China’s Prime Minister Li Keqiang suggested an
economic corridor between Xinjiang and Gwadar which will expand trade and larger
connectivity through network of energy pipelines, road, fiber optic cable and rail. MoUs
are signed to create industrial parks, special economic zones and development of
technical and energy cooperation. The proposed corridor covers 2000 km transportation
link between Kashgar, China to Gwadar port Pakistan in Arabian Sea accompanied by
railways and pipelines.
The term “region” refers to geographical units which evolve more or less united
parts, on the grounds of common interests or identities while regionalism is a political
procedure which guides to boost integration in the geographical region. Bjorn Hettne
and some other examine South Asia’s regionalism; term “regionness” is coined by
Hettne in order to specify various levels of integration in a geographical entity. He
explains the following five points of “regionness” (Bjorn & Soderbaum, 2002).
I.

A region as a geographical unit or regional space. Regions are attached to
territory and consist of inhabitants who control some mineral resources and are
integrated via some set of historical or cultural standards.
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II.

Region as a social system or regional complex. Regional identities can be traced
back to times of pre-modern history. A long time of interdependency might exist
and this can be viewed as a starting point of “regionalism”.

III.

A region as transnational cooperation or regional society: at this level a crowded
process of communication begins to exceed the national space. These may be
state or non-state actors. Consequently, the regionalization process becomes
stronger.

IV.

A region as civil society or regional community: at this stage the region become
an active subject with a separate decision making process, identity and
legitimacy structure Vis a Vis civil society exceed the ancient state borders. The
separating line between “imagined” and separate national groups within the
region may begin to disappear slowly as a next development.

V.

A region as acting subject or region, state: this may leads to a unit which may be
larger than that of the state in terms of territory but no homogeneity or
sovereignty like a nation state.
The whole process of regionalization cause evolution of regionness from first to fifth

stage, defined by Hettne as, “the process whereby a geographical area is transformed
from a passive object to an active subject, capable of articulating the trans-national
interests of the emerging region” (Hettne, Bjorn, 2001). He explains that it’s not
necessary that region must evolve from first to the last stage. It is possible that the
process of regionalization may fail which could cause decreasing regionness and even
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some time to dissolution of the region. There are impacts of regionalism on the region’s
security and development (Bjorn & Soderbaum, 2002). In the first situation it aims to
convert a security complex where there interstate and intrastate relations are conflict
generating, into a security group having cooperative foreign relations and domestic
peace. In the second situation it refers to concentrated struggle from combination of
nations in a geographical region to enhance the complementarity and capability of the
entire regional economy and finding accurate balance between function and territory as
well.
Founded on five stages of regionness and victory of security and development
regionalism, diverse regions could be categorized into three: a) core region, b)
intermediate region, and c) peripheral regions (Bjorn & Soderbaum, 2002). All or some
of the features mentioned ahead are found in the core regions. They are more organized
at the supra state level, politically strong and growing in a sustainable manner.
Intermediate regions are strictly connected with some or the other core regions. They
are intended to copy the economic and political system of the core region in future on a
level which may dissolve into core region. Peripheral regions may be politically
destabilized or having backward economy or both. There may be war, local crisis and
underdevelopment as well.
The dream of trade extension and economic integration can’t be realized with the
establishment of active modern transportation and communication links. That’s why
communication and transportation are indicated as hot area for cooperation. This
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phenomenon becomes more significant because of the seven landlocked countries in
Pakistan’s surrounding. Geography of these nations could be exploited by providing
them transit trade facility. Resources of Central Asia remain male exploited because of
its remoteness from market which could be reduced by upgrading transportation links
and simplification of transit and clearness procedures. Gwadar port is the best option in
this regard.
Under the platform of Economic Cooperation Organization ten countries of the
region, out of which seven are landlocked show their intentions to promote cooperation
in communication and transportation in the region. In fifth ministerial meeting on
transport and communication, TTA transit trade agreement and TTFA transport
framework agreement was concluded in 1998. The agreement is signed by nine states
and is ratified by five. The agreement could bring effectual transit system in the region.
After its full implementation, the agreement would integrate this developing and
landlocked region to international market through Gwadar port.
With handing over the port to China, discussions regarding its stability start with
new zeal. There are some hurdles in its smooth development like internal stability and
militancy in the province (Grare, 2013). Issue of 500 Acers land with Pakistan Navy
(Desk, 2012) and ethnic issue like target killing of Hazara minority (Walsh, 2013). For
smooth development of Gwadar port, resolution of these issues is very important.
Pakistan is located at the conjunction of three most important regions, West,
Central and South Asia. It’s also emerging as hub of multi corridors of transportation,
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energy, tourism and trade among these three regions. Strategic and trade
communication links between these regions will transform Pakistan into a hub of
economic activities. Both Central Asia and Pakistan share historical relations. Most of
these republics now recognize importance of Pakistan as southern transit route for their
landlocked economies. Due to three ports, Karachi, Bin Qasim and Gwadar, Pakistan
have an upper hand on other states regarding transit routes. In the current era of
Globalization, bold steps like communication network are needed to integrate South
and Central Asian regions. In this regard Pakistan is a pivotal point which can facilitate
regional integration for peace and development.
During present century Indian Ocean becomes pivotal strategic arena. Some of
the key reasons of this change are growth in the economies of Asia, need of raw
materials and energy of Middle East. Another important reason which boosted up
significance of Indian Ocean is its status as a route of western military supply to Iraq
and Afghanistan. Many security chokepoints i.e. Bab-e-Mandeb, Indonesian Straits and
Straits of Hormuz are matters of serious concern for all maritime players. Piracy is the
main issue of Bab-e-Mandeb because of Somalia as a failed state and conflicts in the
Persian Gulf are main issues of concerns.
International trade cause socio-economic development across the globe is
universally accepted notion. South Asia’s countries can gain advantages through
liberalization and economic integration under regionalism and globalization. Though it
has potential advantages, but the face of socioeconomic integration is very slow in
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South Asia. Though there are twenty two percent of the world’s population and plenty
of resources but still South Asia is male integrated. Regional trade of South Asia is 4 %
while it is 67 % in European Union, 62 % in NAFTA, 26 % in ASEAN, 22 % in COMESA,
8 % in GCC and 6 % ECO. If the policies regarding regional economic development are
effectively materialized, regional integration could be achieved in short time of five
years. Within five years, if the 3Ts (trade, transport and traffic) are allowed freely,
regional trade of South Asia which is about $ 5 billion can reach to $ 15 billion.
Gwadar Xinjiang pipeline would bring oil from Middle East to Xinjiang directly
via Gwadar deep sea port of Arabian Sea. Both countries invest $ 198 million in port
project. Capacity of the proposed pipeline is 200,000 bpd. This pipeline would serve
China’s oil needs in case of any shutdown in straits of Malacca.
Statement of the problem:
Indian Ocean would be the true nexus of the world powers and conflict in the
coming years. This ocean is key to seven seas and future of the world would be
determined in these waters. Gwadar port being a significant port of the Sea, has
economic, political and strategic importance for the entire region. Diverse strategic
compulsions and security concerns of the key players may complicate the emergence of
this port as a hub of the region.
Objectives of the study:
1. To introduce Gwadar port as a mega project
2. To highlight the geo-political importance of Gwadar port
3. To know about the economic potential of Gwadar port
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4. To know the role of Gwadar port in the regional integration
5. To highlight its implications on regional and extra-regional players
Research questions:
1. What is the historical perspective of Gwadar port?
2. To what extent Gwadar port is having economic potential?
3. What is the role of Gwadar port in the regional integration?
4. Why Gwadar port is a bone of contention among key players?
5. How does geo-political location make Gwadar more significant?
Significance of the Study:
During the twenty first century, Indian Ocean became a major strategic arena in
global politics. Growth in the Asian economies and need for raw material, energy from
Middle East and Central Asia is one of the key reasons. This study is an attempt to
highlight the competition and cooperation of these powers to get more and more
advantage of the port. Further, this study will disclose the fact that development of the
port is important for politico-strategic and economic growth of region.
Methodology:
This study is based on secondary sources. The relevant data is collected from
books, journals, newspapers and internet. In this research, descriptive and analytical
methods are applied.
Due to the vast nature of concept of the study, qualitative method is adopted.
Bulk of relevant material is attended by analyzing of books, scholarly articles,
documents and electronic journals and consequently it includes textual interpretation or
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“content analyses” as well. Textual analysis is used to precise and identify the major
properties of the text and then to This research design examines the collected data. This
research is an attempt to define main concepts and develop a constant and logical
design for study.
Plan of the work:
Introduction
Chapter 1: Gwadar port as mega project:
This chapter is an attempt to discuss the different phases of the development of
Gwadar port as mega project. The chapter analyses from paperwork to materialization
of idea of a deep sea port and the establishment of co-related projects like road and rail
links. Further, operationalization of the port by different authorities is also highlighted
in the chapter.
Chapter 2: Geo-political importance of Gwadar port:
Geo-politics of the region changed after the incident of world trade center. New
terminologies emerged. In the context of new phenomenon, importance of Gwadar
increased. This chapter is an attempt to discusse the geo-political importance of Gwadar
port, dependency of different countries regarding their trade and significance of the
port as an alternate port of the region.
Chapter 3: Economic potentials of Gwadar port:
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New waves of regionalism hit the entire world which reshaped the economic
activates of the world. Due to the new discoveries of natural resources in central Asia
and expected bulk of resources in Wazeristan, the importance of Gwadar has increased.
This chapter is an attempt to unfold the potentials of Gwadar port as a hub of regional
trade.
Chapter 4: Implications of Gwadar port on regional integration:
The growth of regional trade blocs has been one of the major developments in
international relations in the recent years. Virtually, all countries are members of a bloc,
and many belong to more than one. This chapter is an attempt to highlight the
importance of Gwadar port in the regional integration.
Chapter 5: impacts of Gwadar port on regional and international players:
This chapter is an attempt to investigate the impacts of Gwadar port on the
regional and extra-regional players. The chapter will deal with the changing scenario of
regional politics, and that how regional countries shaped their political objectives
accordingly. What are the objectives of great powers in the region and how they shaped
their policy to achieve their objectives? What kind of interests they have in Gwadar port
and how they pursue their desired objectives.
Chapter 6: Conclusions and recommendations:
This portion of the dissertation will consist of the major conclusions and findings
of the research. The crux of the study will be mentioned in this chapter and major
recommendations will also be highlighted.
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Literature review:
Due to its geo-strategic importance, Gwadar port becomes under flash light
which attracts regional and extra-regional powers. Because of its pivotal role in the
region, handsome amount of literature is available but still further research is required.
Some of the significant available literature is discussed in the following lines.
Emest Gabriel Frankel, in his academic work “the world shipping industry”
discussed Pakistan’s shipping industry in detail. He pointed out the role of shipping
and shipbuilding industry in the economic development. The book is a comprehensive
picture of shipping industry from past to the present and its contribution to the
economy of nations.
“Globalization and maritime power” by Sam J Tangredi, is another valuable
work which discusses the navy and naval powers in the paradigm of globalization. The
work is a detailed discussion, the issues of maritime powers and its impacts on the
emerging globalization. Globalization or internationalism is a phenomenon under
which each and every country or nation is depending on other nations and the
development or changes take place in one country affect other countries directly or
indirectly. The maritime power becomes more vital with the security of international
trade routes. The book also discusses the importance of maritime power in the
globalized world.
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Haral Hansen wrote “the developing countries and international shipping” in
which he makes discussions on the economies of developing nations and implications
of international shipping industry on their economies. This research is a worthy
contribution to the existing literature but its only cover the shipping industry’s impacts
and contribution to developing economies.
“The world shipping industry” is contributed by Frankel, having the same
idea of shipping industry and its implications and contributions. Though this work
discussed the shipping industry of the world in detail but it didn’t touch the
significance of ports and especially Gwadar port.
Colin S. Gray’s “The leverage of sea power: The strategic advantage of Navies in
War” is worthwhile work which engulfs each and every corner of Navy’s role in war. It
has also discussed the emerging importance of navies in modern warfare, sea lane of
communication and security of sea lanes of communication in war and peace. Under
the new setup, sea lanes of communication become more vital that’s why its security is
indispensable for uninterrupted supply of oil.
Dr. Moonis Ahmer’s “Indian Ocean: Maritime security and confidence
building, Indian Ocean security and stability in the post-Cold war era” is good
inclusion in the available literature on maritime topic. In his work, he has discussed the
security vise importance of Indian Ocean. He wrote on security related issues corner by
corner. Competition of major player under their conflicting interests and its
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consequences, different steps taken by key actors of the Ocean are also discussed in the
research.
Thomas Gehring, wrote “Integrating Integration Theory: Neo-functionalism and
International Regimes” a comprehensive research work on integrating theories. He
discusses some well-established theories of integration. Two of the important theories
are discussed in detail: first neo-functionalism and international regime. He applies
these theories in various conditions among various countries. The theories are very
important for the understanding of integration especially if someone is working on
integration or regionalism, he/she must consult this research.
A working paper by Fraser Cameron, “The European Union as a Model for
Regional Integration” is brief highlights of European Union from past to present. The
working paper is an attempt to discuss the establishment of European Union as Coal
and Steal union to modern day political and economic union. The research discussed all
important development which took place from time to time. The work also presented
EU as model for other unions of the globe.
Ashraf Khan’s research titled as “Pakistan Fishing Village undergoes
Transformation into Global Mega-port”, is very important contribution to the available
literature on Gwadar port. The research highlighted importance of Gwadar port for
China and other regional countries. The researcher has tried to draw a sketch of
Gwadar from a small town to a mega city, from indigenous fishing jetty to a world class
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hub port. The research work also discussed the importance of Gwadar port for
landlocked countries of Central Asia.
“Gwadar deep sea port’s emergence as Regional Trade and transportation hub”,
is a research work of the well-known political scientist Zahid Anwar who discussed
history of Gwadar port, its developmental work and then its trade significance. This
work is a brief highlight of Gwadar port and its economic and geo-strategic importance.
He has discussed the concept of hub port, Gwadar as hub port and its trade potential
for Xinjiang, China and Central Asia’s Republics.
“The Potential and Prospects of Gwadar Port” by Mir Sherbaz Khetran is a good
addition into existing literature. The research is an attempt to highlight the significance
of Gwadar port as a mega project and its prospects. The research engulfs the existing
realties and its significance after its completion and operationalization. That’s why it’s
an important work.
Uttara Sahasrabuddhe contributed “Regionalization processes in south and
Southeast Asia: a comparative study” which is a worthy work on the topic of
regionalism. This research has discussed the concept of regionalism in general and the
process of regionalism in South and South-East Asia in particular. The research
summarized the attempts made in the region of integration. Different aspects of
regionalization and especially the theory developed by Hettne are discussed in the
article. It’s also has discussed SAARC (South Asian Association for Cooperation) and
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the steps taken by the SAARC for regional cooperation in detail. The research compares
both regional organizations of the Asian continent which gives a clear picture of
regionalism where the challenges and opportunities have become very clear.
“The challenges and drivers of regionalism in south Asia: the India Pakistan
peace process” By Akmal Hussain is about economic and political picture of South
Asian region. The research highlighted the core issues of the region and then pointed
out solutions for these issues. In the first section, the opportunities available in the
region are discussed and in the second section, policy paradigm to tackle all the issues
are discussed. The third section highlighted peace process and its relationship with
human development. The last section is about impediments to Pak-India peace process
and its implication on regional cooperation.
“Prospects of Economic Integration among the ECO Countries” by Pervez Tahir,
is having the idea that collective regional economic prospects got the attention of
economist and politicians after World War II. Different regional trade agreements are
discussed in the article which leads to multilateral trade initiatives. WTO, globalization
and its implications on regional integration are discussed as well. Regionalism as tool to
economic development by developing economies and their cooperation is discussed in
detail. RCD and ECO are discussed as example and development which took under the
two organizations are highlighted. The two agreements and their success and failure are
discussed as well.
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The above mentioned literature is relevant to the described area but as the topic
is unique and multidimensional in its nature, that’s why none of the literature cover
area completely. The above mentioned literature doesn’t cover the topic “PoliticoEconomic Significance of Gwadar port; Implication on Regional Integration”. That’s the
reason of the research to present a clear picture of the mentioned topic.
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CHAPTER: 1
Gwadar Port as Mega Project
1.1. Location of Gwadar port
Location of the Gwadar port could be termed as a gateway to the Persian Gulf. It
is about three hundred and ninety NM eastward of significant Straits of Hormuz, eighty
km from the border of Iran, two hundred and thirty four NM from Karachi (Pakistan)
and Cape al-Hadd (Oman) is 320 km from Gwadar. It has close proximity to Chahbar
and Bandar Abbas. It is situated outside of the sensitive area of the Straits of Hormuz,
which further enhance the strategic importance of the port because this Strait is a
significant route for the transportation of energy. It attracted the consideration of the
world during first Gulf war. The war caused serious issues to shipping lanes (Zaheer,
2016). The road distance between Gwadar and Karachi is 653, Chaman 1066, Ratodero
892, and that of Quetta is 966 km.
Figure 1
Location of Gwadar

Source: www.googleearth.com
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Strategically, it connects three important emerging regions, Gulf, Central Asia
and the South-west Asian region (Daily the News, 2009).

1.2. Domestic needs of growing economy:
The contribution of sea trade is 10% to the economies of developing countries of the
world (The IMF, 2005). In terms of volume and weight maritime trade amounts 80% of
international trade and 70% increase are expected up to the year of 2015 (Hill, 1996).
The growth rate will further be enhanced by the Regional Trade Agreements (RTAs)
and the ongoing globalization.
Pakistan’s economy has experienced an average growth in the rate of seven
percent in the first half decade and during the same phase the Per Capita hit $ 928. This
rise is because of enhanced investment of $ 1,677 billion to $5,193 billion. Pakistan
attained the position of the fastest growing economic countries of Asia (Environment
division, 2015). About 95% of its trade is conducted through the sea, contributing
approximately 36% to GDP in the fiscal year of 2003-04. These figures show a heavy
dependence on Pakistan on sea trade.
Pakistan spends about $ 4.5 billion annually on the imports of energy products
like petroleum and gas, etc. (World Bank, 2006). Therefore, it is expected that the
construction of oil refineries, industries, gas terminals and the required basic
infrastructure at Gwadar will boost the economy and the country will be able to
overcome the shortfall in the energy sector in future.
The sea transport of Pakistan was 42 million tons in 2000 which was forecasted to
be 78 million tons per year in 2015 (Environment division, 2014). The harbors of Bin
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Qasim and Karachi have attained their capacity and are unable to absorb further trade
pressure. While developing its economy, a port is imperative to be constructed
therefore Gwadar port was indispensable to attract sea trade of the region. Karachi is
handling about 60% of cargo (25 Million TPA) (Khan, 1991). The administration of the
port is in the hands of Karachi port trust which was established in the 19th century
(Khan, 1991). The port has a natural deep harbor and there is eleven km long approach
channel that makes secure navigation for ships having weight up to 75,000 metric ton
DWTs (Khan, 1991). The port has two major areas of activities, first is west wharf
consisting of thirteen berths and the second is east wharf consists of seventeen berths.
11.3 meters is the maximum depth of these berths (Karachi port trust, 2016).
The Bin Qasim port is situated at a distance of 50 km from the city of Karachi. Its
area is 12000 acres which handles 35% of national cargo (Khan, 1991). Port Qasim was
constructed to reduce work pressure on Karachi port, it was built in 1970s. The port is in
a close proximity to a number of industries, like Pakistan steel mills, Pakistan Machine
Tools factory (PMTF), Landi industrial state and Zulfiqarabad Oil terminal (Official
website of port, 2016). It’s managing about seventeen million tons of national cargo
(Official website of port, 2016).
The area of the port is 1000 acres and in addition to these 1100 acres of industrial
area is also included (Official website of port, 2016). The 45 km long approach channel
gives safe package up to 75,000 DWT (ports of Pakistan, 2013). It has 9 berths for
handling cargo in which 4 are multi-purpose having a length of 2 hundred meters, the
length of two container berths is 300 meters, one is for EngroPak, one for Factories oil
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and one for Pakistan steel mills with a length of 29 meters (Board of investment, 2016).
A program for the increase in the number of the terminals is proposed, in which a
textile, liquefied petroleum gas and liquid cargo terminals are included (Board of
investment, 2016). The port will be able to attract a massive foreign investment as well
as local exchange, which is estimated from 2.5 to 3.0 billion dollars. In the last three
years, thirty three industries have been established (Board of investment, 2016).
In 2000 the Sea trade of Pakistan was amounted to 42 million tons per year and
was forecasted to 78 million tons up to 2015 (Khan, 2006). Both, Karachi and Qasim
ports had achieved their handling capacity and were not in the position to absorb the
increasing trade pressure of the region in the future with the prevailing set up, that’s
why the idea of a third sea port came and materialized to meet the challenges.
Gwadar port is located in Baluchistan, it is the south-west province of Pakistan,
and it is hoped that the port will be proved as a wave of prosperity not only for the
province but for the entire country (Daily Dawn, 2005). The precious mineral resources
of the province need a channel for its proper utilization and Gwadar is an ideal option.
For instance, a huge set up of equipment and machinery are required for Saindak
copper mines and Gwadar is the cheapest route of its import. In a pilot project in 1995,
it produced Rs 140 million (Ministry of petroleum, 2015). As the project becomes
operational, the country is expected to produce about 45,000 tons of copper and
associated metals. Such a massive economic engagement requires an opportunity at the
doorstep and Gwadar port is a suitable exit for the purpose. It will earn a reasonable
amount of foreign exchange for Pakistan (Ministry of petroleum, 2015).
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The fishery sector contributes a substantial amount of foreign exchange. This sector
is a means of livelihood for about 700,000 people. Among these, 300,000 individuals are
employed as fishermen while 400,000 works at secondary level. The fish Harbor of
Karachi contributes $ 120 million to foreign exchange by exporting seafood (Ministry of
petroleum, 2015). The planning and construction of another sea port was imperative at
Gwadar in order to boost the trade of seafood to earn valuable foreign exchange. Both
of the ports Qasim and Karachi are out of the shipping routes and in addition some
other issues for oil carriers and mother ships further boost the requirement of Gwadar
port (Daily the News, 2009).

1.2.1 Revenue generation:
The main objective of the planning and building of Gwadar port is revenue
generation. The developed economies of the world get ten percent of their income from
sea trade (Hill, 1986). The total GDP of Hong Kong was 161.5 billion in 2002 in which
the share of Hong Kong port was twenty percent. Salala port, that became functional in
1992 have twice broken the record of containers dealing per hour and now it is earning
$ 58 million through trans-shipment (Salala port, 2015). It is generally believed that
Pakistan’s earning will be about $ 60 billion annually if the required infrastructure and
facilities are provided at Gwadar port (Khan, 2006).
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Table 1
Projected revenue from Gwadar over next 40 years
Name of party/sector
Expected revenue
US $ (billion)
Concession holding company
17 to 30
Container and other
10 to 18
Free zone
3 to 6
Multipurpose terminals and
4 to 8
others
Estimated income for Gwadar port Authority
The container holding and other
0.9 to 1.6
Free zone (15 percent CHC
0.45 to 0.9
revenue)
(9 percent CHC revenue)
0.36 to 0.72
Source www.ifsama.org
The above figure shows that Gwadar port is in a position to attract an enormous
amount of international trade that would bring economic prosperity to the people of
Pakistan.

1.2.2 Strategic need for Pakistan:
Gwadar port is situated between crude rich republics of Central Asia, Gulf region
and South Asia’s growing market. Its location on a prime point makes it strategically
important in the region. It is generally believed that the uncertain situation in the
Persian Gulf, the issue of Iranian nuclear program and the increasing role of Central
Asian Republics in the world’s economy enhanced its importance. Many technical
studies have indicated Gwadar port as the safest option to avoid the Gulf region in
transit shipment and transit trade of the region (Daily the News, 2009).
Gwadar port may be emerging as a strategic depth in Pakistan and as a chance
for its survival. Long time ago it was very necessary for Pakistan to have another port
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away from the access of India. In 1971 war blockade of Karachi port caused serious
economic impacts to Pakistan (Asghar, 2006). Furthermore the potent Indian threat
during the Kargal conflict of 1999 compels Pakistani policy planners to materialize the
project of Gwadar. With its accomplishment Pakistan will get a secured position by
having an alternative port with a distance of 460 from Karachi and will have an upper
hand as it has the ability to enable Pakistan to block India’s way. During any conflict
between Pakistan and India it will be used as communication lane.
Figure 2
Coastal Map of Pakistan

↑

↑

Gwadar

Port Qasim

Source www.Gwadar.com.pk

1.3. Need of Central Asian Republics:
Central Asian states are resources rich and landlocked. They are greatly
dependent on other countries for their sea trade. Pakistan has remained eager to serve
the region as a major transit route since their independence in 1990s. It is trying to
construct more ports in addition to Karachi and Bin Qasim to increase port facilities for
the increasing global trade (Gwadar port project, 2006). The distance between the
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Gwadar port in Baluchistan and Central Asia will be reduced to 500 km through
Afghanistan (Daily the News, 2006). The distance of Chaman and Karachi is
comparatively long. Gwadar port will reduce the travelling time from 5 to 10 hours,
from Chaman to Dushanbe via Afghanistan.
Table 2
Landlocked countries current and projected imports and exports tons equaling volumes 2005-2015

Country
Kazakhstan

Imports 2005
14,200

Imports 2015
76,3000

Exports 2005
25,000

Exports 2015
13,8000

Uzbekistan

38,000

12,6000

30,000

10,2000

Turkmenistan 26,000

85,000

17,000

52,000

Kyrgyzstan

8,000

32,000

1,000

2,000

Afghanistan

4,000

9,000

1,000

2,000

The total international trade of the region is nearly 80 Million tons. At Present its
total estimated international trade is $ 20 Billion, in which $ 12 Billion are exports
(Asian Development Bank, 2015). The establishment of a new port at Gwadar means
new prospects for foreign direct investment in both of the regions i.e. Central and south
East Asia. Pakistan has an upper hand over the other transit routes because of its three
ports on the Arabian Sea. Iran’s port of Chahbahar is at a distance of 200 km only from
Gwadar, but it would not be a key competitor. There are two reasons to back the
assumption; firstly, it is located near the straits of Hormuz and comparatively of low
depth and shallow waters of the Persian Gulf. Secondly the growing trade, which the
managers are unable to handle it by the available sea ports. With the development of
projected southern streets will enhance the need of a new port in the Glob and most
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probably Pakistan will be among those states who will be benefited from the
opportunity (UNESCAP, 2007).
Resources rich Central Asian region is becoming important in global scenario. In
order to make their economy stable, Central Asian Republics are in search of new ways
of transportation of gas and oil and Pakistan’s port is an economical and nearby option
for them. The seventeen hundreds km long trans-Afghan pipeline is assumed to
transport the gas resources of Turkmenistan to other countries of the world. The
distance of Kushka (Turkmenistan) from Gwadar port Pakistan is 1200 km by road
only, whereas it is approximately 3400 km from Odessa port of Ukraine, nearest at
Black Sea (Asian Development Bank, 2015). The 500 km long proposed highway runs
from Gwadar, Pakistan via Panjgur, Chagi and Rabat to Herat (Afghanistan) would
expose Gwadar to Central Asia’s Republics. It is also anticipated that the road will focus
the attention of Russian trade toward Gwadar (Feller, 2003).
Figure 3
The trade routes of Gwadar port

Source www.googlemaps.com.
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1.4. International needs:
In the view of United Nations maritime transport review 2004, international sea
trade grows with a growth rate of 3.7% in response to 2.6% growth in world trade
(World Bank, 2015). This massive trade growth resulted increase in the international
container flow by 9.2%. A report of the World Bank shows that the global volume of
trade will keep increasing in the years to come. The world trade generated more than
22.5 million TEUs (World Bank, 2015). The volume of trade is expanding enormously
and it is up to the ports to upgrade their capacities accordingly. There are always
limitations on such extensions (Environment division, 2015). Therefore the construction
of new ports is the best way to absorb the pressure of this increase.
The sea is the cheapest source of transportation and about 80% of international
trade is conducted through it. In the United States of America nearly 90% of its trade are
conducted through the sea, and to handle the traffic here are 300 sea ports. The
proposed world trade in the coming 20 years is 2 billion tons, which is double of the
current level (Meyrick, 2007).
To manage such an enormous increase in container trans-shipment it is believed
that in 2015, there will be a need of 753 new berths in the world out of which four
hundred are needed in East-Asia’s region. To deal with the growing demands the
Asian nation needs to invest $ 46 billion in the sector. The World Bank estimated that
the service sector of the global ports could produce about $ 60 billion per year; the
bubbling demand of energy needs an investment of $ 600 billion during next 10 years.
Gwadar port is a product of increasing trade volume and as there is no new and major
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port in the region therefore it has the chance to attract and absorb a huge amount of
trade (Meyrick, 2007).
There will be an increase in the demand of natural gas and will continue to grow by
2.75% per year and the demand of oil will remain unabated in coming years. The
increasing price of oil in Asia is because of its growing demand. The fields producing
oil are mostly far away from the consumer market. Among the world’s ten largest oil
consuming countries, seven are lacking of oil production to meet their demands. These
countries are facing with a deficit of about 30 million bpd, or about 35% of World’s
demand (Feller, 2004).
Some of the checkpoints of the world, having narrow channels of SLOCs remain
busy with the large number of freight traffic. These routes face nearly crucial security
challenges, e.g. blockade, accidents on ships and piracy. One of these narrow channels
is the Straits of Hormuz, which juxtapose three regions, i.e. Persian Gulf, Indian Ocean
and the Gulf of Oman. Its total width varies from 40 to 80 km but the width of
navigable channel is from 2 to 3 km. The Strait of Hormuz absorbed, about 88 percent of
oil export trade from the Persian Gulf to Asia, Europe and U.S (Feller, 2004).
Another significant passage is Malacca Strait that deals with the maritime traffic
between Europe and Asia Pacific with 50,000 ships annually which means 600 ships on
daily basis. This channel is 80 km in length, the width varies from 50 to 320 km, its
width is 2.5 km at the narrowest point while it is 23 meters deep. It is the world’s
longest chock point used for maritime trade. About 30% of world cargo pass through
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the Strait. It’s the major link between the Pacific and Indian Oceans. It may be an
alternative of straits of Sunda (Indonesia).
Gwadar is safe and less busy area with its deep water and easy accessibility. It has
the capacity might to absorb the increasing trade pressure in international trade. The
dependency of China on oil transport increased up to 80%, which enhanced the
importance of another port in the region. Gwadar is the best option for China. TAPI
(Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India),

IPI

(Iran-Pakistan-India)

and

Qatar-

Pakistan pipelines will further reduce the trade pressure on other strategic channels.
Figure 4
Straits of Hormuz

Source www.googleearth.com.

1.5. Construction of the port:
The idea to have a deep-sea port at Makran in Balochistan, was first proposed in
1964, but drafting of the project was not initiated till 1974. Due to the economic and
strategic importance of Gwadar port for Central Asian region in term of transportation,
it was felt imperative to initiate the project. In the eighth five year plan of Pakistan from
1993 to 1998, the policy makers included the Gwadar port project in their priorities
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(Daily the News, 2009). The cabinet of Pakistan decided in March 1991 to construct a
deep-sea port at Gwadar till the end of 1995. However the project was not even initiated
till 2002. China and Pakistan signed a bilateral agreement on 10th of August 2001 to
build a port at Gwadar, Baluchistan. The port was planned to be develop phase wise,
two phases were proposed.

a) First phase:
PC-1 and master plan of the project was sanctioned in March 2002. The corner stone
of the phase one was laid in March 2002 that was completed in a short period of three
years (Board of investment, 2016). This phase was started with the release of soft loans
and technical assistance from China. Pakistan and China signed an agreement with US
$ 248 million of which China provides US $ 198 million and the residual amount of US $
50 million was provided by Pakistan (Board of investment, 2016) to construct a port at
the coast of Makran Baluchistan in 2002 (Asghar, 2006). In first phase one approach
channel, three births having a depth of 12.5 meters and a length of 600 m in total
approach channel and one jetty was the target.

b) Second phase:
Right after the completion of first phase Pakistan proposed to start phase two on
(BOT) built operate transfer and (BOO) built operate own basis through the private
sector. The second phase of the project was proposed to start in 2005 with an assumed
cost of US $ 865 million (Daily Dawn, 2005). The project consist of nine berths, two
container terminals having length of 2010 M, two terminals are for oil having 688
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mlength, two terminals for dry bulk, one is for general cargo, one is for bulk cargo
having length of 305 M, one for grain handling with the length of 305 M, one Roll on
Roll off and channel dredging with 20 meters of depth, breakwater with 600 m length
(Daily Dawn, 2005), and other facilities like the equipment related to port and other
usages like, tugs, pilot boats, survey ships, storage of containers, goods etc. buildings,
equipment for loading unloading and power generation are also include in the phase. It
was proposed to be completed in 2010 (Daily Dawn, 2005). The master plan of the
project is given below in the figure

Figure 5
Gwadar master plan

Source www.gwadarcorner.com
In the second phase turning basin having the diameter of 450 M along with 100
meters service berth was included as well. 602 meters long jetty, a navigable channel of
4.35, transit sheet, roads, and plinths are also part of the plan. These arrangements have
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the capability to accommodate container traffic up to 50,000 DWT (Daily Dawn, 2005).
These berths are proposed to deal with general cargo of 270000 tons, bulk cargo of
450000 tons and 100000 TEUs of containers (Board of investment, 2015). The
navigational channel has to increase up to five km to accommodate ships of 11 meters
drat.
Gwadar once a small town enclosed by deserts as was Dubai before the construction
of the port of Rashid in 1976 that has become city of shipping, industrial and
commercial activities. CHA, a sub company of (Port Singapore Authority) PSA, entered
in to an agreement, according to the agreement CHC had to invest US $ 550 million in
the next half decade (Ali, 2013). The agreement with PSA was not in favor of the
Pakistan and national highways authority was failed to materialize the idea of link
roads till 2030 (Ali, 2013). In 2009, the port was ready to serve with 14 berths but and the
link roads were not completed, Gwadar to Dalbaden(Afghanistan) to Central Asia and
Gwadar to Chamman are still to be constructed (Baloch, 2013). The new great game and
land mafia have multiplied hurdles in the way of Gwadar port
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Figure 6
Master plan of Gwadar port

Source Gwader.com
With the completion of second phase the port’s capacity will be increased to 200,000
DWT for oil ships and100, 000 DWT for cargo vessels (Baloch, 2013). The terminals and
container berth which are specified for grain and bulk cargo are 300 meters long
whereas roll on roll off terminal is 300 meters.
Two container berths of 300 meters extension are projected. The 700 km long coastal
highway connects Gwadar port with Karachi via Pasni and Ormara. In addition there is
a second road, connection i.e. Gwadar-Ratto-Dero motorway, links Gwadar to Indus
highway via Turbat, Awaran and Khuzdar. The rail link would connect Gwadar port to
Quetta and Zahidan. The run way of the airport extended to 15,000 to accommodate jet
aircrafts is part of the phase. Completion of the phase two would help Pakistan in terms
of strategic needs and in emergencies would provide backup facility to Qasim port
(Daily Dawn, 2005).
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When oil explored in the Gulf Region corporate sector established different
centers beside ports along with required infrastructure facilities in and outside of the
region. Pakistan in the past remained unfortunate to get the advantage of Strait of
Hormuz to construct a port at its opening. The main reason behind was lack of vision
and timely planning (Sehgal, 2016). Commercially the ports of Gulf are very feasible at
the time of peace but some times it becomes very vulnerable due to geo-political
pressure.
Regarding trade in Central Asia most of the Gulf ports are located on the wrong
side, except of Iran’s ports. There are many reasons for a port to be constructed on the
mouth of Hurmuz in proximity with Iran and Gulf States, in Pakistan at Asian
heartland. Firstly, it is far from war zone of politically sensitive areas. Secondly, it is
connected by road with Central and South Asia. Finally, it has access to the ports of
Gulf region through Sea therefore it is an ideal transit point and is an easy up gradation
of available infrastructure of communication. This port has the capability of transshipment of oil from small vessels to super oil carriers (Sehgal, 2016).
It is generally believed that the port of Dubai would not get commercial success,
if the project of Gwadar port work parallel. The assumption can be argued as Gwadar
enjoys natural advantages which are not there for Gulf ports. Gwadar will serve as a
natural entrance point to Asia in terms of trade and commerce. The transportation on
the Southern side of the Gulf needs time, logistics and money. Moreover it has too
much area for extension in future if needed while the ports of Gulf are lacking such
facility. It is linked with the Iranian port of Chabahar through land route. Its
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connectivity with RCD highway make the port reaches not only to the Central Asia
region but the China province Xinjiang as well. The expansion of existing rail route
from Zahidan (Iran) to Quetta (Pakistan) will link the Central Asia region to the port.
Figure 7
Gwadar port

Source www.Gwadarcorner.com

1.6. Associated development of port:
For the development of Gwadar port, different kind of supporting infrastructure
was installed (figure 3) for the purpose of attaining the required facilities government
has launched an administrative structure under the name of (GDA) Gwadar
Development Authority, which is in collaboration with Gwadar Port Authority (GPA)
and many other corporations to provide help in timely completion of Gwadar project
(Gwadar Master Plan, 2016).
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Figure 8
Road link from Gwadar

Source www.googlemaps.com

a) The Gwadar airport:
The airport which was constructed in district Gwadar was basically for Fokker
aircrafts. The government wants to upgrade it to international level to handle all kind
of flights and aircrafts. The estimated cost of the airport is about US $ 70 million
(Haider, 2011). Oman government provided a grant of U.S. $ 7 million while Pakistan
and its civil aviation authority provided Rs 563.35 million for construction of the
airport. The port will work through open sky policy and all kinds of flight weather it is
national or international will be allowed for landing. There will be facilities of fuel and
transit as well at the airport (Daily Nawa-e-Waqat, 2005). The then PM of Pakistan
Shoukat Aziz stated that buoyed ATR aircrafts will be unloaded at Gwadar’s airport.
The aeroplanes will be use Karachi to Gwadar route (Daily Dawn, 2005).
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b) Export processing zone:
An export processing zone has also been planned at Gwadar for marketing the
production of local industries to Gulf and Central Asian Republics (Daily Dawn, 2005).
In order to promote its trade government has planned to establish a Free Economic zone
on the model of China’s Shenzen zone. First special economic zone (SEZ) was for the
first time established in Guangdong province at Shenzhen in 1980. Similarly two others
zones were established at Shouton and Zhuhai in the same province. These special
economic zones resulted tremendous economic success. At present the export of China
is $752 billion and its balance of trade is about $120 billion (Siddiqi, 2006). This will
provide a precious chance for Pakistan to get benefit of successful experience of its trust
worthy friend China.

c) Civic amenities:
The city of Gwadar is designed on Dubai’s model. The master plan of Gwadar caters
all the required services and facilities of a modern city. The city also offers all the
required housing and business need of the day. A sum of Rs 36.5 billion was allocated
by the public sector developmental program (PSDP) for the overall highways of the
project. The supervision of the highways was assigned to NHA. A road of 950 km from
Gwadar to Turbat, Khuzdar and Rotodhero is almost completed (Daily Jang, 2007). An
amount of Rs. 50 billion has already been spent on the project and another Rs 13 billion
was released by the planning commission of Pakistan for M-8 (Gwadar-Rotodhero)
road and that has already been completed (Daily Jang, 2012).
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After a successful completion of phase 1 and phase 2, work has been started on the
industrial development zone with 4000 hector area to enhance and encourage business
activities at the port. To access to the Gulf States and Central Asian market, an export
processing zone has been planned as well (Daily Dawn, 2005).
The ex-PM of Pakistan Shoukat Aziz attended the inaugural ceremony of Gwadar
industrial estate and termed this mega project as symbol of Pak-China evergreen
friendship (Daily Nawa-e-Waqat, 2005).

Pakistan has signed agreement with Iran

regarding power’s supply to Gwadar. Under the agreement Iran and Pakistan has to
invest an amount of $ 86 million for the construction of 170 km double circuit electricity
lane of 222 kv to supply 100 mw power to Gwadar port (Daily Pakistan Observer, 2007).
Gwadar is becoming a busy area, about 15 banks have opened its branches here, a
telephone exchange has been started, small vehicles and motorcycles are running in a
large number on the road. There are air-conditioned coaches for road travellers and
daily flights are available between Karachi and Quetta. The government’s inter college
is upgraded to the level of degree college, in 2005 there were two government high
schools, two middle schools, twenty two primary schools in the area (Daily, Jang, 2005).
The government has released Rs. 3 billion for the development of Gwadar. Further it is
decided that a company that has signed a contract to work here would invest five
present in the area and fifteen present of which will be spend on the welfare of area
(Daily Al-Akhbar, 2005).

The planned Dames of Bolan, Subukzy, Kachikenal and

Merany will irrigate millions acres of land.
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The government proposed a marine cadet college and eight other cadet colleges in
the port’s area. Fisher’s colony and fisheries training centre are also proposed (Daily
Pakistan, 2007). For the purification of water government provided Rs 700 million to
provincial government of Baluchistan to fulfil the required demand of purified water at
Gwadar industrial estate for 15 years. The number of industrial units will be 2000 in
Gwadar Industrial Estate, and it will provide job to 30,000 people (Daily Dawn, 2007).

d) Oil refineries:
The government has projected the establishment of an “Oil City” at Gwadar with
huge investment of $ 40 billion. This project would transform Gwadar into a huge
storage of refined and crude oil. Government has allotted 12500 acers of land to
accomplish the task. The allotted land will be given on nominal lease to oil refineries.
The project will be completed in two phases. During the first phase, a “petrochemical
city” with a huge refinery, oil storage capacity and oil logistics will be develop. Its
estimated cost is $12.5 billion. During the first three years of its establishment the
refinery would be able to refine 10.5 million tons of oil annually which would be
upgraded to 21 million tons in next 7 to 9 years.
Government released Rs 3.87 billion to buy the desired land of 12500 acres for oil
city. The expected investment in the oil city is $ 40 billion, which will make Gwadar
distinguish from the rest of the ports (Daily the News, 2007). According to the official
statics, China is interested to make an investment of $12.5 billion in the oil city in
addition some other companies of Middle East have also shown interest in investment
in the refineries (Daily the News, 2006). Construction of port was the task of Tianjin
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Zhongbei Harbour Engineering Supervision Corporation of China (TZHESC). GUPC
(Great United Petroleum Holdings Company Limited of China) is working on the
construction of petrochemical city having the cost of US $12.5 billion with the capacity
of 21 million tons of oil per year (Haider, 2001).
The decision of the government to establish oil refinery at Gwadar is to accelerate
economic growth and would provide uninterrupted fuel supply. The instalment of oil
refinery at the port have many positive aspects like, accelerated economic growth, the
availability of jobs and the satisfaction of oil needs of the country (Daily Pakistan
Observer, 2005).

1.7. Operationalizing of the port:
The government of Pakistan demanded the expertise of well experienced port
operators in 2006 for the management of Gwadar port. In response to the demand six
companies from different states, including Hong Kong’s company Hutchison, Dubai’s
Dubai World Port, one company of Pakistan and Port of Singapore Authority (PSA)
showed their interests (Daily Dawn, 2006). Due to unknown reasons interested China’s
Company remained out of formal action. The government scrutinized all the proposals
in detail and decided to assign the task to PSA. Under the agreement PSA has to invest
$ 5-8 billion in order to install different facilities (Daily Khabrain, 2007). See appendix 1
for details of the agreement. On November 2008, the port was declared a free tax zone
for a period of 20 years. The surrounding 90,000 acre area was also declared as tax free
and all materials which were used in construction were exempted from tax (Daily
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Dawn, 2008). PSA showed interest to invest $ 550 million during 5 to 10 years for the
installation of facilities. The expected cargo of the port is 50 million tons in 10-15 years.
PSA failed to make progress in operationalizing the port, therefore the Gwadar Port
Authority decided to refund $ 2 million from PSA as performance bounds on June 27. It
was agreed upon that PSA will operationalize the port 50% in 2007 and 100 per cent in
2008. The company failed to anchor single ship in one and a half year, after taking
charge of Gwadar port (Daily Dawn, 2008). PSA totally remained unable to fulfil the
committed plan of investing in marine services, i.e. mooring boots, tug and pilots. It is
reported that the only ship brought at Gwadar was state own TCP charted vessel with
72,000 tons of wheat. Due to the above reason federal government decided to refund the
business bound and also to revive its previous agreement with PSA (Daily Dawn, 2008).
With the failure of PSA to operationalize the port, according to the agreement the
government of Pakistan decided to handover the port’s responsibilities to Chinese
company on the 18th of Feb 2013 when an agreement was signed between these two
friendly states (PTV, 2013). Under the signed agreement with China would invest $ 750
million and approximately 750 new industries would be established in the area.
Pakistan’s ownership will remain on the port and China will be partner in profit of the
project (Daily Ajj, 2013).

1.8. Benefits and investments opportunities:
Opportunities in the field of trade for landlocked countries, i.e. Afghanistan and
Central Asian republics:


The port has potential to enhance trade and transportation with Gulf countries.
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It has the ability to trans-ship the container cargo.



It would bring socioeconomic development to the region.



Shipping related industry would be encouraged by the project.



There is the potential of petrochemicals, oil refinery and storage.



Capacity of export processing and industrial zones.



The area would be a hub of trade and commercial activities.



Warehouse, cold storage, cargo handling equipment and trucking yard would be

established.


The tourism industry would be flourished in the region.



Repairing yards, mobile barges, shipyards, bunkering of ships and dry-docks

potential item to be developed.


Sea transport service to and from Gwadar, Karachi, UAE, Bandar Abbas and

Oman.
Director General of the operations of Gwadar port authority Mr. Abdul Razik
Durrani is of the view that growing infrastructure and facilities would transform the
port into a hub of the region. The most significant facilities, some of which even Bin
Qasim and Karachi don’t have are RORO use of vehicle and machinery import, Service
berth, oil pollution of 5000 gallons, fire fighting are giving it an edge over the regional
ports. There are two fish harbors under construction, i.e. Pishugaan and Surbandar.
With the development of fish processing, packing and cold storage facilities, large
amount of fish is exported (Daily the News, 2010). Government of Pakistan is optimistic
about $ 550 million foreign investment and estimated 7 to 31 billion of revenue in 40
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years. Since independence the project is a mega project of Pakistan (Daily Pakistan
Observer, 2006).
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CHAPTER: 2
Politico-strategic importance of the Gwadar port:
2.1. Strategic situation of Pakistan:
The partition of the sub-continent resulted in creation of two inimical neighbors,
Pakistan and India. Both of them have fought three wars in their short history and the
existing tense relation may lead to the fourth one in the future, although their nuclear
capabilities have contributed little to normalize the region’s security situation.
The security competition of both the adversaries has two core challenges regarding
their maritime strategy. Firstly, decrease in the number of national fleet has increased
Pakistan’s dependence on foreign marine merchants in international trade. In a case of
war or increased tension the sea based trade can be negatively affected if the country
depends on foreign ships. At the moment of tension or war, foreign ships may feel
hesitant to carry out any task or they may demand increased insurance and other
unexpected charges. Similar situation occurred when America attacked Afghanistan
and Iraq in 2001 and 2003 respectively (Aslam, 31 May -06 April, 2003).
Secondly, maritime nations developed their naval power to protect their strategic
and economic interests but, conversely, to the strategic and economic interests of the
country, Pakistan didn’t enhance the capability of its navy accordingly. The continental
mindset of policy makers prevented navy to be an active participant in overall national
security and development.
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Pakistan’s being a state of perpetual rivalry to India, established its co-located ports
at Karachi that can easily target in case of war. The continental approach of authorities
prevent Pakistan’s navy to play a decisive role in the field of military strategy.
Pakistan’s maritime sector is very vital for national security and economic growth. In
the field of economy the maritime sector has the capability to boost the economy,
resultantly encouraging the economic growth of the country.
A Stable navy is indispensable to protect economic and strategic interests of the
country. At present the potentials of navy are not utilized up to the point due to which
it has failed to contribute its due share to national economic growth. The attacks of
Indian army on the shipping installments of Pakistan during the war of 1971 exposed
the vulnerability of a single port complex. Realizing the discomforts associated with the
availability of one port, Pakistan’s navy decided to construct new port at Ormara in
1990s. It is located at a distance of about one hundred and twenty NM from Karachi
port (Rabnawaz, 2003).
Maritime field of Pakistan has the capability to improve the economic growth, cut
down shipment cost, save valuable foreign exchange and increase international trade.
The sector has the ability to multiply job opportunities and durable shipping services
for a country. Ports are a source of connection between the sea and land transport. Ports
have the ability to function as hub of regional economic activities. The emergence of
Gwadar is important because of its geography. Potentially important aspect of the port
is its releasing effects on socio-economic aspects and development of infrastructure of
the coastal areas.
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In his visit to South Asia in 2000, American President, Clinton expressed his views
about the significance of the region as “the most dangerous place on the earth” (Miller
& Risen, 8 August 2000). During the year of 2002, due to the increasing tension between
Pakistan and India, world felt that the two nuclear powers of the region are ready for a
war, with military equipment naked to be triggered. An eminent historian Daniel
Moran presented his view that south Asian region will experience wars on the basis of
the issues which imperial powers of Europe had shaped and left unsettled; India and
Pakistan have already fought three wars (Moran, 2001).
There are many opportunities for collaboration in the new emerging world (John,
2001). The major Sea powers who have the ability to disturb the SLOCs have developed
consensus on the policy of peaceful Indian Ocean (Lehr, 2002). Mutual problems i.e.
intra-regional disputes, arms race and lack of the well for mutual co-existence among
the states which are located on the coastal lines of the world, have provided an
opportunity for extra-regional players to exploit the estranged situation to generate
disagreement among them. To increase their power and influence in coastal states, great
powers always employ different channels i.e diplomacy, naval forces and marine bases
to exploit the huge reserves of natural resources for their national interests. In this
context it would make easy the analysis of the politico-economic interests of regional
and extra-regional powers. General interests of antagonistic states will lead their issues
of anxiety, regarding evaluation if the Gwadar port can help in transforming the
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matters of disputes into points of collaboration and would help Pakistan to initiate a
strategy to foster this cooperation.
2.1.2. Ports and national security:
Ports play a decisive role in national security, which are used as “bases” of operation
for its national naval forces. The greater the number of naval bases, the more the naval
forces will contribute to national security in time of peace and war. Reliance on a Single
base puts a serious limitation on the strategic situation and makes the country an easy
victim to antagonistic countries. According to Velo “variety of bases provides
remarkable benefits for operation, organization and redeployment of one’s own
shipping force”. The most disadvantageous factor of a single based system is that the
naval forces during war time utilize the same point for attack and as well as for retreat.
The forces of enemy can easily target a fleet which utilizes only one point for its
operations (Velo, 1999).
During Indo-Pak war of 1971, Indian attacked on naval and merchant ships and on
the installations of Karachi port provided evidences to support this fact. The idea of
establishing another military base, in the west of Karachi port has two advantages i.e
strategic and security concerns. Firstly, Pakistan navy would be able to keep operating
from three different points, Karachi, Gwadar and Ormara. Secondly, Pakistan
dependence on two co-located ports near India would reduce considerably.
2.1.3. Needs of shipbuilding industry:
The Pakistan’s shipping industry is not stable and not in position to sustain itself.
The industry with prevailing road and rail network will not be able to stand parallel to
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international industries, however due to its strategic potential needs a serious attention
to bring it up to the level. In spite of its financial limitations, this industry is a strategic
asset for Pakistan. If the industry is denied of a balanced development, it will become
difficult to be revived in the future. Its development is extremely vital for the naval
force of Pakistan in order to build various types of submarines and warships in joint
collaboration with other countries.
Some important contributions of joint venture of Karachi shipyard and Pakistan
Navy are MCMV, missile crafts and fast patrol boats. It is considered as an encouraging
step towards self-sufficiency in military ships. Agosta 90B, a submarine built with the
technical assistance of France is another important contribution of Karachi Shipyard. F22P frigate is another step towards perfecting the naval forces of the country. Making of
these items at Karachi shipyard will resolve the financial problems and will also endow
the indigenous engineers with technological know-how as well for further production
in future (Dawn, 14 September 2004). Continuity in production of this naval equipment
is very vital for maintenance of the force’s technical skill.
2.1.4. Pakistan Naval power at sea:
The most significant aspect of naval influence is its power at the sea. Global rules of
sea permit all maritime state an even access to trade and resources that generate influx
of economic benefits. At the other end they face exposed pressure and simple predation
(Anonymous, November 1998).
Navy has a considerable share in defending the economic interest of a country
(Tangredi, 2002). The importance of maritime power is accurately described by lord
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Haversham. Speaking about British navy, he stated that your trade and ships are
intimately interdependent and this is that much natural that it can’t be detached from
each other, the trade is like the mother and nurse of your seamen and they are the life of
the marine and your marine is the protection and security of your trade (Till, 2003).
Along with resources, sea is the protection of sea trade; naval forces are attributed to
protect strategic interests of a nation. These forces keep intact the sovereignty at sea by
securing territorial water and protect the country from any aggression. The presence of
strong naval forces has assumed more importance in the present globalized world due
to increase in sea trade and its contribution to economic development. A coastal state
might have a feasible continental or oceanic preference in its strategic arrangement and
culture because of its geo-political location (Gray, 1992).
2.1.5. On the route of oil transport:
Gwadar port is situated at a distance of 400 km from the straits of Hormuz, a sea
route through which forty percent of world oil trade is conducted. It is at the entrance of
Persian Gulf, which is an important region for oil transportation in the world. The port
is located on the edge of sea lanes of communication and especially that of India.
2.2. Strategic location:
The coastal village of Gwadar is situated on the coast of Arabian Sea in the province
of Baluchistan. Baluchistan shares its border with Iran and Afghanistan. Its distance
from Iranian border is 72 km and Omanian port Cap al-Hadd is only 320km away from
the port. Dubai port is just 474 NM from Gwadar port.
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This deep-sea port is termed as a regional hub which will work as huge station
for commercial traffic of South East Asia, Persian Gulf, Middle East, Xinjing and Central
Asia. The port is located in a strategically important juncture of different regions of the
world. It is situated in between the populous South Asia, the newly emerging resources
rich region of Central Asia and oil rich Western Asia (Anwar, 2008). As the port is
situated on a juncture of important regions therefore it enhances the importance of
Pakistan in international politics. The sea port is emerging as a point of great
importance in a strategic sense. It has increased the importance of Pakistan in the entire
region stretched from the Persian Gulf to the great Indian Ocean and to Southeast Asia
and then to Fareast
Figure 9

Source Google Earth Explorer
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With its completion the landlocked Central Asian states will be provided with the
facility of port, further Pakistan will also get political gains along with economic ones
(Anwar, 2008). Among the other countries, Afghanistan will be benefited the most from
this project. She will use the Gwadar port for its trade purposes and will get valuable
royalties of oil and gas pipelines when materialize. Gwadar will prove a prospering
factor for the entire region due to its trade potentials. It will be proved a cheap and
easily accessible transit route for the region. For the successful completion and smooth
economic progress of the port, Pakistan requires to bring Afghanistan into the folds of
this project (Hassan, 2005).
The isolated position of Pakistan in global trade will end with the re-construction of
the ancient East-West trade routes and with the construction of a new port at Gwadar.
Pakistan from her infancy is facing an isolated position in global trade, but new
partnership with China would enhance the importance of Pakistan’s geography. A
prominent force’s throttling policies which might encourage continent-wide trade and
transport is a deficiency of strategic vision in many quarters (Starr, 2015).
The continuing instable situation in Persian Gulf compelled ADB to think about the
strategically important port of Gwadar as its alternative (Starr, 2015). The new geoeconomic developments in the region will boost the geo-strategic importance of
Pakistan. In the realization of the warm water theory communist Russia invaded
Afghanistan on 27 December 1979. Gwadar port can provide the entire world a
transportation and communication facility all the year. The port can be termed as a
gate-way to the landlocked Central Asia region (Anwar, 2008).
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2.2.1 Geo-strategic significance:
As Pakistan is lacking strategic depth, Gwadar will considerably increase its
strategic depth. As far as the strategic importance is concerned the port is 460 km away
from India, which will reduce the insecurity of Pakistan up to considerable extent. With
a Sea port at such an important point Pakistan will be able to have an eagle-eye on the
sea lanes of communication from Persian Gulf to the Strait of Hormuz. The addition of a
naval base at Ormara Gwadar will increase the importance of Pakistan. Furthermore,
China is eager for her attendance here to have an eye on the movement of India and
USA in the Arabian Sea. Naval connection of Pakistan and China will keep an eye on
India’s naval assets at the Arabian Sea. It would secure marketable ships
communication at Indian Ocean (yasir, 2012).
In case of any tension if Strait of Malacca will be engaged by American movement,
the port will serve as a substitute for West Asia and China’s interests. Strategically and
militarily, the construction of Gwadar port will enable China to check the Persian Gulf,
the region from where China imports 60% energy needs. China will be in a position to
watch out the movement of India in the Gulf of Adan and Persian Gulf (yasir, 2012).
The geography of the Gwadar port makes it a point of interest for entire world and
especially for region’s and non-region players. Many of the players have a keen interest
in the port due to its central strategic location in region of Gulf that is a part of the new
great game (Bhonsle, 2006).
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2.3. Pakistan’s interests in the region:
Pakistan has proximity with oil trade’s hub, Persian Gulf that is transportation
route of world. About 17 million barrel of oil routed through Strait of Hormuz (Ahmer,
1995). This situation enhanced the already existing geo-economic vitality of the project.
Pakistan’s sea trade is about 90 percent and its sea lanes of communications passes via
Indian Ocean (Rais, 1995). Strategic significance of Gwadar was realized by CIA in 1980
in these words “it is a strategically important location near oil routes from the Persian
Gulf” (CIA, 1980). These waters remained a dream for Soviet Union as well (Ibid).
Chairman GPA Sarfaraz Khan’s statement describe Gwadar’s importance “It was
a long-standing desire of these states to reach warm waters and now we have ourselves offered
this opportunity to them” (Khan, September 14, 2003). Pakistan due to its significance
keeps the port open to international community for investment. Pakistan has very
strong relations with China which was expressed by the former President Pareveez
Musharraf in his statement “China has been our most consistent ally over the past 30 years”
further he extended “Washington’s interest is likely to diminish” (Hussain & Solomon,
October 12, 2004).

Pak-US relation remains fluctuating (Dennis, 2001). America’s

interest based approach would determine the future strategic situation in the port’s
region.
2.4. Other Important ports:
a) Dubai port:
Dubai port authority is currently handling two ports Jabel Ali and Rashid.
Rashid became hub port of the Gulf market for its world class trans-shipment. The Total
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annual bulk of 2.8 million TEUs are handled by Dubai port, a quarter of which is transshipment within Gulf. Jebel Ali’s construction was started by Dubai port authority in
2002 which further increased its capacity to 5.7 million TEU. The flow of trans-shipment
was recorded as 4 million TEU during 2002 (Maiden, March 2003).
b) Salah port Oman:
Salah emerged as new hub of trans-shipment in Arabian Sea. It developed as
container terminal in 1998. It is located near Euro-Asia trunk lane route which is a plus
point. The ships which need to pick or drop bulk for the markets of India, Pakistan and
Arab Peninsula, need just a quick stop. The port seized its share of trade from Dubai,
Colombo and some trans-shipment of Red Sea from Jaddah. Presently the port can
handle 1.2 million TEUs (Ibid). The port has the ability to handle up to 16 deep vessels.
Bothered political situation of Middle Eastern region would harm the planning to
attract more regional trans-shipment trade. The plan to develop a free trade zone in area
of 6000 acres faced troubled situation when a major investment company Hillwood
strategic service withheld its investment from project because of geo-political reasons
(Ibid).
c) Iran’s ports:
Bandar Abbas is an important port of Iran which has 24 berths out of which 2 are
oil berths. Its approach channel’s length is 6.4 kilometers and its depth is 13 meters. The
port with four berths has the capability to deal with vessels up to 100000 DWT. Iran is
trying to promote its capacity to 2.6 million TEUs. Tashkent capital of Uzbekistan is
linked through a container rail on weekly basis. Bandar Abbas port lies in special
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economic zone of Rashid Rajaee. Two jetties of the port can deal with five ships of 11
meters depth and gross weight of 25000.
2.5. Comparison:
In the region there are three well developed hub ports i.e. Dubai, Salalah and
Jebel Ali. 16.5 percent of UAE’s trade conducted through Dubai port. These ports
contribute significantly to national income (Swibel, April 2004). Within a short term of
four years after its formation the port of Salalah generated nearly $ 58 million through
the business of trans-shipment (Salalah Port Annual Report, 2003).
Karachi and Bin Qasim has 25 and 17 million tons capacity per annum
respectively and increasing it up 48 million tons. Iranian two ports aren’t in position to
handle the bulk of Central Asian resources. Iran’s tense relations with global
community prevent its ports to share international cargo. Disturb geo-strategic situation
of Middle East and lack of capacity of domestic port give a Following table shows
statistical comparison of these ports.
Table 3
Statistical Comparison of Ports
Feature

No. of Berths
Channel Length
(Km)
Channel Depth
(m)
Traffic Handled
(in Million
TEUs)
Vessels Called

Dubai Ports
Authority
Rashid Jebel
Ali
35
71
0
15

Salalah

Bandar
Abbas

Chahbahar

Karachi

Qasim

Gwadar(
after
Phase-II)

33
0

24
6.4

4
1

30
12

10
45

12
4.5

3

16

13

0

3

12

20

5.1

2

1

-

.8

0.42

??

13232

1184

--

-

393

806

??

17

Source official websites
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Analysis of the table showed that after the completion of its second phase
Gwadar port would get reasonable trade share. With its emergence there would be
competition in the region. The future of trans-shipment will be decided by the policies
priorities and incentives of states.
2.6. Hinterland access:
Hinterland market can be accessed in certain situation by only one port
rationally. This may cause by geographical arrangements, lack of safe transportation
system from all ports political factors or other matters. Gwadar located on the
confluence of three significant regions i.e. South and West Asia and Xinjiang region of
China compering to its competitors.
2.7. Trans-shipment facility:
Sometimes competition of accessing hinterland market becomes critical and even
the well-established and center of regional load ports face serious competition. Its
nearness to the routes of Europe and existence out of Hurmoz, provide an
advantageous situation. Its location gives it advantage in to and from trade of Indian
continent and Arabian Sea market (Mahan, 1890). Geo-political tense situation of
Middle East enhances the significance of Central Asia’s republics as an alternate energy
source. China’s presence in the Indian Ocean sow the seeds of suspicion in all
concerned states’ minds and if prolonged would lead to active competition in the
world. American presence in the region is to protect its national interests. She needs
another naval base to provide backup to its army which is present in different countries
of the region. It is assumed on the basis of history that America would demand a base at
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Gwadar. In this region Pakistan and India are in a critical security problem while Iran is
trying to post its image of local power (Garrett, 2 March 2001).
A hub port drag scattered trade to a single point (Tangredi, 2002). Pakistan is
going to change the traditional concept of restricted sea policy a part of its military
strategy to the new concept of trade and access as it is the demand of day (Griffiths &
Haydon, 1995). It is the clash of interests of different nations which leads toward
tension, particularly access to sea which determined national wealth and strength
(Mahan, 1975). A strategic mistrust may be created with military use of Gwadar by
either China or America. Both of these powers are eager about their presence in the
region.
Reassurance of all those who are anxious about the project is essential on the part
of Pakistan for long term military, economic and political objective particularly US and
China (Garrett, 2001,). Afghanistan is a landlocked country which is greatly depending
on Pakistan for its imports and exports. This is the only feasible route which can help
her in its desired goals in international community.
2.8. Sea Lanes in Indian Ocean region:
Geo-political situation of Indian Ocean region due to uncertain security situation
became more complex. Dynamics of regional politics are complex security environment
of Middle East, devastating security situation of Afghanistan, diverting Indo-Pak
interests, Iran-US nuclear Issue, growing influences of China and US attempts to
counter (Bateman, Chan and Graham, 2011). Sea lanes for energy and global trade in
Arabian Sea are crucial for coastal states due to their increasing geo-politico and
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economic impacts on global politics. Momentary interruption even causes critical
impacts on global trade.
2.8.1. Significance of Straits of Hormuz:
Straits of Hurmuz enjoy core position in world’s energy transportation from the
Gulf region. It links Persian Gulf with Indian Ocean through the Gulf of Oman (Ho,
2011). At a point it becomes just 21 miles wide that is why ships are controlled and
facilitated through TSS (Traffic Separation Scheme) having a 10 km wide lanes of traffic
which separate inbound and outbound traffic to minimize any chance of accident.
Majority of oil and LNG transportation to Asian states, United States, Western Europe
and China take place via the same chokepoint. The strait is a major facilitator of crude
transportation of Middle East and Persian Gulf (Luke, 2010). About forty percent of
world’s oil, nearly ninety percent of Persian export and Liquefied natural gas of Qatar
routed through these straits. The straits are known as crucial for the sustainability of
global economy. Any suspension of the strait would cause acute energy crisis in the
world (Luke, 2010).
2.8.2. Protection of Sea Lanes of communications:
Sea lanes of communications connect the world. They serve vital trade routes
during peace while in wars they connect war zones (Good, 2002). Big powers of the
world are compelled by the growing energy demand to ensure the security of SLOCs
and chokepoints of energy supply (Ghosh, 2004). A country’s economic development is
greatly depending on energy supply and international trade. Pakistan possesses an
important role in SLOCs as it is nuclear power and is having unresolved territorial
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issues with India, another important state of South Asia. War between the two can
result closure of important SLOCs that would cause breakdown of working energy
corridors. It may be used as justification of China and US permanent presence in Indian
Ocean to keep the Ocean for world supply and particularly to their industries.
2.8.3. Energy Geopolitics:
Rapid growth in Asian demand for energy brings energy politics of Indian Ocean
into the limelight of contemporary strategic interests (Basrur, 2011). Gape between
demand and supply enhanced strategic competition among these states and dragged by
China to its epoch (Ibid). To keep their industries alive these states can go up to the last
extent to keep uninterrupted energy flow which is a key to economic development.
That situation enhanced significance of Indian Ocean exponentially. Out of every three
barrels of oil one is occupied by Saudi Arabia or Iraq with reserves of 259 billion barrels
and 112 billion barrels respectively (Robert, 2003). World’s energy demand has grown
95 % during the last 30 years. It is estimated that next fifteen years will saw a further
growth of thirty three percent while another forty five percent increase in next twenty
years (Ahmad, 2009). This region of Persian Gulf encompasses sixty percent of world’s
proven crude and forty five percent of gas reserves (Ibid).
2.8.4. Geo-strategic Interests:
A country’s geo-strategic interest is linked with its scale of dependency on
maritime sector. Each year about 36,000 vessels pass via Pakistan’s area of interest
(Malik, 2012). 95 percent of its total trade is conducting through Sea. Coastal areas of
Pakistan offer marvelous economic and strategic opportunities to support its economy
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in various ways. On the basis of their geo-political geography each maritime state has
their own maritime or continental preference base on their strategic directions (Nawaz,
2004). Research shows that Pakistan’s trade would grow up to 90 million tons by 2015
which would boost up its economy. These interests are different in nature based on geoeconomic and geo-strategic factors from state to state. Following are determining factors
of Pakistan’s geo-strategic interests.
a) Strategic Depth:
Strategic depth is a military concept which refers to the distance between major
military productions, population areas, industrial regions, logistic centers and
frontlines. It is implied as heartland of a country as well. Vast area or space is required
in interior to military strategic depth in order to retreat to spread enemy’s SLOCs and to
regroup to launch a counter strike (Malik, 2012). Majority of small states who have less
geographical width always remained keen about balance of power in the region. Best
example is Israel’s occupation of West Bank and Golan Heights against Iran and Iraq as
strategic depth. In the presence of potential enemy always there is need of strategic
depth.
Pakistan from east to west has little strategic depth. From the very beginning its
geographical narrowness and proximity of its heart land to Indian border keep its
military planners anxious to have a second strike capacity. Strategic depth is required to
boost up its capacity to accommodate initial strike and give response via multi-layered
defense approach (Maria Sultan, personal communication, October 25, 2012). India is
four times larger than Pakistan in area and seven times in population (Robinson, 2011).
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Its 300 miles width make Pakistan vulnerable to any central attack. This strategic
vulnerability is considered as threat to its existence.
b) Vulnerability of Karachi port:
The war of 1971 disclosed geographical vulnerability of Pakistan when India
captured its nearly all merchant and some of the naval ships as well (Jan, 2013).
Pakistan’s coasts, since then remain vulnerable to Indian navy even she can bottle up its
ships at Bin Qasim the sole operational naval base. Stack holder of Pakistan’s foreign
policy remain worried about Indian ability to encircle Pakistan’s international shipping
(Jones, 2005). India took advantage of its geographical supremacy time and again. The
same situational threat was experienced by Pakistan during Kargal war in 1999 and
border issue of 2001-02. But Pakistan because of its comparatively small navy and
geographical condition failed to counter Indian threat. India on the other hand has an
upper hand in the shape of Mumbai international port which is too far from Pakistan’s
access. Same is the need of Pakistan.
2.8.5. Geo-strategic Imperatives:
Located at the coast of Makran, Gwadar port is an important maritime strategic
outpost. Gwadar is world’s third largest port situated at mouth of Persian Gulf only 180
nautical miles away from strategically important straits of Hormuz (Mazhar, Javaid &
Goraya, 2012). Its distance from Hormuz is 400 km where 16 to 17 million barrels oil
transported (Sakhuja, 2013). About 30 tankers passes through this significant
chokepoint mean there is only six minutes gape between the two tankers using these
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waters (Ibid). To military and strategic analysts Gwadar is a watch post from where the
entire shipping activates can be checked.
The port at Makran coast was a compulsion under the experience of 1965, 1971
and 1998 wars (Haider, 2013). Parveez Musharraf the then President who was the main
figure of the Kargal war, launched the port project (Haider, 2013). Geo-political and
geo-strategic situation of Pakistan is of crucial importance that got immense significance
in national security paradigm. The port’s location grants surveillance facility to monitor
any activity in Arabian Sea and even in Indian Ocean. Actually the port of Gwadar lies
entirely under the domain of “Rimland concept” of Mackinder that was used in the
great game. Throughout the history Gwadar remained under the focus of military
powers of Indian Ocean. These warm waters attracted Portuguese, Greeks, Persians,
Arabs, Russian and Great Britain in the history (Global Security, 2013). Development of
the port with associated projects will secure Pakistan’s maritime interests and would
bring economic integration to the region.
2.9. Military Imperatives:
To protect its maritime and strategic interests every states needs reasonable
military force in the sea. In addition to the security of maritime trade and resources
military power is indispensable to serve strategic interests against any critical threat in
sea (Nawaz, 2004). Economic and military elements of maritime powers are
interdependent. Enormous economic gains motivate coastal nations to develop their
impregnable sea defense (Ibid). The present increasing need is because of the growing
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importance of maritime trade and its marvelous contribution to national economies.
The military might facilitate nation’s maritime interests (Ibid).
Gwadar port would enable Pakistan’s navy to stand shoulder by shoulder with
regional navies. It will provide China a strong foothold in Arabian Sea (Military
Gwadar, 2013). Pakistan during the year of 2007 approved the development of a naval
shipyard on the basis of fast track at Gwadar (Kiani, 2007). Initially this shipyard was
planned to be built on the eastern bay of Gwadar in about 500 acres of land (Ibid)
having the capacity to build Very Large Crude Carrier (VLCC) and Ultra Large Crude
Carrier (ULCC).
In present day security of SLOCs, maritime interests, supply chain and coastal
defense dynamics including ships, ports and chokepoints become top most priority of
foreign policy of every littoral state. Indian Ocean region has unique economic
significance accompanied by threats and challenges. Enormous resources of Central
Asia’s republics, dynamics of region after September 11 incidents, worse security
situation of Gulf region, emergence of China as economic power, proximity with
important straits of Hurmuz and its natural depth, all these features give pivotal
position to Gwadar in the world. ADB also recognized the significance of Gwadar as an
alternate port for oil shipment.
Chinese governmental company’s taking over of Gwadar port would infuse new
passion into operational field of the port to accomplish defense objectives of the nation.
Management of the port would able China to check these important SLOCs and to
insure its long term military presence. The strategic, military, political and economic
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significance of Gwadar port will drag Sino Pakistan to active maritime collaboration
which engulfs all shipping activities, coastal defense, free navigation and enforcement
of global law. As the port is third largest of the world therefore it can easily
accommodate Chines submarine to ensure its energy supply in the region and would
ultimately strengthen Pakistan’s naval capacity against any aggression. To Pakistan it is
an alternate strategic and military base.
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CHAPTER: 3
Economic potential of Gwadar port
3.1. Concept of hub port:
To facilitate ships in a very quick manner a hub port must have terminal facilities,
sufficient number of cranes, capability to deal with containers, storage area and super
class computer to operate the terminals. The actual capacity of a port is determined by
the following facilities.
a. Ability to load and unload the visiting ships.
b. Transportation of goods in port’s area.
c. Goods storage capacity.
The Mal-structure cost 40% more charge than that of the develop ports. A 100%
increase causes twenty per cent increase in maritime cost. Whereas twenty five to
seventy five percentile improvements in the efficiency of port reduce the shipping cost
more than 12 % (Ximena Clark, David Dollar, and Alejandro Miscco, February 2001).
The facts show that maritime trade is being supported by the efficiency of ports,
therefore the idea of hub ports are conceived to add valve added structure to the
economy of the country.
Beside economic gains, significant political benefits could also be got with the
provision of the port facilities to regional and particularly to landlocked countries. After
the September 11 incident US support for Middle East decreased because of its
participation to tackle the terrorist. It is indispensable for America to have military
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presence in the region to protect its greater national interest. She needs an alternative
base for its troops in the Middle East and if the said situation emerged US would desire
to have Gwadar as an alternative, as Pakistan facilitates her with such facilities in the
past. If such a demand is tabled by US it would create a troublesome situation in
Pakistan as on one hand it will disturb relations with China and on the other hand will
deteriorate its ties with the Middle East.
The port is not only a hub for the natural riches of Central Asia’s republics, but for
the trade activities of the entire region as well. It would create tremendous economic
opportunities for Pakistan. It is proven with evidence that generally the trade starts
when the GDP of a country reach to $ 17.5 billion and experience an increase of 11600
tons for increase in each $ 1 billion GDP (Environment Division, 2015). Furthermore,
better economies cause greater economic generation. Pakistan’s GDP is $ 60 billion and
the estimated 78 million trade volume encouraged Pakistan to have another port at
Gwadar. Spoke structure is a vital impression of the idea of hub port which is basically
found on the system of hub moving freight among numerous spokes (smaller ports or
distribution of land cargo areas) (Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms).
Further, it extends to the ability of the port to safely accommodate extra-large ships,
expand the terminal services, effectual handling of container operations, the availability
of regular feeder service with suitable physical attention and economical cargo handling
charges.
Studies proved that increase in shipping cost effect the growth of both GDP per
capita and manufactured exports negatively. (Radelet S. & Sachs J., 1998) Trans72

shipment hub generates income. Jebel Ali a port of the UAE is a good example of
combination of generation of economic activities and free trade region. Started in 1979,
having 100 shipping lanes and 67 berth today, 1450 companies from 85 countries are
attracted by its free trade zone (Dubai Port Authority, 2016).

3.2. Global trends in sea trade:
In a report on maritime transport (2006) United Nation declared growth of 7.2 %
in trade ships and touched the limit of 690 Million Deadweight Tons (DWT) during the
first quarter of 2006. During 2004 with the growth rate of 12.6 Sea trade reached to 36.1
million ton foot equalent units (MTUs). The ports of developing countries share 137
MTUs to the total. (UNCTAD, 2006) It was indicated by the UN that container traffic,
which was reported as 300 MTEUs in 2004 would be double in 2015 (UNCTAD, 2006).
The world experienced 3.5 % economic Growth and 9 % growth in container traffic in
2005 while 6 % growth in global merchandise export and sea trade hit by 7.11 billion
tons. Further growth in the sector is expected in coming years. With the passage of time
energy demand of the world would increase, the estimated increase in natural gas is
2.75 % annually in coming 20 years. Increase in sea shipment of crude oil is 3.5 %,
demand of the world would remain uninterrupted for several years (UNCTAD 2004).
The ports of the Black Sea are used by the landlocked counties of the Caspian Sea
and Russia as they constructed pipeline for their resources, but the workload on
Turkish straits boosted the demand for new venues. The enormous resources of Central
Asian Republics got the world’s attention. The port at Gwadar would be a possible
alternate route for transportation of these resources, alternate generator for Pakistan’s
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economy (Jehanzeb, 2010). In order to meet with the growing demands of its energy,
China signed many agreements with its neighbours in Central Asia to construct
pipeline of 1000 to 3000 km long to connect to the already existing 4200 km pipeline
from Xinxiang to Shanghai (Anwar, 2006). Though Chinese energy reliance would
remain in the Middle East but still she is interested in Gwadar port to make it a transit
terminal. In the long term the proposed pipeline will transport oil to eastern China
through Xingjian. (Jehanzeb, 2010)
There are some key areas pointed by the international shipping industry as at
risk of pirate attacks. In Asia’s Seas these are Philippine, Indonesia, Vietnam, Singapore
straits and South China Sea (at low extent) West African part particularly from Angola
to Mauritania, India, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh and East Africa. Somalia is a special case in
this regard where all the ships passing is cautioned to keep 50 M distance from the
coastal area to avoid attacks of pirates. The whole shore of Africa is piracy affected,
these vessels are used for drug trafficking (Dana R. Dillon, 2006). On the basis of all
these threats China is eager for alternate routes for its energy and consider various
transit pipelines.
Beside Pak-China all weathers friendship bilateral trade between the two is not
up to the mark, an increase of 37 % was reported during 2004-5 in which Pakistan’s
share is $ 911 million while Chinese share is $1.9 billion. Trade balance strongly
supports China (Government of Pakistan Board of Investment, 2006). In order to extend
its trade routes China signed a number of bilateral agreements. Under its policy “go
west”, China is developing its western region, including Xinjiang, that has contributed $
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4.5 billion in terms of international trade while $ 22.7 billion to GDP in 2003. Pakistan
can revise its economic ties with China under the current status of Xinjiang. (Haider,
2005)
Pakistan’s former president General Parveez Musharraf declared, on the occasion
of the inauguration ceremony of the Sust dry port declared that the 10000 foot high
altitude facility would strengthen bilateral trade and will highlight Pakistan’s potential
for intra-regional trade (Dawn, July 4, 2006). A dominant role of Gwadar port is
visualized in China’s foreign policy in near future. Through Karakurm highway,
connecting to Ratodero-Khuzdar road, the shortest route, Gwadar is connected to
western China. The port is connected through first class international airport. (Niazi,
2005)
Figure 10
China’s Sea transportation to Xinjiang

“Source Google-earth”
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3.3. The role of seaborne trade in economic growth:
Presently there is a rising understanding that integration into the global economy is
the road to economic prosperity. (UNESCAP/UNDP, 2007) from 1950 to 90
international trade experienced 1.5 times growth while currently about 2.2 times growth
is recorded. Hill is of the view that sea trade contributes significantly to the economy
and as a motivator of growth and modernization. As proof he noted that sea export of
many of world’s top economies covers reasonable percent of national income.
Contribution of Sea export is 17 % of GDP of Pakistan (World Bank, 2015).
Sea trade grew to 0.55 billion to 5.88 billion tons from 1945 to 2002. (UNCTAD
Secretariat, 2003) Growth in international sea trade, motivated by economic growth, has
far exceeded the sea trade growth rate as whole (UNCTAD Secretariat, 2003). For
instance average growth of total sea trade was 3.3 % per year from 1987-99 while in the
same period the containerized cargo grew by 8.3 % per year, caused 160% growth in
total sea Container transport. Because of the importance of transshipment
transportation number of the containers dealing in the ports of the world grew by a
prompt rate of 9 %. Stapford is of the view that the real size of the Country’s sea trade
can be examined by its actual economy size. Increase in economies generates trade.
GDP and trade relationship is dynamic in its nature. Nature of economies and trade
change as growth take place. Growth varies from country to country at various phases
of economic development and the edges for growth for states at various phases of
economic development are remarkable (Stopford, Martin, 2009). Some other variables,
i.e. area and population of the country slightly effect the concept of maritime trade.
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Combination of demand and supply of export and import is known as economic
activity, it’s not the number of people living in a country (Stopford, Martin, 2009).

3.4. Shipping industry and economic development:
Shipping industry and economic development are closely interlinked with each
other, therefore the development of shipping industry is not only important for major
shipping but for all countries. (Frankel, 1987) As over 90 % of all international trade is
routed by water that’s why shipping service is very important for global trade
(Tangredi, 2002). Most of the developed nations consider a maritime policy as integral
part of its stable trade policy.
A stable professional marine sector stimulates productive exports, fruitful trade
venture and to get the best of available technology and products. Reliance on foreign
manufacturers, suppliers, containers and traders cause under-achievement and
indifference in foreign relations. When economies become restricted and lethargic its
savings and investments drop, its potential of productivity and industry neglected and
results removal of energy of competition in the global market (William A. Lovett, 1996).
Shipping industry needs huge amount of capital and a lot of risks are also
involved as there is variation in freight rates and demands (Hansen, 1981). Developing
countries currently contribute about 20.3 % of world total tonnage; in which Asian
share is 74.1 % (UNCTAD, 2003) international maritime trade is blamed by most of the
developing countries for uneven share and high freight charges. (Frankel, 1987)
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3.5. Investment in shipping industry by developing countries:
There are five main reasons of investment in the shipping industry by developing
countries, i.e. to save foreign reserve, to boost up foreign trade of the country and to
reduce freight cost, to get profit of shipping trade, provision of employment, assurance
of suitable and reliable shipping service. To avoid consumption of foreign exchange on
foreign vessels has been another reason often tabled by developing countries for
investment in the field. These states may get savings in foreign exchange. From a
national point of view, there are certainly less depending factors in a net saving of
foreign exchange.


Type and age of the ships and their cost structure under domestic and national
flag.



The requirements of international vessels and financial arrangements in this
regard



Level of utilization of national resources in the operation of these vessels like
management, crew and repair facilities.



Degree of profit generation and operational efficiency.



Impacts of freight rates.



The common situations on the particular trade routes in question. (Hansen,)

Though current employment opportunities in shipping industries are less, but
through its trade linkages and spin-off factors, it may have very important impacts on
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trade. The availability of maritime service provides an advantage in case of war or other
emergencies in the field of domestic and global trade.
Developing countries due to lack of capital, interested in less expensive alternatives
like the use of leased or second hand ships. But the used or second hand ships cause
high consumption and maintenance costs, as the rusty body and old engine need
permanent look after. The aged ships fail to produce profit as their maintenance cost is
more than their profit.
Stopford compares shipping industry with the game of Poker where players must
aware of the rules of the game. Same as in the game of Poker victory in shipping
industry depends on planning, probability, luck and psychology (Stopford & Martin,
2009). Many developed nations subsidize their maritime trade, which negatively affects
developing countries shipping industry, but same time favors their trade as fright rates
are low.
As a coastal state, Pakistan is facing difficulties to explore the sea resources
effectively. Several years of less attention have troubled the development of sea sector,
that ultimately bothered country’s security and economic development simultaneously.
Maritime trade is known as the backbone of the economy of Pakistan, the national
industries of shipping and shipbuilding are in confusion in terms of economics; the
sector of maritime could change the base of the economy and accelerate economic
growth. Development the navy as strategic and congenital force is much more crucial in
terms of protection of national rising maritime economic interests against coercion and
predation. The same is essential for protection of national strategic interests as well.
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Nearly ninety five percent of the country’s foreign trade route through the sea, that in
the years of 2003-04 roughly contributed 36.3 % to the GDP (Economic Survey, 20032004).
The development of Gwadar deep sea port and installation of business oriented
policies for revival of shipping industry and exploration of offshore riches are some of
examples in this regard firstly, seducement of state owned merchant marine in Pakistan
has pushed the state of dependency on international ships for foreign trade. In time of
war or in a state of high tension, dependency on international ships could have negative
effects on the maritime business of the state.
International ships may refuse to serve in such a highly sensitive areas where
war is certain or increase the charges up to unacceptable levels. This idea is fairly
reasonable considering the fact that the shipping and assurance charges for Pakistan
sharply increased during 2001 when USA attacked Afghanistan and next time in the
time of second Gulf War during 2003 (Aslam, 31 May 2006). Second, navies, as an
essential element of military power at sea, are developed by the maritime nations to
protect their strategic and economic interests.
The growth of the Pakistan Navy has not been proportionate to the growth of the
country’s strategic and oceanic interests. In fact, the limited mind set of the stakeholder
has not been able to appreciate a due role for the Navy in the total defence of the
country and, as a result, it is afforded the least priority. A long-time of this neglect has
created a conventional tilt in favour of the Indian Navy, which enjoys advantage 5:1
over the Pakistan Navy in terms of battle vessels, the air assets and manpower is very
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significant for development of the Pakistan Navy for two reasons. First, in case of any
limited conventional war at sea between the two countries is more likely in future
considering Indian Navy’s conventional advantage; India continuously believed that it
could effectively threaten the limited use of force, and that is very certain that
availability of nuclear deterrence makes the possibility of limited conventional conflict
at sea more likely (Hill, 1994) Second, mutual nuclear deterrence in the region is
integrally unstable because both of the countries do not have credible second-strike
competence, which leaves a chance of anticipation in face of an imminent threat.
Moreover, India’s search to gain Airborne Warning and Control System
(AWACS), theatre ballistic missile defence system, and sea-based second-strike ability
would give India the qualitative advantage needed to uphold a credible attack
competency, which can result in failure of mutual deterrence (Nalebuff, 1988). Gwadar
is predicted to provide sea access to landlocked Central Asian States via Afghanistan
and also to Xinjiang, the western provinces of China. In the long term the most
important scene is the ability of Gwadar to be the main transhipment port in the region.
Pakistan Navy will get a new base in the shape of the port in the west of Karachi.
International trade always plays an important role in stimulating economic
growth. The world economies become interdependent with the trend of globalization
and the modernization in the means of transportation. The economic growth is widely
be accelerated by Openness to international trade. This up to some extent explains the
new trend in international trade. The Sea is the cheapest and the most efficient mean of
transportation and more than 90 % of the international trade is routed through the sea.
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Due to its geopolitical situation and geography in the region, Pakistan is largely
dependent on the sea for its international trade, which in 2003-2004 roughly accounted
for 36.3 % of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP). Over 95% of country’s global trade is
directed through the sea. At present day, the Pakistani merchant ships transport only
5% of the total maritime trade as against the 40% declared by the United Nations
Commission on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) for national carriers (Hans, 1984).
In the result of which country is spending around $1.5 billion of foreign exchange
annually on cargo charges, which is about 2.2 per cent of the GDP.
The current state of shipping industry in Pakistan is because of various reasons
such as; wrong economic policies, capital concentrated nature of shipping industry,
wide spared public corruption, Continental mind set of the stakeholders, and the
predominant geopolitical situation. The neglected shipping industry causes serious
drawbacks of economic growth. First, is the incapability to fully exploit the income
generation potential from a reluctant shipping industry. Second, and most important, is
the negative impact where the government is required to spend hard earned resources
as merchandise, bills for foreign ships or to bail out inefficient and un-maintainable
publicly owned enterprises.

3.6. The role of seaborne trade in economic growth:
At present there is a growing consensus that the road to prosperity lies in
integration with the global economy (UNDP, 2001). From 1950 to 1990, the value of
international trade grew 1.5 times as fast as the world economy, while in the previous
years; world trade is now rising at around 2.2 times the rate of international economic
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growth (UNDP, 2001). According to Hill “maritime trade not only contributes
considerably to the economy, but serves as a promoter for the domestic economy and
an agent for development and modernization. As evidence, he notes that in many of the
world’s top thirty economies, maritime exports make up over 10% of the national
income. In case of Pakistan; seaborne exports contribute 17% to the GDP (World Bank,
2015).
From 1945 to 2002 the maritime trade grew from 0.55 billion tons to 5.88 billion
tons (Stopford, 1997). The growth in the international vessel trade, which is ultimately
driven by economic growth, has far exceeded the rate of growth of maritime trade as a
whole (UNCTAD, 2003). For example, while total maritime trade volume grew at an
average of 3.3 % per year from 1987 to 1999, the containerized cargoes grew at an
annual average growth rate of 8.3 % during the same period, leading to an escalation of
160% in total maritime container transportation. Due to the increasing significance of
trans-shipment, transportation (the transfer of cargo from one ship to another) the
number of the containers deal in the world’s ports grew at any even more rapid rate in
excess of 9% (UNCTAD, 2003).
Stopford says that the clearest explanation for the size of a country’s maritime
trade is the size of its economy. When the economies become bigger it greatly generates
the trade. However, the GNP and trade relationship is not static but dynamic. With the
growth of countries, their economies and trade changed. Growth in trade different
widely from country to country at different stages of economic development and the
margin for growth in countries in the early stages of economic development is
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phenomenal (Stopford, 1997) As the maritime trade remains an economic concept, other
variables such as area of the country and its population have a minor effect on it. The
economic activity creates the demand and supply of imports and exports respectively,
not the number of people.

3.7. Seaborne trade of Pakistan:
Due to its geography and the geopolitical location in the region, Pakistan is
depending heavily on the sea for its existence. More than 95% of the country’s trade is
routed through the sea (Stopford, 1997). The exports for financial year 2003-2004 have
risen to $12.1 billion; while imports remained at $12.8 billion for the same period. The
total trade value of both amounts to $24.9 billion, which is nearly 36.3% of the GDP
(World Bank, 2003) in the light of the sea trade data of 1990-91, Pakistan is ranked 45th
in the first 100 sea-trading countries with a total trade size of 25 million tons. The total
trade size grew to 41.5 million tons in 2003, reporting an average annual increase of
about 1.25 million tons or 5% per annum (UNESCAP, 2002).
In South Asia, Pakistan approximately doubled its output growth rate to 4.6 %
(UNCTAD, 2003). Real GDP for 2002-2003 was 5.1 % and during the fiscal year (200304), it reported a growth of 6.4 per cent (Economic Survey, 2003-2004). Some of the
exports of economics are of the view that Pakistan is on the take-off stage (Khan, 5 May
2003).
The new alteration, in Pakistan’s economic situation and the visible boost of
trade in the years of 2004-2005 (export and import targets are $13.7 billion and $16.7
billion respectively) replicate this change (Dawn, 23 July 2004). This is also explained by
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the point that each of the states has its own distinguished Trade Development Cycle
(TDC), which founded on the dynamics of its production, cultural and commercial
reflections (Stopford, 1997). Pakistan’s imports are overwhelmingly composed of few
items i.e. machinery, chemicals, petroleum and petroleum products, edible oil, transport
equipment, iron and steel, tea and fertilizer. All of these imports donated 75.2 % of
overall imports during the years of 2001-02. Machinery, petroleum products, chemicals
and petroleum are the categories which cover about 60.1 % of total imports. Substantial
changes took place in the structure of some of the groups of imports with the passage of
time. (Vahidy, 28 January 2002)

3.8. Shipping Industry and Economic Development:
Shipping industry and economic development are closely linked. Growth of the
shipping industry is of great economic significance for all nations of the world (Frankel,
1987). As approximately ninety per cent of the global trade is conducted through sea
lanes therefore to deal with such a huge bulk Shipping service is of crucial importance
(Tangredi, 2002). About all of the developed countries consider maritime policy as
integral part of their trade policy.
Well-developed commercial marine responsible of successful export promotion
and conduction of profited trade ventures. In addition, it helps to bring the best of
available products and technology to home country. On the other hand, if sea trade
depends on non-national marine it cause hurdles in foreign relations and trade
Achievements.
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The sluggish and restricted economies ultimately lead to less saving and
investment. Its industries become less productive that banish its competition in global
trade markets (Lovett, 1996). Shipping industry needs huge capital investment where
many threats are involved to substantial variations in the demand of vessels and
uncertainty in freight charges (Hansen, 1981). Presently developing states contributes
nearly 20.3 per cent to the total world tonnage out of that Asia’s nation’s share 74.1%
(UNCTAD, 2003). Most of the developing nations declare the unequal share of global
sea trade for the high charges of freight that charged to their trade (Frankel, 1987).

3.9. Shipping Industry in Pakistan:
In its early days there were only four merchant vessels of small size with
Pakistan, which came to a figure of 14 during 1950 and touched the number of 71 in
1970 before the separation of Bengal (Iqbal, 1999). During these days Karachi port was
known as one among best ports in east of Suez. The Large number of international
vessels visits the port for repair and maintenance purpose. Both government and
private sectors earned handsome amount of foreign exchange and sense of goodwill in
the international community.
In the shipyard of Karachi there were so many workshops of ship repairing that
provide not only employment to a large number of skilled and semi-skilled workers but
apprenticeship as well (Millwala, 1999). After separation of East Pakistan in 1971 the
maritime trade between the two ended and the national commercial marine became in
direct competition with international marine.
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The industry was trying to get rid of the first shock that government nationalized
major private sector owned industries in 1974. The nationalization process finished the
healthy competition of public and private sector (Millwala, 1999). In 1979 Pakistan
Shipping Corporation and national Shipping Corporation were merged into national
Shipping Corporation of Pakistan remained under financial hindrance though it was
the sole dominant in the marine sector (Aslam, 2001). Because of two reasons, firstly
public sector’s cooperation remained inefficient and secondly absence of healthy
competition between public and private sector.
Pakistan’s marine ships experience a continuous decline as it was 54 in number
with 518000 deadweight tonnes in the year of 1982 came to 13 vessels in 2002-3 with
229579 deadweight tons (Economic Survey, 2002-2003) and recently its number rose to
14 with a capacity of 470326 deadweight tons (PNSC, 18 October 2012). The shipping
corporation contributed Rs. 4.602 billion to national exchequer from July 2003 to March
2004 (Economic Survey, 2003-2004). The report of United Nations conference on trade
and development in 2002 declared that national vessels shoulder only 5 % of national
cargo that is far below the required minimum level of forty percent (UNESCAP, 2002).
International Marine consumed $ 1.3 billion from Pakistan in 2002 annually that
cause significant drain of national foreign exchange (UNESCAP, 2002). Currently
national marine handle just 5 per cent of national trade which is not up to the mark and
far less than the mentioned 40 per cent of the UNCTAD convention on code of conduct
for liner conference (UNCTAD, 1974). The deteriorating condition of national marine is
one of the important causes which prevent Karachi shipyard form development, though
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it was an emerging sector of 1970s, when a new order of ship building from private
sector infused new zeal in the sector (Aslam, 2001).
Investment in shipping industry drag some other service industries in
development like marine, telecommunication service, marine insurance, marine training
institution, ship provisioning service, ship finance and ship classification service. The
nationalization policy discourages private ship owners of Pakistan. It gives complete
domination to public sector till 1990s in the sector. Most of them find new venues for
their investment in the world elsewhere. In 1984 the facts show that Pakistani
businessmen had 63 open-registry ships having the capacity of 1.75 million tons.
Construction of Gwadar deep sea port is actually backed by investment in
national shipping industry on two grounds. Firstly, it has the potential to enhance the
transit trade of Afghanistan and Central Asia. Secondly, it has the potential to initiate
coastal shipping service between Gwadar and Karachi. Pakistan in long term visualized
the port as key trans-shipment point of the region. Along with other benefits that the
project would bring with it, it would enhance the need of a point or feeder service of
ships to deal with subsidiary ports in the area. Pakistan if developed its national freight
would be able to get the advantage of the future business generate by the project.

3.10. Trade on Gwadar port:
Gwadar port is envisaged as regional hub, which would serve bi-sided
commercial traffic of Central Asia, Iran, South East Asia, Persian Gulf, Middle East and
Xingjian. Two important regions of the world are South Asia and Central Asia. The
former is rapidly developing having scarcity of energy resources, whereas the latter is
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rich in resources. The increasing infrastructural and physical linkages in trade between
regions of West, South, Central Asia and Western China would cause benefits to all of
them. Pakistan’s Gwadar port is having the potential to emerge as a hub of regional
trade and transportation (Anwar, 2006). Gwadar port was declared as “special
economic zone” in the budget of 2003-4 and the rice exporters decided a rice zone in
order to stimulate the opportunities in the area after this new port (Ibid).

3.11. Pakistan-China cooperation:
Xinjiang the western province of China is 4500 km from its nearest sea port in
eastern China while its distance is 2500 km from Gwadar port Pakistan. (Aftab, 2002)
The eastern port of Shanghai or other is about 3000 km from its production center,
whereas Gwadar port Pakistan is 1500 km, having the capacity to market its production
(Mughal, 2008). Due to its utmost significance government of Pakistan declared Gwadar
port as duty free and free economic zone. Such status would not only boost the
economic significance, but will also generate the pace of its development. (Anwar, 2006)
Asian Development bank declared Gwadar as an alternative port due to its connectivity
with North Western India, Arab Emiratis, China, East Africa, CARs and Persian Gulf,
can handle oil tankers and mother ships. (Ibid)
The newly discovers oil and gas field needs outlets for its production and
Gwadar port offer them north-south and east-west outlets. Enjoying such a
geographical location that Pakistan is having direct access to Central Asia, Russia and to
Europe while on the other hand to Japan and Korea, such geographical

location

provides an opportunity to Pakistan that she construct a multi-purpose port for the
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region in Gwadar. The port has the capability to accommodate post-phanamax ships of
18 m and above.
Construction of the port is also the demand of the growing cargo traffic. It is also
a gateway to regional economic prosperity. For its smooth operationalization Pakistan
need to involve Afghanistan in the project (Hassan, 2005). It has the ability to attract its
due share in the trade for cargo and natural resources. Possibilities of joint ventures are
there in oil and gas, cooperation in the industry of seafood processing and exploitation
of other resources (Regional Times, 2006).
Trade integration of Central Asian republics with regional trade network and
links with its neighbors at south has prospective to enhance their economic
development rapidly. The transit passage from Central to South Asia would cost about
6 billion US dollars (Boyer, 2006). Central Asian republics, Iran and Pakistan are
members of ECO and they are potential contributors to regional economic development
(Zeb, 2006). Both republics of Central Asia and Pakistan are crucial for each other as
Pakistan is a shortest available outlet for the resources of these republics to international
market (Khan, 2003).
The Gwadar deep sea port has the capability to serve Xinjiang and Central Asia
as a gateway. Xinjiang in western China is 4500 km from any eastern port of China
while the distance from Gwadar port Pakistan is just 2500 km that’s why China have to
route a portion of its external trade through it (Haider, 2005). The enormous trade
growth of China generated trade, which energized South Asian economies and changed
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the patron of the Middle Eastern market need more port facilities. Gwadar, in new build
ports has the ability to attract more trade of the region and beyond.
The Chines foreign policy has three Es as its basic components. First economic
growth second is energy security and environmental protection is third. Energy supply
is a major demand of Chines economy. Chinese share is 12% in world energy
consumption; second to US whose share is 24% (Jehanzeb, 2010). China is second largest
oil importer as she import 40% of its required oil (Anwar, 2006). About sixty percent of
its oil need is fulfilled from Middle East through the straits of Hormuz.
It is estimated that by 2015, 70 % of China’s required oil would transport through
the Indian Ocean if no substitute available (Jehanzeb, 2010). China’s foreign ministry
declared that Kingdom of Saudi Arabia export 17 % of the oil. Aramco is a Saudi farm
which invests in a joint venture with Sinopec and Exxon mobile 3.6 US dollars in to
build a petrochemical complex to refine Saudi crude at Fujian province of China
(Anwar, 2006).

3.12. Gwadar Port; economic expectations:
Gwadar port is not only significant for the economy of Pakistan, but also in
neighboring countries, i.e. Central Asia, China, Iran and Gulf states (Jehanzeb, 2010).

A) Energy co-operation:
China and Pakistan sign an agreement on 20th Feb 2006 in Beijing regarding
energy cooperation. The meeting was attended by Pakistan’s ministry of petroleum and
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natural resources and China’s national reform commission. Points of agreement are as
under.


To speed up oil and gas exploration in Pakistan.



To construct an energy corridor, to transport resources of Central and Western
Asia to China and oil refineries and storage in Pakistan.



Promotion of renewable energy resources and to promote research and
development of hydrocarbon.



To promote joint venture in energy cooperation, private investors of both the
countries would be encouraged.

Pakistan tabled the blueprint of 3300 km long, proposed Karakorum oil line (Sui
Southern Gas Company, 2006). The port has some tremendous significance for global
community like, the port can serve Afghanistan and CIS countries as transit and service
point. Can serve China’s region Xinjiang as hub and can serve United States’s security.
The port has marvelous opportunities for investment on the ground of the following
facilities.


Cold storage and warehouse facilities



Facilities of trucking yards and cargo handling.



Development of residential and commercial area including hotel, motel,
school, colleges and hospitals.



Tourism, because of wide sun-swept beaches.



Dry docks and shipyards



Marine fuel deposits
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Availability of large oil farms, storages and refineries



Modern export processing zone like Dubai’s Jebel Ali

b) Domestic Trade:
Sea trade of Pakistan was forty two million tons in 2000 which increased to 78
million tons per year in 2015. (Environment Division, 2015) Government is intended to
launch export processing zone and to announce it tax free zone (The Dawn, Mar 2005).
Export of gold and copper would boost with the establishment of port at Gwadar. It
produced Rs 140 million foreign exchange when a pilot project was initiated. Pakistan
will be able to produced 45,000 tons of copper and some of the other metals which
would be exported through the port of Gwadar and a reasonable amount of foreign
exchange will be ensured.
Table 4.
Trade Potentials at Gwader

Category

Year
2005

2010

2015

Dry Cargo (million
tons)

3.96

4.74

5.77

Liquid Cargo (million
tons)

16.62

17.54 18.77

Container (1000 TEUs) 200

241

295

Source: (Board of investment, Government of Pakistan,)

Report of World Bank’s study highlight that $ 60 billion are expected to be generated
by the service sector of ports. It is further forecasted that the energy needs of Asian
country would touch $ 600 billion in the coming decade. Gwadar is source of access to
the available resources of Central Asia.
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c) Regional trade of Central Asia:
An estimated resource of Caspian Sea is $ 4 trillion dominated by oil and gas.
Asian region fulfills 80 % of US oil needs. Shortest sea route to enormous resources of
oil and gas of Central Asia is Gwadar port. The rich Caspian Sea has proven resources
are projected 17-49 billion barrels, which are equal to the reserves of Qatar on the on
low and to USA on high end. The proven reserves of natural gas are assumed to be 232
trillion cubic feet, which are similar to the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia’s reserves.
Gwadar port has three major competitors in its business on the basis of location
and its immediacy for Central Asian transit trade i.e. Chahbahar, Bandar Abbas and
Karachi. Distance wise advantages and disadvantages of Gwadar port on these other
ports are as under. (Jehanzeb, 2010)
a. Turkmenistan: using the shortest route to Gwadar from Ashgabat would cover a
distance of 2565 while to Chahbahar it is 2304 km which cause a distance
disadvantage of 261km.
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b. Uzbekistan: from Tashkent to Gwadar port the shortest route is 2912 while it is
3110 to Chahbahr which give an edge of 198 km on it and 266 on Bandar Abbas.
(Jehanzeb, 2010)

c. Tajikistan: from Dushanbe to Chabahar the shortest route distance is 2459,
Bandar Abbas is 2527km while it is 2246 to Gwadar which cause advantage of
213 km on Chahbahar and 281 km to Bandar Abbas. (Jehanzeb, 2010)

In its competition with Chabahar and Bandar Abbas Gwadar port has an
advantage regarding its position to Tajikistan and Uzbekistan. Gwadar is most
reasonable option for both Uzbekistan and Tajikistan is regarding its distance from
these republics. The potential transit trade of the republic of Uzbekistan to and from
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East Asia through Gwadar is $ 161 million (Jehanzeb, 2010). Tajikistan’s transit trade is
partial, as it has established its trade routes through the Caspian Sea (Jehanzeb, 2010).
As Tajikistan has other trading partners so its transit trade with Pakistan isn’t up to the
mark, but still there is enormous potential in multilateral trade.
Table 5
Proven Reserves, Central Asia
Country

Crude Oil
(Million
Barrels)

Natural Gas
(Trillion Cubic
Feet)

Coal (Million
Short Tons)

Kazakhstan

5,417

65

37,479

Kyrgyzstan
Tajikistan

40
12

0.2
0.2

895
Minimal

Turkmenistan

546

101

Minimal

Uzbekistan

594

66.2

Minimal

Total

6,609
232.6
38,374
Source: Energy Information Administration

A road distance of Kushka, Turkmenistan is 1200 km to the port of Gwadar
whereas Odessa port of Ukraine in Black Sea is approximately 3400 km from Central
Asian Republics. (ADB, 2015) The six Republics of Central Asia having 65 million
population. Some of these republics like Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan and Azerbaijan are
comparatively distanced from Pakistan. (ADB, 2015) Total foreign trade of these
republics is estimated $ 20 billion, $ 12 billion of which consists export (ADB, 2015).
Total international trade of these republics, in term of weight and volume is 80 million
tons (Ibid). A Russian analyst is of the opinion that use of the route would cause
decrease of 20 days in the distance and $ 500 per container in cost (Gordon Feller, 2003).
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d) Trade potential Afghanistan:
Some of the most important natural resources of Afghanistan are copper, which
has world largest mines and high grade iron ore. Afghanistan’s share in total trade
among Pakistan and landlocked countries is 85%. The growth rate of the trade volume
is 17 percent, but share of transit trade has been just 0.6 % of port traffic (Little, n.d.).
Afghanistan is full of unexplored natural resources, i.e. world’s largest reserves of
copper, gas, high grade iron ore, precious stones and oil. When she would be able to
exploit its unexplored resources, its economy will face a boost, ultimately, generate
regional economic activities and would need new routes which are operationally
feasible (Jenazeb, 2010). Gwadar port is best for its transit trade, which would serve it as
an outlet for its natural riches.

e) Oil tankers:
Narrow chokepoints and long distance are major concerns for China in its oil
transport through Africa and Arabian Gulf routes (EIA, 2014). Current Chines oil is
transported through tankers, most of which are non-Chines which are routed through
Indian Ocean’s SLOCs and narrow Malacca straits to the port in East China Sea. (Ibid)
Prier than touching the port of Eastern China the oil tankers covers a distance of about
5300-6700 NM from the Gulf of Arabia (Colin, 2006). Straits of Hormuz and Malacca are
two chokepoints, crossed by these tankers to China. Distance about 9300-10600 NM is
covered by oil tankers from African ports of Angola and Lunda to China (Ibid).
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From Panamax class to Ultra Large vessels, the oil tankers are categorized into
five categories on its DWT capacity. China’s ports are capable to deal with VLCC has
the capacity of 200000-300000 DWT. 49 VLCC are needed to deal with the Chinese
current import volume, which would be doubled to 111 by 2020. 58 of these tankers
would be needed by Arabian Gulf while 53 by African route. All these are the reflection
of logistical requirements for Chines imports (Erickson and Collin, 2007).
Chinese growing economy ultimately enhance oil demand as time pass,
alteration of existing route of its oil supply is necessary because of security compulsions
(Johnson, 1989). China’s dependence on SLOCs would be reduced by overland pipeline
project, a significant part of its “diversification plan” (Daily Dawn, 2005). From Gwadar
port Pakistan to Xinjiang of western China is one of the proposed pipeline will run
(Yanshuo, 2006). A little more than that of the VLCC, oil can transport through a wellestablished pipeline i.e. 2000 feet per minutes or 19.7 knots (nautical mile per hour)
(Cory S. Johnson,). 30 to 56 inches of diameter pipe, which cost $ I million to $ 3.5
million per mile universally depending on technical requirements, is needed. Per mile
operation and maintenance charges are $ 6000 comparing to VLCC which cost $ 6000
per day or $ 3.6 million for a trip to China from Africa.

f) Energy corridor:
A deep sea port at Gwadar, Pakistan was developed by China with investment of
$ 198 million and about 450 employees during the first phase (Ibid). Pakistani president
Parveez Musharraf during his visit to China in April discus Pak-China gas and oil
pipeline projects with his Chines counterpart Hu Jintao. Pak-China pipeline would
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transport oil, which unloads at Gwadar from tankers at Gwadar port, after refining to
China. This transportation will reduce Chines dependence of Indian Ocean’s SLOCs.
Parveez Musharraf explains in his interview on 2nd March 2006 with Beijing review
when asked about the role of Pakistan as “energy corridor”, “trade corridor” and
transportation hub.
This corridor is not only important for Pakistan, but for regional countries as
well. Mutual benefits are core objective of any relation between countries. They attract
each other. Geography of Pakistan gives it enormous opportunities to serve the region
as a corridor, as it lay in the center of South, Central Asia and China. Anyone who
wants to take part in the region can’t bypass Pakistan. China’s openness to the outside
world is good for Pakistan. She is investing in world. Its oil travels all around and hit its
eastern coast, imported from Saudi Arabia.
The transportation route is long. China has trading links with India, Europe,
Africa and Middle East as well. How China could do it through its east coast? It has to
use Pakistan. Pakistan knows that she can provide a link. Because of its good relations
Pakistan is in a position to provide a short route to China and Central Asia and can
contribute to trade and energy cooperation. That’s why Pakistan can play the role of
trade and energy corridor for the region (Rehman, 2006).
His vision about the concept of a corridor was explained by him in another
interview with China daily, he pointed out a route on which feasibility conducted,
shortest comparing to that of strait of Malacca (China daily, February 22, 2006). He said
that he is waiting for the results of feasibility to oil transportation and rail link through
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the Karakorum (Ibid). Gwadar to Kashgar pipeline is proposed by Sui Southern Gas
Company through Awaran, Khuzdar, Shikarpur, D. I Khan, Mainwali, Fatehjung,
Mansehra, Patan, Dasu, Bunjil, Gilgit and Khunjrab Pass. Though the exact route of the
proposed pipeline is still unclear, but most probably it would go parallel to Karakorum
highway and will cover a distance of 1500 miles. The altitude of pipeline is 1500 feet,
which is a challenging task, but Chines engineers are working on it. Kazakhstan-China
pipeline is already completed by Chines prior than due time. (EIA, 2014)

g) Gas pipeline:
TAPI
The Turkmenistan-Afghanistan-Pakistan-India gas pipeline project was signed
on 11th December 2010 at Ashgabat, Turkmenistan among these countries which cast $ 7
billion. The agreement among governments was signed by the Asif Ali Zardari
president of Pakistan, Murli Deora Indian petroleum minister, Hamid Karzi Afghan
president and Gulbanguli Berdimuhamedov Turkmenistan president. This 1,680 km
long pipeline, supported by ADB will bring 3.2 billion cubic feet Gas per day
(arynews.tv). New dimensions would be brought to regional trade by this pipeline.
Memorandum of understanding signed regarding Trans-Afghan pipeline in March 1995
between Pakistan and Turkmenistan.
Start from Turkmenistan’s gas field Daulatabad this 1040 m long pipeline will hit
Afghanistan and then alongside of the highway from Herat to Kandahar to Pakistan’s
towns of Quetta and Multan to India’s Northwestern town Fazilka. This 1420 mm
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diameter pipe would transport gas with 100 atmospheres pressure. The proposed cost
of the pipeline project is $ 3.3 billion. (Gasandoil, n.d) initially TAPI will transport 30
million cubic of gas to India and Pakistan while 5 million cubic meters to Afghanistan
on daily basis, which has the capacity to increase to 90 million cubic meters in
aggregate. (downstreamtoday, n.d.) The flow of gas was expected in 2014 from
Turkmenistan to India. (downstreamtoday, n.d)

IPI:
Iran, Pakistan, India pipeline project will deliver gas to India from Iran through
Pakistan. The project has enormous economic advantages, but political obstacles
overweight these advantages. American factor is top most hurdles. She doesn’t want
Pakistan to get gas from Iran and even threatened sanctions as its show its interest in
the project (Daily Mashriq, Peshawar, 2013). Pakistan has bypassed these threats when
president Zardari talked about the project (Daily the News, Rawalpindi, 5 March, 2013)
responding to Zardari speech, American foreign office spokesperson Wiktoria Noland
impend sanction to Pakistan once again (Daily Mashriq Peshawar, 9, March, 2013).
An agreement was signed between Iran and Pakistan to construct a 560 m long
pipeline from the Southern Persian gas field to Pakistan, the project will cost $ 7.5
billion. The project is significant for Pakistan because of its energy crisis. It was
proposed that the pipe will bring 750 to 1 billion CFT gas per day by 2015 but still not
functional. Further the pipe would extend to India by 2775 km (upi, n.d). The imported
energy can be exported to the world through the port of Gwadar.
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Chapter: 4
4. Implication of Gwadar port on regional integration:
“International integration is a process by which countries remove the barriers to
free trade and the free movement of people across national borders, with the goal
of reducing the tensions that can lead to international conflict” (Caporaso, J. 1998)
How to define the concept, much discussions was there in the literature when
early integration theories were developing. Discussions on integration centered round
whether it referred to a process or to an end product. Definitely both can be combined.
It could be defined as a process which leads to a firm state of affairs.
According to Karl Deutsch integration is “The attainment within a territory, of a
‘sense of community’ and of institutions and practices strong enough and widespread
enough to assure, for a ‘long’ time, dependable expectations of ‘peaceful change’ among
its population.” When groups of people or states integrate in this manure they form a
“security community” this amalgamation in other wards refer by Karl Deutsch and this
fellows to “the formal merger of two or more previously independent units into a single
larger unit, with some type of common government” (Deutsch et al, 1957).
Main concentration of regional integration during early times was the
establishment of ‘European Coal and Steel Community’ and European Economic
Community. In his classical study Ernst Haas defines integration as the process through
which many political actors of different nationalities are convinced to change their
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political activities, loyalties and expectation to new center, institutions of which
demands jurisdiction over the existing nation state (Haas, 1958). In the political
diminuendos of European economic integration Lindberg defines integration without
special reference to an end point, to him political integration is firstly, a process through
which a nation sacrifice conduction of major domestic and foreign policies of each other
independently, looking for the replacement of joint decision making or even delegation
of decision-making to new central organs. Secondly, the processes in which political
actors in diverse settings are convinced to divert their political activities and
expectations to new center (Lindberg, 1963). The concept of Lindberg is more cautious
than that of Haas. Central to it was “the development of devices and processes for
arriving at collective decisions by means other than autonomous action by national
governments” (Lindberg, 1963).
Both Lindberg and Ernst Haas have developed spill-over concept which “refers
to a situation in which a given action, related to a specific goal, creates a situation in
which the original goal can be assured only by taking further actions, which in turn
create a further condition and a need for more action, and so forth” (Lindberg, 1963).
What then explains changes in functional scope and institutional capacity of regional
integration efforts? This is the central question in integration

4.1. The European Union Model:
EU remains a role model for regional integration since 1950s. The success of this
important project is because of visionary political leaders who regarded community
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based methods instead of traditional model of balance of power. Vital support was
provided by USA as well during early years. Berlin and Paris remain the driving force
for European integration. To materialize the dream, political will was developed for
sovereignty sharing and common institution building.
EU is based on solidarity and tolerance, no member state was left alone during
major problems. Poorer members were provided with financial support to deal with
problem. These four doctrines provided strong footing to EU to survive in several
crises. EU adopted more liberalized approach recently resulting integration, e.g. neither
all states are member of Schengen passport free zone nor that of Eurozone. The basic
principal of EU is sharing sovereignty and strong common institutions.

4.2. Other regional groupings:
Various attempts were made to get EU type of integration out of Europe e.g. AU
(African Union), Mercosur of South America, ASEAN (Association of South East Asian
Nations) and GCC (Gulf Cooperation Council) but no one succeeded in the same
manure. ASEAN is comparatively advanced and regularly in contact with EU to adopt
its expertise but it is no more than intergovernmental body and not interested in
sovereignty sharing. Same is the story of other organizations as well. Nearly all of them
even dint get the first requirement of integration, political will. Africa, South and
Central America, Middle East and Asia show their desire for close regional cooperation
and even of integration but all these remain in wards.
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The success of EU is result of steady move forward based on its vast experience
of demonstrations and reconciliation which led to political will and ultimately to
integration. It’s the historical reconciliation and sustainable efforts of German and
French leader which made EU successful. There are no such efforts elsewhere in the
world for regional integration. East Asia’s integration needs true reconciliation between
China and Japan and between Japan and Korea. Other most important hurdles to
integration in other parts of the world are deep suspicion between Saudi Arabia and its
neighbors, Brazil and Argentina and India and Pakistan. Deep routed reconciliation
insures steps to regional community i.e. free trade area, custom union, single market,
currency, common passport area and foreign policy. (Cameron, September 2010)
Regional trade blocs are major development in international relations in recent
years. Almost all states are members of a bloc or more than one. All regional agreement
have solo objective to reduce trade barriers among member states. These agreements are
to remove tariffs on goods intrastate trade and to spread liberalization to investment
and other policies. Qualitative changes have been experienced by RIAs during the past
decade. Three major developments took place.
1. From close regionalism to open model: Many of the agreement which concluded
during 1960s and 1970s among developing nations were based on this model.
Changed outlook of RIAs is in favor of boosting international trade instead of
controlling it.
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2. Recognition of effective integration, more than reduction of tariff and quota: All
type of barriers which segment the market and impedes the free flow of
investments, goods, ideas, and services to be removed.
3. Emergence of North-South trade blocs, where developed and developing
economies has equal shares. The most significant example is NAPTA (North
American Free Trade Agreement) which came into being when in 1994 the
CUSFTA (Canada United State free trade agreement) was extended to Mexico.
The EU is another example when its extended links to less developed Eastern
parts. Further it is intended to negotiate reciprocal trade agreements with ACP
(African, Caribbean and Pacific) countries.
Two reasons are responsible for new analysis which focused on developing
countries. Firstly, regionalism is adopted as tool for development, which is
effectiveness, should be assessed. Secondly, regionalism is crucial part of international
economic environment and developing states are being affected by it, whether they
should participate or not in it. Understanding of these repercussions would help them
to prepare for and to deal with regionalism.

4.3. Historical Perspective:
The post-WWII trading system ensures equal treatment for all partners,
influenced by the practice of 1930s and partially by the American idealism and
internationalism. On two grounds exceptions were allowed i.e. pragmatic grounds and
reasons of principle having the ability to establish trade blocs, custom union and free
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trade areas. Aside from underpinning the current colonial links, initially this discount
was used less but after its first decade, donated to Europe’s political reconstruction by
the establishment of 1947’s Benelux customs union, 1951’s European Coal and Steel
Community and European economic Community of 1957. The EEC’s subsistence and
ostensible success infused regionalism in developing economies in 1960s. Importchange belief which security was indispensable for industrialization and prosperity,
remain as catalyst for this spurt. This policy, if spread over to vast economic area would
be less costly.
EU has a dominating role in the recent growth of regionalism; expansion of
single market to non-members neighboring countries, through EEA (European
Economic Area), agreements signing with Eastern European countries, three new
members accession in 1995 and formulation of active policies that included RIAs with
nearly all Mediterranean states. Out of 87 notifications of RIAs to World Trade
Organization since 1990, just in 13 of them are to non-European partners.
Out of Europe there are some other important agreements of regionalism. In
America, the Canada-US free trade agreement, 1998 engulf Mexico through NAFTA in
1994. In 1995 Group of three (G3) was formed, in 1991 Andean pact and in 1993 Central
American Common Market (CACM) were resurrected. ASEAN concluded a meaningful
AFTA, after 25 years long political cooperation but less trade cooperation, in 1992. Some
other countries also joined the same. China, Korea and Japan are negotiating FTAs.
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The trade blocs of Western Africa transformed into more liberal and tightly
organized one. The preferential trade agreement was revised by the Common market
for eastern and southern Africa (COMESA) and cross border initiative is started by its
various members. SADCC (South African Development Community) reshaped to
SADC (South African Community), its nature is economic rather than defense. EAC
(east African cooperation) emerged as the East African Community failed. Two
organizations of North Africa i.e. Mashraq and Mahgreb rehabilitated its efforts for
integration.
Steps towards regional integration become more rapid recently, with countries
looking for close ties with each other. In Nov 1993 under the treaty of Maastricht
European Union came into effect. Its extension was European Community when on 1st
January 1995 Finland, Austria and Sweden joined the group. In American continent
same like agreement concluded in Sep 1993 and NAFTA was formed. In Asia AFTA
was signed in January 1993. By 2003 it has expended his item list and accelerated it
process of integration.

4.4. Significance of Regionalism:
Datuk Ajit Sing Secretary General of ASEAN is of the opinion that collaboration
of both ASEAN and AFTA is significant for promotion of FDIs and it would bring
ASEAN to highly attractive and internationally competitive region of investment
(Straits Times, February 25, 1997). Syrian Minister for economy and foreign trade,
Muhammad Al Amadi is of the view that the healthy environment will be a source of
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attraction for foreign industrial investment. He appreciated investment of Arab
countries which would unify economies through free trade markets (Egyptian Gazette,
Nov 6, 1998). During his state of the nation address on NAFTA, Mexican president
Carlos Salinas de Gortari on Nov 4, 1994 mentioned that clearly regulated trade among
our countries would boost investment and will create job opportunities.
According to speaker of Egypt people’s assembly and chairman of the Arab
parliamentary union, Ahmed Fathi Sorous establishment of Euro-Mediterranean forum
would be a motivation to the partnership at entire economic, development, political and
security levels (Sawt al Arab Radio, October 28, 1998). In his letter to US Congress in
July 1997, the president of United States, Clinton that NAFTA is a platform through
which two of our most significant trade partner and other closest neighbors got
prosperity and stability. It helped out Mexico in recovery from its crucial economic
recession.
On the occasion of New Zealand-Singapore FTA, New Zealand’s Premier Helen
Clark says that we are afraid of world’s division into trade blocs where it has no place
that’s why she is keen work with ASEAN (Far East Economic Review, August 17, 2000).
On May 30, 1997, Czech Republic’s representative to WTO’s committee on regional
trade expressed that the agreement of Europe with EC will provide suitable basis for
political negotiation and inclusive collaboration in wide range of fields and give way to
Czech’s ultimate goal of having full membership of EC. Governor of reserve Bank of
South Africa Chris Stals, on May 1, 1997 on SADC discussed that to accomplish
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economic growth and development, enhance the standard of life, to alleviate poverty
from Southern Africa and to support the socially deprived through regional integration.
Regional cooperation and coordination is explained in the declaration of ASEAN
in 1967, establishment of stable foundation for shared program to stimulate regional
cooperation in South East Asia with the spirit of partnership, equality and thus denote
to peace, prosperity and progress and progress in the region. The G3 treaty declares the
same in 1994, to promote synchronized action by the player in global economic scenes,
especially in those which are associated to the development of Latin America’s
integration.
Several states have memberships of various RIAs. If there is compatibility in
these agreements, multiple memberships might be favorable, if the Regional Integration
Agreements are needed but threats are also there e.g. if the policies of RIAs are
conflicting. There may be different laws for the import of same commodity from diverse
source. Or may uses diverse technical standards, all of which upsurges complexity, cost
and ambiguity of trade. There is a threat in hub and spoke arrangements where one
state conducting free trade with several others which don’t have free trade. In such
setting hub has an upper hand in advantage as a junction of economic activities will
attract investment and firms from spokes.
With the relaxation of trade barriers the policymakers realized the significance of
domestic parameters for economic integration. Advantages of trade blocs can be
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increased through cooperative domestic policies. It can help to remove trade barriers
and bring economic benefits through trade agreements.

4.4.1. The Indian Ocean Rim Association for regional Cooperation:
IOR came into being in Mauritius in 1997, when its charter was adopted by
eighteen members, India, Australia, Malaysia, South Africa, UAE, Tanzania, Yemen, Sri
Lanka, Thailand, Mozambique, Iran, Oman, Madagascar, Bangladesh, Indonesia,
Kenya, Mauritius and Singapore. In July 2003 Seychelles withdraw from the union and
France, UK, Egypt, Japan and China became dialogue partners. The organization has
four main components. Firstly, to promote cooperation in the field of economics and
technology. Secondly, provision of facilitation of investment. Thirdly, liberalization of
trade and fourthly dialogue on trade and investment. But unluckily the organization
isn’t functional because various issues.

4.4.2. Indian Ocean Naval Symposium (IONS):
IONS is an effort to sort out the growing asymmetric threats. Indian navy play
the role of facilitator while all other member navies or maritime agencies heads are
invited. In Feb 2008 twenty seven chiefs of navies or their representative adopted the
charter. Its objectives are to expend up to the level of cooperation and to establish
advanced interoperability, established allied sea agencies, to share information to tackle
common threats, disasters and to order in sea. Vast territorial water and EEZ are
difficult to control by the less capable IOR states which compel them to move towards
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regional cooperation. The region share historical cultural and economic links and is rich
is resources. To secure the SLOCs international power presence is essential. Though the
region is potential in economic growth but there are diverse conflicts which affects its
strategic significance. (Potgieter, 2012)

4.5. Regionalism in South Asia:
Regional integration and free trade is very essential for regional integration.
Various states step into integration for economic development and to achieve high
standard of life, through liberalization of economies (Akhter & Ghani, 2010). Bhutan,
India, Nepal and Bangladesh come closer on the matters of transportation, use of ports
and transit regulations. It takes long to materialize this significant task (Moni, August 9,
2010). Though trucks at border still fully unloaded but very soon cross border trade
would be speeded up and the cost and time will be reduced. Premier Manmohan Singh
expresses India’s willingness to shoulder more responsible role in SAARC. Major
regional headaches Afghanistan became member of SAARC. Media reported the
situation as “it’s time to walk the talk”, they hope for positive role of two biggest
regional units Pakistan and India (Delinić, 2011).
International trade of Asia become complicated with the spread of free trade
agreements. Up to 2013 about 109 sanctioned FTAs inducted into Asian economies.
Regional integration is a tool to achieve national interests, as it expands market from
national to regional. Integration helps in allocation of resources more efficiently in the
region; it enhances growth of productivity and increase employment opportunities.
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Most of the studies indicate that integration decrease income inequality among
countries (Appendix 2). Economic integration led to political integration. Capital
market integration prevents idiosyncratic shocks. Asian FTA activities are more than
any part of the world.
Due to restricted national policies centric financial market South Asia is less
integrated region of the world. Its intra-regional trade’s share in total trade is 4 %. Its
share in regional GDP is 2 % while East Asia has 30%. Regional trade is biased as
India’s trade to its neighbors is less the 3 % of the total (Naqvi & Schuler, June 2007).
East Asia is most economic integrated. Its intra-regional trade share increased to 54.5 %
in 2006 from 36.8 % in 1980. It is less than EU’s 65.8 % but high than that of NAFTA’s
44.3 % and MERCOSUR’s 15.7 %. Newly industrialized economies of Asia account for
29.2 % of foreign direct investment going to ASEAN and in China it is 54 % (Kawai &
Wignaraja, 14, February 2008).

a) SAFTA:
SAARC came into being in 1985 while SAPTA and SAFTA in 1995 and 2006
respectively. SAFTA was expected to be fully operational in 2015 but still it covers trade
goods only, suffering from sensitive lists. India and Pakistan, two largest states of
SAFTA has minuscule bilateral trade. Though both states share a long border and
culture but still their bilateral trade is less than 1 % of their total trade (Baysan,
Panagariya, Pitigala, January 2006). AS all countries of SAARC are less developed and
having similar trade structure so, the scope of FTA is very limited. Due to the
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mentioned restriction and trade imbalance nature of trade integration and liberation
will be messy (Baysan, Panagariya, Pitigala, January 2006).
Asian development Bank proposed common currency for APT, ACU Asian
Currency Unit having average value of all regional currencies. This unit would decrease
dependency of US $ and other currencies in trade and financial matters. If implemented
it would be a springboard for economic cooperation (Rathus, 11th May 2009). Asian
economic secretariat is proposed by ADB for APT to pursue these activities. New
secretariat to facilitate harder policies collaboration like, regional agreements of
coordinated action in crisis, financing arrangements, payment settlements and exchange
rate managements. To focus on harder policy cooperation instead of soft cooperation
would be folly (Emmott, Rivals, 2008.). There is power shift from west to Asia
(Mahbubani, 2008.). Political tension among major three countries of the region can be
checked by strong economic links. But the threats will remain alive, particularly
between India and China as both are in competition in regional power, natural
resources and influence.
In the field of “Geo-economic” Asia is emerging, china and India are dominant
figures and both of them coating pan-Asian hype. For real economic integration in Asia,
it is indispensable to improve policies and institution by individual members especially
the leading ones. Economic integration is a way to sort out conflicts. Historically it
unified rival countries in South East Asia and Europe. After WWII economic integration
is one of the major developments. Economic remain dominant factor which switch
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countries closer. Current global economic situation is characterized by recessionary
condition, stagnant growth and tendencies of protection in advanced countries has
underpinned seriously the developing countries economic development (Chawla, 1991).
Economic integration comprehends vast area of socio-culture, political and
economic links between countries that join a forum belong to one or many regions.
Levels of economic integration range from Preferential Trade Agreements to Free Trade
Areas, Custom Union, Common Market and Economic Union. According to Bill Clinton
former president of US, South Asia is most dangerous region of the world (Lodhi, 2001).

4.6. Advantages of regional integration:
There are many advantages to all south Asian states to launch efforts to escalate
integration. Variety of advantages can be taken of integration depending political
position and stages of development. Some common incentives to all countries of South
Asia are as follows.
I.

Trade facilitation:

Studies highlighted (Pohit, S & Taneja, 2000). That trade

among India, Bhutan and Nepal is affected by complex transit and custom
procedures. Custom clearness caused delay which increase cost and compel
parties to switch formal trade, cause loss in revenue collection to government.
SAARC countries signed agreement to form South Asian regional Standard
organization which would help to reduce the work load of custom. Possibility of
regional block is another incentive. The harmonized standard would bring South
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Asia into international marketplace. More integrated South Asia will play
influential role in multilateral standard setting bodies. Regional cooperation will
improve infrastructure and transport linkages, ultimately making trade easy and
will open new venues for cross border trade.
II.

Cost reduction and consumers benefits: With regional integration, SAARC
nations would be able to get benefit from international trading, technology and
investment opportunities. With reduction of transportation cost price for
consumer will also reduce. With regionalism there will be direct market access
which will reduce price.

III.

Access to larger market: studies show that integration of South and East Asia will
benefit both the regions. World Bank’s research showed that regional trade will
be beneficial for South Asian countries than that of their trade with other regions
(World Bank, 2010).

IV.

Poverty Reduction: 40 percent of the world’s poor population is in South Asia
and 29.5 % of this population is earning less than one dollar a day. Though the
region is home of quarter of the world’s population, but it GDP is only 3%,
export is 1.9% and FDI is 1.7% of the total of the Glob (Asian Development Bank,
2009). Poverty is the common problem of the region, which can be eliminated
through trade integration. Liberalized economies and embracement of stabilized
macroeconomic policies would provide a favorable investment environment
which will lead to growth. Improved growth rate will reduce poverty and will
enhance life standard. Integrated economies would eradicate impediments to
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economic growth. The dynamic manufacturing sector would its superior
capability create enormous opportunities to pull out several South Asian from
poverty.
V.

Energy: the region’s energy need is growing with the day. Nepal and Bhutan is
viable option for hydro power while Afghanistan, newly inducted, is essential
for its energy resources. Furthermore the region can import energy from Central
Asian states as well.
India’s ambition to secure a seat in UN Security Council and China’s growing

interest in South Asia, she asked for SAARC plus one meeting recently which
compelled India to have stable relations with its neighbors and to promote integration.
Like other countries of South Asia, Pakistan is also eager to have new markets for its
exports. In this regard, she signed ECO with Iran, Turkey and recently extended to
CARs and Afghanistan. Though it is difficult for Pakistan to access the market, but it is
true for the region that economic interest can unify all these countries.

4.7. Challenges to South Asia’s regional integration:
Various researches concluded that South Asia is lacking most of the
requirements of successful regional integration (Appendix 3). Following are the most
important challenges to regional integration in South Asia.
I.

Bilateral Relationships: South Asia is permanently remaining under various
intrastate and intra region conflicts either regarding geographic borders or
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religious fundamentalism, language, ethnicity or caste. These issues affect
political and public life of the masses in SAARC nations. Historical attachments
don’t allow these states to resolve their issues.
II.

Indo-Pak relations: Since partition Indo-Pak relations remained strained. All
attempts to normalize the relation have failed, mainly due to Kashmir issue.
Both of them fought three wars and many low level insurgencies which kept
their relation strained. As these two are biggest nations of South Asia, their
relations affect the entire region.

III.

Lack of common threat: The most successful and important reason of regional
integration is the common threat regarding ideology, territorial or political
dominance. For example, Europe was integrated because of Soviet Union’s
growing power and emergence of USA after WWII. Despite their differences,
different nations of different regions came together due to common threats. The
major hurdle to integration is South Asia is the lack of common threat.

IV.

Protectionism: The major goal of South Asian economies is self-sufficiency.
Increase in regional trade, supposed as Indian domination, rather than as access
to larger markets. Smaller states are looking out of the region for their imports.
Sri Lanka has an option to import railway coaches from India on cheaper price
than that of its import from Romania. It can also import cement and
shipbuilding from Pakistan on low price, that of South Korea.

V.

Lack of comparative advantage: Regional trade of South Asian nations is much
less than that of their trade with North America and Europe. Their trade items
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are almost the same which cause significant competition. They are rich in labor
force, but lacking of capital. None of them has a comparative advantage for a
specific item.
VI.

Geographical dependency and power asymmetry: Biggest hurdle to integration
is that the region is unevenly powered. According to the power-centrist, theory
(Desai, July 2010), both economic and military, is the most significant decisive
factor in regional integration. Commonly integration is response to a hegemonic
power within the region or out of the region. Under this view state will integrate
only for their national interests. They will expand their trade to allies than with
potential allies (Mansfield & Bronson, 1997). There is extreme power imbalance
in SAARC as India has 75 % of its Population and 80% of GDP, while second
and third largest nations have 10% and 7% respectively. India enjoys
tremendous military power which brings South Asian countries, other than
India, to integration. Geographically, all regional states other than Pakistan
haven’t direct border with SARRC states, while India has direct access to all
except Afghanistan.

4.8. Role of Gwadar Port in regional Integration:
Sea and airports have a pivotal role in South Asian trade. Sea ports are of three
types; first, trans-shipment hub, second regional hub and third region seaport
(Subramanian and Arnold, 2001). Transshipment hubs, located on or in proximity to
large vessels to attract them. Colombo port of Sri Lanka is the best example of
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transshipment hub, ranking in the top 100 (Kruk, 2004). Indian port Nhava Sheva is
known as regional hub. Feeder services to transshipment hubs are provided by regional
sea port examples are Calcutta and Haldia ports. South Asian ports, due to its
inefficiency, are grading low. The major reason is congestion, which cause delay in
delivery (Business Standard, August 6, 2004).
During twenty first century the Indian Ocean became a vital strategic field. One
of the most important reasons is growth in the economies of Asia and its growing need
for raw material and energy from the Middle East to boost its economic growth. Trade
is dual-way Street and Asian nations contribute consumer goods, labor and capital to
rich Arab countries. With the end of cold war and crisis in Afghanistan and Iraq
reduced the significance of the Atlantic Ocean and boosted up that of the Indian Ocean,
a channel of western military supplies. As a result, security concerns regarding
traditional maritime sector become more significant. All maritime powers take the
security of strategic chokepoints i.e. Indonesian straits, Straits of Hormuz and Bab-elMandeb. Bab-el-Mandeb’s piracy and Persian Gulf’s conflict is major concerns. Striates
of Indonesia are secure due to police patrolling territorial waters. The need of SLOCs
protection, increased in the same way as there is a broadband connection between Asia
and Europe and then to US under Oceans. Sea lanes and cables remain a matter of
concern for Asian countries because long before British and recently US shoulder the
responsibility of its protection. The growing local powers are eager to show their
strength now.
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Indian Ocean’s importance enhanced with the formidable extension of
infrastructure projects in Asia. Construction of new ports, pipelines, airports, rail
systems and roads cross Asia from West to East and connecting Eurasia to Indian Ocean
will produce commercial traffic and strategic competition. Construction of Gwadar port
in Pakistan by China is a case in point. Current geo-economic situation signified sea
ports, because of sea ports Dubai became the hub of the world’s economy particularly
of the Gulf. Due to the crisis, which took place in the Gulf region, the need for an
alternate matured, which would serve the world with oil supply even in a worse
political scenario. Karachi port may be an option but the load capacity will divert
attention to Gwadar, which isn’t only in the greater interest, but in the greater interest
of the region as well.
Hub port is a rigorous point of the trade collection (Munai Tas, n.d). Studies
prove the relationship between trade and growth (Munai Tas, n.d). Geography of
Gwadar port is strategically important as it connects resources rich Central Asia and
Middle East to resources hungry South Asia and China. The port is well equipped with
modern equipment to deal with growing world trade, especially with containers (Gorst,
2006). A UN study proposed that the present container traffic of about 300 m TEUs
would be doubled in 2017 (Argus, 2008). Boost in Chines and Indian economy,
sustainability in Pakistan, steady opening of Central Asian market and growth in South
Asian population would generate a sizable share of world trade in future.
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Gwadar port provides the shortest possible access to Afghanistan and landlocked CARs which makes Gwadar a conjunction of South, Central Asia and Middle
East, a highly active economic region. To have a key role in the port India, U S, China
and other player are trying hard.
From a sleeping small fishing town, Gwadar is going to be a mega trade Centre
like Singapore, Dubai and Mumbai (Mehdi, 2009). Pakistan is eager to use the port as a
transportation point of energy and trade for Central Asia, Afghanistan and China.
Proposed railway lines parallel to silk route to Kashgar would not be a milestone in
bilateral trade, but also cause regional economic integration between South and Central
Asia. A quadrilateral trade agreement which is functional since 2004 can be used for
promotion of regional economic and trade integration. Central Asia’s main imports
consist of garments, consumer goods and electric items and exports listed as Oil and
gas, machinery, cotton, and metal ores.
Transit of Oil and gas and land to sea trade through Pakistan is estimated about $
1000000 annually (Economic Significance of Gwadar Port, November 10, 2009). Initially,
vision about Gwadar was that it would serve Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan
via Afghanistan because of geographical nearness (Takreem, 2013) but with the
establishment of the Kashgar economic zone it will also serve Kyrgyzstan and
Kazakhstan. Due to its nearness to the straits of Hormuz, trade hub and major shipping
point Gwadar port, provide economical access to Central Asia, Afghanistan, China and
rest of Pakistan.
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As per master plan it is proposed that Gwadar port will capture about 25 % of
import and export national market by 2002 while 15 % of Central Asian transit trade, 12
% of Xinjiang and 40% of Afghanistan (Takreem, 2013). It would encourage
interdependence in the region, which will emerge direct stakes in stability and
prosperity of each other and making economic partnership in neighborhood. In the eyes
of Felipe Fernandez Armesto historically sea routes remain more important than that of
land routes. It can handle more goods cheaply. “Whoever is lord of Malacca has his
hand on the throat of Venice”. On the ground of the city’s wide trade with Asia, one can
take the 15th century’s saying “If the world was an egg, Hormuz would be its yolk,”
In his visit to China in Feb 2006, Musharraf expresses his desire of Pakistan’s
entry as a permanent member in SCO which would further boost up its economic ties
with China. Pakistan is taking this serious that both China and Russia want to include
India’s military capacity in SCO’s counter terrorism exercise without Pakistan (India
Daily, 26 August 2005). No developments took place at the SCO meeting of May 15,
2006 to grant full membership to Pakistan. An Indian analyst is of the view that
Pakistan wants balance power status in the region therefore she is eager to induct China
into SAARC, which is very significant for South Asian geopolitical context (Sridhar, 27
February 2006). Both India and Pakistan got full pledge membership on June 8, 2017
(Dawn news, 7 June 2017).
China is going to build 90 km road which will connect China’s side of the
Karakoram highway to Russian build road network, already linked with Central Asian
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states. This network of highways would link Gwadar to Central Asia through Xinjiang
(Chaturvedy, 14 February 2006). Both KKH and coastal highway are significant trade
routes and further extension of Ratodero-Khuzdar road will be the shortest road link
Gwadar to Western China (Chaturvedy, 14 February 2006). The port and associated
infrastructure will integrate Pakistan to Chines economy. The port will serve Chines
trade through road network through KKH (Niazi, 2006).
Development of the port and road network of Pakistan will not only make it hub
for regional trade, but will also cause boost in domestic economic and affect the geostrategic setting of the region as well. The port is an outlet to enormous resources of
Central Asia and in return Pakistan will get a sizable amount as transit fee and huge
investment to Baluchistan. Opening of the port to international business will provide
new opportunities to Afghanistan and would cause normalization in Pak-Afghan
relations. The port is a source of good relations of Pakistan with its neighboring region
(The Dawn, 13 June 2006).
As all the road and rail links developed, Gwadar will be the major dispatching
focus and after its connection with surrounding region, will be transform to exchange
Centre and would up left Pakistan, Afghanistan and Central Asian region. A road from
Gwadar to Saindak is the shortest between Central Asia and Indian Ocean. Pakistani
business community is eager about Gwadar port, to be commerce and fare handling
zone. Gwadar port is situated on important geographical location. It is in the west of
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India and near to the Strait of Hormuz. It is located on a slight piece of area extended
out from the coastline of Pakistan; make it perfectly focus for rocket or air strikes.
“Look East” policy of Pakistan and “Go West” policy of China bring both
countries together. China’s investment in Pakistan’s infrastructure is to develop its
western region Xinjiang. Proposed connection of Gwadar port through Kashgar, about
414 km from Pak-China border will connect to Central Asian Republics Tajikistan,
Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan. To utilize land routes for trade quadrilateral trade
agreement was signed among China, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Pakistan and Tajikistan.
In 2004 when a Pakistani entrepreneur used KKH to transport goods to Almaty for the
first time, the agreement became operational. From Gwadar to Kashgar road distance is
2627 km. Gwadar-Turbat-Ratodero road cost Rs 18 billion and completed in 2012
(Dawn, May 14, 2012).
IPI when came under crisis was proposed to convert into IPC (Iran, Pakistan and
China) pipeline and trans Afghan pipeline if materialized, could be stretched to China.
Chen Xuguang secretary of communist party Kashgar discussed that the railroad and
other linkages from Gwadar to Kashgar will be materialize soon, will transform Chines
oil transportation from sea lane to road and pipe (Yan, February 2012). In order to
convert Gwadar into energy corridor the oil refineries would be connected to Kashgar.
Shifting of admin form PSA to Chines port holding authority has attracted world’s
attention because of its geo-economic importance. China imports its oil from Saudi
Arabia through Gwadar and KSA asked Pakistan in 2006 repeatedly to help in the
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extension of its oil export to China (Dilwala tv, 2013). China is building a dry port at
Lhasa, Tibet with a cost of $ 14 million. In view of Andrew Small who is a specialist of
Pak-China relation, Gwadar port, because of high level trust between the two, would
develop by Chines (Dawn, February 17, 2013).
Though 1979’s SEZs initiative at east developed Shenzhen but it cause economic
disparity of 1:15 between east and west.

To overcome the issue, government

announced two SEZs at Kashgar and Horgus. Kashgar will become trade and financial
hub, major processing Centre for global traded goods and regional logistic Centre.
Pakistani Businessmen have been granted with the opportunity to invest in Kashgar.
Up gradation of KKH is due to SEZ of Kashgar, which ultimately promotes regional
integration. Kashgar SEZ would not only develop Xinjiang, but also Pakistan as it’s
connecting it with Central Asia. 50 sq km SEZ will not only boost the economy of
Xinjiang, but also of adjutant areas of the region like Pakistan, as mentioned by the
deputy director of China’s National development and reform commission (EEO, 2010).
The Kashgar region still has the traditional Sunday biggest in the world where
nearly 150000 people from entire Central Asia come and exchange goods with their
Chines colleagues which will help Pakistan to establish links with Central Asia. China’s
sources say that investment in two mega projects, Sino-Pak Railway line, from Kashgar
to Rawalpindi and China-Kyrgyz-Uzbek railway would convert Kashgar to regional
trade hub and provide these outlets through Pakistan. Multi billion project of SEZ at
Kashgar would conduct its trade through Arabian Sea Pakistan. It is a sign of the new
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silk route where camel caravans will be replaced by trucks and trains to bring trade to
the Indian Ocean.
The port has the potential to promote ship repairing industry, trans-shipment of
bulk cargo, petrochemical, and export of minerals, oil storage, export processing and
industrial zones and refinery. After it’s fully functionalization Gwadar port would
benefit the adjourned landlocked states of the region. New regionalism in the region is
emerging because of energy and economy. Chines president Mr. Xi Jinping in Astana
Kazakhstan declared significance of the new regionalism and economic past of Central
Asia. Shanghai is 9000 miles away from Strait of Melaka while it is just 3000 miles from
Gwadar port Pakistan. the significance of the port can be exploited as hub of energy
corridor and broadening mutual interaction. (CPGS, 2014)

4.9. Gwadar port’s regional trade potential:
South and Central Asian integration boosted significance of Pakistan’s location.
This integration would boost economic growth. Gwadar port’s construction is an
important development in the region’s infrastructure integration (Anwar, 2008). The
port’s most significant potential of the port is to facilitate Central Asia’s international
trade and in long term to act as transshipment port. Proximity to Central Asia makes it
the most viable trade outlet for the international community. ADB declared Gwadar as
a potential port for significant regional economic collaboration. The port is of great
importance for regional connectivity of road and rail, Gwadar to Central Asia via
Afghanistan (Pakistan Development Forum, Islamabad, 12-14 May 2003). When the
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second phase of the port would be completed it will get the capacity of handling fourth
generation container ships, 15 to 20 meters. Gwadar is not only important for domestic
trade and economic development but for the region as well, the proposed trade
potential of the port for its neighboring countries is as follows.

4.10. Trade potential Central Asian Republics:
Located in its proximity Gwadar is an important opportunity for central Asia to
export its world’s largest oil and gas resources (Haider, 2005,). As it reduced the
distance of Central Asia republics by 500 km therefor it would enhance transit fee
significantly (Haider, 2005). Gwadar port is an alternative for Central Asia to warm
waters via Afghanistan. It has the potential to replace the port of Dubai, which is an
important hub of economic activities (POT, 2006). Pakistan is eager to use the port as
energy and trade corridor with Central Asia, China and Afghanistan. Pakistan is the
only viable option for Central Asia and Gulf’s world largest oil and gas reserves. In case
of a blocked of Persian Gulf Gwadar will be an alternative. Therefor it is known as alltimes access point.
Enormous resources of Central Asia spotted it as significant area. The flow of
these resources will be marked through Gwadar port. TAP will pump Turkmenistan’s
oil and gas to world markets through Gwadar port. About 65 million people are living
in these six states, Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan are away from Pakistan,
which cause less flow of goods through Gwadar. The remaining three because of their
closeness to Pakistan are potential users of the port. The total estimated trade of the
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region is $ 20 billion, including $12 million export 70. Estimated trade in term of weight
and volume is 80 million (ADB, 2005).
Kushka, Turkmenistan is just 1200 km on road distance from Gwadar while it is
3400 from Odessa, Ukrainian port (ADB, 2005). A highway 500 km, connects Gwadar
through Rabat, Panjgur, and Chaghi, to Herat (Afghanistan) will directly connect
Central Asia. With the completion of this road Russian trade is expected through
Gwadar. This route will be quicker and cheaper than that of South Asia to Suez, to the
Mediterranean, to the Atlantic and to Baltic port at North Sea. According to the Russian
exports, use of the prior track would reduce delivery time by 20 days and per container
cost by $ 400-500.
Estimated resources of the Caspian Sea are US $ 4 trillion. Central Asian region
by 2050 will provide about 80% of American oil. Gwadar port is the shortest route for
its resources. Through TAPI, Turkmenistan can export its gas to world market through
Gwadar. The oil resources of Caspian region is estimated 17-49 billion barrels and its
gas reserves are about 232 trillion cubic feet. There are three more ports which due to its
location and nearness are main competitors of Gwadar.
Because of its distance advantages on other competitors Gwadar is the most
reasonable choice for Central Asian republic for its resources. In long terms, Gwadar
would be quicker and cheaper transportation, when the road network completed, the
primary substitutes of goods shipment through Suez, Mediterranean and to Black
Seaport Odessa, Ukraine from South Asia. It would boost trade potential via Gwadar.
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4.11. Trade potential China:
Three Es has key importance in China’s economic security. It is second to US in
energy consumption with 12% of entire world consumption while US is consuming 24%
of world energy. 40 % of its oil is imported which makes it second oil importer. About
60% of its energy comes through Strait of Hormuz from Middle East. 75 % of estimated
oil import of China in 2025 will pass through Straits of Malacca. According to China’s
foreign minister Saudi Arabia compose 17% of its oil import. In Fujian province China,
a joint venture of Saudi Aramco, Exxon Mobile and Sinopec are working to build a
refinery and petrochemical complex with a cost of $ 3.6 billion that would use crude of
Saudi Arab via eastern ports of China.
To deal with its emerging energy demands China signs various agreements with
Central Asia to transport oil through pipelines. Length of pipeline is 1000 km to 3000
km; in addition to 4200 km existing from Xinjiang to Shanghai. But its reliance on
Middle Eastern oil will remain sustained for which China is converting Gwadar port
into transit terminal. Gwadar could serve eastern China through Xinjian region in oil
imports. Xinjiang region is 4500 km away from China’s eastern costal area while it is
only 2500 km from Pakistan’s port Gwadar (Khaleej Times, April 1, 2002). Though SinoPakistan relations are age longed but economic relations boost up recently with an
increase of 37% in 2004-5 which drag the figure to $2.84 billion, Chines share is $1.9
billion while Pakistan’s $ 911 million. Trade balance favors China. During his speech on
the occasion of Inauguration on 4th July 2006 at the 10000 feet high dry port at Sust,
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Parveez Musharraf declare this facility as booster of bilateral trade and will highlight its
importance as hub of regional trade. He further said that linking with road network will
provide China with shortest route to Middle East. He explain that KKH is known as
eighth wonder of the world but we will go for ninth and tenth Rail and pipeline parallel
to KKH between Pakistan and China (Dawn, July 4, 2006.).
It is proposed that Gwadar will be an essential part of Chinese international
trade route in future. KKH already connected china to Pakistan. There will be first class
international airport having the capacity of handling airbus services (The Tribune
Islamabad, 24 May, 2006). Introduction of export processing zone and provision of
special incentives to China’s corporations will encourage China’s corporates to diversify
the stockholders of the port within China.

4.12. Trade Potential, Afghanistan:
Pak-Afghan trade covers 85% of the total trade which take place between
landlocked countries and Pakistan. Though trade volume experienced growth rate of
17.9% during 2000-2003 but it generates 0.6% port traffic (Little, 2005). Once
Afghanistan will be on the track of development it would be desperate about new
venues for its economy. With stability in Afghanistan the unexploited reserves of
precious stones, oil and gas will trigger economic activities which would demand viable
and economically feasible sea trade routes (E. I. A, June 2004).
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4.13. Energy corridor:
ADB provide $ 500 million for roads building to connect Baluchistan and KP to
Afghanistan and Central Asia. Rail track is also proposed parallel to road. 675 km long
coastal highway is connecting Gwadar to Karachi. The highway is new hope for
domestic and international trade. It is a link between Karachi and Iran. As completed
communication network, it will not only accommodate goods transportation from
Central Asia and China to Gulf, Middle East, Africa, Indian Ocean and beyond through
Gwadar but these countries will have easy access to Central Asia as well (Strategic and
Econmic Dimensions, 2004). Gwadar to Saindak road is completed which is already
connected to RCD highway (N35), provide shortest access to Central Asia via Quetta
and Chaman. Western region of China is 3000 km from its Eastern ports while it is 1500
km from Gwadar (Mughal, 2008). Due to its significance Gwadar was declared duty
free zone by government.

a) TAPI (Turkmenistan, Afghanistan, Pakistan, India gas pipeline):
According to Vladimir Socor the recent review of Turkmen gas reserves estimate
that there is 19 trillion CM of gas (Jamestown Foundation, December 2011). Proposes
production of Turkmenistan by 2030 and onward is 200 billion cubic meters per year.
It’s give it a parallel position to Russia and Russia lost its domination on Turkmen gas
and decline to third customer in list. The functioning pipeline to China has capacity of
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30 bcm per year. The capacity of pipeline to Iran is 18 bcm while to Russia it is 10.5 per
year. (The Jamestown Foundation, 2011)
In his keynote address Robert O. Blake, Jr (Assistant Secretary, Bureau of South
and Central Asian Affairs) said that Central Asia can feed South Asia with its surplus
gas. A steady progress been made by Turkmenistan, Afghanistan, Pakistan and India.
Regional countries has objective to move Afghanistan to trade from aid. He praised
Indo-Pak initiative of trade and commercial ties with Turkmenistan. The increasing
economic connection between the two would change the fate of not only these two
countries but the entire region. (The Jamestown Foundation, 2011)
An “inter-governmental” agreement was signed on 11 Dec 2010 by Pakistan’s
president Asif Ali Zardari, Indian petroleum Minister Murli Deora, Afghan’s President
Hamid Karzai and Turkmenistan’s President Gurbaguli Berdimuhamedev in
Turkmenistan’s capital Ashabat. This 1680 km long pipeline will bring 3.2 billion cubic
feet gas per day (Arynews.tv, 2001). MoU of the project was signed in 1995 between
Pakistan and Turkmenistan. The pipeline will construct alongside of highway from
Daulatabad to Herat, Kandahar, via Quetta, Multan to Fazilka India. Diameter of the
pipe is 1420 mm and having the capacity of 33 billion cubic meter gas with 100
atmospheric pressure per year. Total cost of 1680 km pipeline is $ 3.3 billion (Gasandoil,
2011). It will transport 30 million cubic gas to each Pakistan and India and 5 mcm to
Afghanistan per day having the ability of extension 90 mcm (Down stream today, 2011).
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Proposed date of flow was 2014 (Down stream today, 2011) but unfortunately still not
functional.

b) IPI: Iran, Pakistan, India gas pipeline:
IPI or peace pipeline will transport gas from Iran Pakistan and India. Despite
political hurdles, its economic advantages are more. Pakistan and Iran signed
agreement to construct 560 m pipeline with total cost of $ 7.5 billion from South Paras
gas field to Pakistan. About 750 million to 1 billion of per day gas will be supply to
Pakistan. The project was designed in 1994. This 2775 km long pipe will carry gas to
Pakistan and India.
SLOCs are more significant than that of pipelines as the cost of pipe are
comparatively high. If blocked by any reason Malacca straits can be replaced by Sunda,
Lombok and some others with an extra cost of about $ 2 a barrel (Blair &Lieberthal,
May/June 2007). Some Chines exports are now thinking that SLOCs security is more
significant than that of pipelines (Li Jie, September 2004). Compering to tankers,
pipelines are expensive in term of amount and distance (Hongtu, n.d). Some pipelines
like Myanmar and Pakistan need some subsidies to compete with sea imports, but the
devastated situation of Malacca straits boost up the significance of Pakistan’ project for
China.
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c) China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC):
According to Pakistan’s Economic survey 2013-14 Sino-Pak bilateral trade
increased $9.2 billion in 2012-13 which was $4.1 billion in 2006-7, 124 percent increase.
Pakistan’s export enlarged with 400 % from about $ 600 million in 2006-7 to $ 2.6 billion
in 2013-14 (Pakistan Economic Survey 2013-2014). CPEC would further boost up trade
between these states. During his visit to Pakistan in 2013 Prime Minister Li Keqiang
urged construction of CPEC (Tiezzi, 2014). Pakistan’s government showed its eagerness
as will. This corridor is connecting Gwadar port Pakistan to Kashgar China. It will not
only make Gwadar fully functional but would convert it into a significant port of the
region. The port was handed over to China overseas port handling company in Feb
2013. Gwadar since then is turning into a fully operational deep sea port (South China
Morning Post, 2014). The corridor is a connection among China, Middle East and Africa
and would reduce 12000 km distance in oil supply from Middle East to China’s port.
CPEC would not only satisfy the needs of Pakistan and China but will also serve
the entire regional stability and economic integration (China Daily, 2013). It is
comprehensive developmental program consist of rail, road, pipeline and fiber optic
links. This 2700 km link will connect Gwadar to China and further to India, Afghanistan
and Iran. The highway is linking Xinjiang to Gilgit-Baltistan and KP. Along with links
connection certain other projects like free zones, economic zones and power generation
are also included in CPEC (Pakistan Today, 2014).
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China is looking forward to stabilize its trade and commerce links with various
regions. Xi Jinping in September 2013 stressed rediscovery of old trade links between
northern, central and Southern Xinjiang which links China to Pakistan, Europe and
Russia (Jia, 2014). It is assumed that with the construction CPEC Pakistan would
became hub of regional trade, it would boost up economic activities because of
economic, industrial and tax free zones. There is a forecast that CPEC would connect
India and Afghanistan, though is too early to say, that will enhance region’s trade and
economic cooperation, ultimately promote peace and stability in the region.
Gwadar has pivotal role in CPEC, without full operationalization of the port; it is
hard for China to see the proposed corridor as corridor of energy, the major objective
behind the project. Situated on the mouth of the Persian Gulf, which transports one
third oil in the world, Gwadar is a key player in energy import of China, providing a
short route (Chowdhury, 2014). It is viewed that the completion of CPEC will place
Gwadar in situation of extreme geo-strategic competition (CPGS, 2014). Gwadar port
gave the strategic edge to Pakistan and China in Indian Ocean, boot up the already
existing Indian concerns about Chines involvement Hambantota, Chittagong and Sittwe
ports (Chowdhury, 2014). To meet with its energy needs Indian government decided to
invest in Chabahar port which would provide her an access to central Asia (Dawn,
2014). Chabahar is located in Sistan Iranian Balochistan where there is unrest due to
ethnic issues.
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China wants to resolve the issues in the Middle East, to resolve Iranian nuclear
Issue China is eager for its political settlement (CPGS, 2014). China is trying to resolve
Indo-Pak issues as well (CPGS, 2014). To China, Pakistan is a window to CARs
(Pakistan-China Institute, 2014) but unrest in Afghanistan is main concern not only for
China but also for other regional countries as well. China on the basis of its huge
investment of $ 7.5 billion is biggest investor in Afghanistan (Pakistan-China Institute,
2014). China boosted bilateral and trilateral efforts to restore peace and stability in
Afghanistan. In this regard it hosted Heart of Asia conference and also showed her
commitment to table Afghan issue on top of the agenda in SCO (Pakistan-China
Institute, 2014).
Figure 11
CPEC

Source Ministry of planning and development
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I) Geography of CPEC:
CPEC is a gigantic project, that consists of road, rail, pipe and fiber optic linking
Pakistan with China via four provinces and GB, Pakistan. The project has two
alignments i.e. Eastern and Western.
A. Eastern alignment: Both Pakistan and China agreed to initiate the eastern portion
of the corridor because of two reasons. Firstly, China’s corporations allegedly
willing to undertake the building of the eastern alignment on the basis of Build,
Operate Transfer (BOT) and secondly, this alignment is more secure than that of
earlier planned western alignment. Under the new plan, the project will cross
few areas of Baluchistan and KP where the security situation is unstable. Two
provinces showed their deep concern about the altered plan of CPEC (The News,
2014).
Route of eastern alignment is from Gwadar to Kashgar via costal highway,
then to interior Sindh, to central and northern Punjab, to Islamabad, Haripur,
Abbotabad, Mansehra, Diamer, Gilgit and Khujrab. A portion of the corridor will
also run through the capital of Pakistan’s Kashmir, Muzaffarabad. A link from
Taxila via Torkham, Peshawar would connect the Jalalabad area of Afghanistan
to the corridor. India would be connected to corridor on two points through
Hyderabad-Mirpurkhas-Khokarapar and through the Lahore Wagha border.
B. Western alignment: This is the initial and original plan which government
deferred until the completion of eastern alignment. Under this plan the corridor
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will have to start from Gwadar, runs through Khuzdar, Dera Bugti (Baluchistan),
D.G Khan (Punjab), D.I Khan, Peshawar (KP), Islamabad, and the rest of the
eastern alignment route. Under this plan Afghanistan would be connected to
corridor through Quetta and Iran through Quetta-Kho-e-taftan link.
Figure 12
Geography of CPEC

Source national highways authority
Chines president Xi Jinping introduced new foreign policy direction “Constructive
Engagement”. To move forward constructive engagement agenda special focus was
put on economic engagement. He is eagerly pursuing this agenda via the silk route;
consist of road, rail and maritime network. Popularly known as, “one belt one road”.
Many of the western countries, academicians, international and India consider CPEC
as strategic corridor, which cover Pakistan’s trade and development needs. According
to Small the major portion of the deal and cooperation is under the carpet. He uses the
term “cooperation in shadow” for these relations (Andrew Small, 2015).
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CPEC is not only significant for Pakistan but also for as to China regional
connectivity is essential for it as the global power in future. During his visit to Saudi
Arab and Egypt Chines president Xi Jingping offer $ 55 billion loan for infrastructure
and industrial development to the Middle East, both Saudi and china agreed on
“Comprehensive strategic partnership” framework. He announced most significant
statement “We are not setting up proxies or building a sphere of influence in the
region” (ABC, 2016). All these are part of constructive engagement which speed up
trade ties and will ultimately boost demand for Chines products.
CPEC is located on the junction of Silk Road economic belt and twenty first
century maritime Silk Road (Foreign Ministry Spokesperson, April 20, 2015). China is
committed to give about $ 46 billion, which is around 20 % of the annual GDP of
Pakistan (Stevens, 2015). In CPEC project 17000 MW electricity would be generated for
$ 34 billion cost. Remaining money would be invested in infrastructure development
like the railway line between Karachi and Peshawar (Shah, Jinping, April 20, 2015,). The
proposed completion date is 2030, for CPEC (Shah, Jinping, April 20, 2015).
The economic corridor will cut the road distance by 12,000km from the Middle
East to western China via Gwadar, Pakistan and will host a massive road and rail
network, energy pipeline and business zones (RediffNews, April 20, 2015). Proposed
completion of hydro, coal, solar and wind energy projects, about $ 15.5 billion’s worth,
would contribute 10400 MW to national grid. An optical fiber cable of $ 44 million is
linking the two nations (BBC News, Asia, April 20, 2015). Liu Jiancho Chines assistant
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foreign minister clarifies Indian concern about corridor that it go through disputed area
of Kashmir, in media talk “The project between China and Pakistan does not concern
the relevant dispute between India and Pakistan. So I do not think that the Indian side
should be over concerned about that” (The Economic Times, April 20, 2015).
ODI’s of China are mainly South East Asia oriented, but since 2003 Chinese
intentions diverted towards South Asia. It is hard to ignore Chinese geopolitical reasons
behind solidification of economic ties with South Asia. China is investing huge amount
in CPEC in order to pursue its national interests. Its investment of 45.6 billion dollars in
energy and infrastructure will give profit to Chinese farms. According to media reports
Chinese Banks and government give loans to companies for their projects, thus
assembling its commercial projects with direct influence on Chinese loos economy (The
New York Times, April 21, 2015).
China is largest oil importer therefore energy security is its main objective. Its
energy pipelines cuts thousands of km of sea distance via South East Asia (Andrew
Stevens, 2015). China isn’t only going to invest in CPEC but also intended to invest in
“Silk road economic belt with Central Asia, maritime road with South East Asia and in
South Asian economic corridor. China is eagerly looking to India as a partner in
“Maritime Silk Road” and attempting to connect China to Europe via India and Africa.
India has an important role in Chinese vision of economic integration. China is hoping
compatibility of vision with Indian economic goals (The Diplomat, May 29, 2014).
Agreement regarding establishment of sisterly relations between Gwadar and Karamy
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(Xinjiang), Lahore and Chengdu (Sichuan) and Zhuhai (Guangdong) and Gwadar
established (Dawn, April 21 2015). According to premier of Pakistan Mr. Sharif with this
corridor Pakistan would a hub of regional economic activities (Business Insider, April
20, 2015)

II) Regional linkages:
Old relations between the two regions can be revived with the establishment of
communication links which, feasible to all (Haq & Khawaja, 2011). New trade, energy
and transportation links between South and Central Asia will bring prosperity, peace
and stability to the region. The landlocked Central Asia and Afghanistan are completely
dependent on their neighbors. It is demand of the day that power and energy from
surplus region be transported to energy deficit South Asia. Regional countries are very
keen about the improvement of transportation links. In 2007 a bridge on the Pyanj river
between Afghanistan and Tajikistan was opened, which cost $ 36 million, funded by
America (Boucher, 2011).
Pakistan, due to its geography, provides shortest road and railway of modern
type (Kazi, 2011). It shares 2250 km long border with Afghanistan. As the trade volume
between the two is increasing that’s why Pakistan, Tajikistan and Afghanistan decided
to construct 20 km road through the Wakhan strip in order to boost up trilateral trade.
Alongside of road will transmission line of electricity to bring electricity to Pakistan and
further to India. Almaty-Karachi road is functional which runs through Karakuram
Mountain from Almaty (Uzbekistan) to Bishkek (Boucher, 2011) to Kashgar (China) to
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Islamabad and end in Karachi Pakistan. Though the trade volume is low currently but
with the full operationalization of Gwadar port the trade will grow with rapid speed
(Boucher, 2011).
The World’s eight wonder became more important. After the announcement of
CPEC between China and Pakistan, now one can see Chines trucks. China invests $46
billion. The road is of international standard (Haroon Rasheed BBC Urdu August 17,
2016). Pakistan is eager to utilize Gwadar port as energy and trade corridor for Central
Asia, China and Afghanistan. To upgrade infrastructure facilities China agreed to grant
350 million aid for Karakuram highway especially.
China under a MoU will construct 90 km portion of KKH on Chines side which
would connect Gwadar via Xinjiang to Central Asia (Chaturvedy, 14 February, 2006).
The quadrilateral agreement of 2004 among Kazakhstan, Pakistan, Kyrgyzstan and
China can be extended to Uzbekistan and Tajikistan. In May 2006 Islam karimove the
President of Uzbekistan came to Pakistan, first official visit after 14 years, and nine
agreements were signed during the visit. The rapprochement was facilitated by China
(Uzbek Television, March 6, 2005,).
Recent researches highlighted that the development of Gwadar port and its
linkages with Karakuram highway will speed up regional economic activities (Haider,
October, 2010). China is extending its rail and road from Kashgar to Peshawar, which
will serve its oil shipment from Gwadar through Karachi to Xinjiang with shortest
distance. A road in its north west is connecting Torkham, Pakistan to Jalal Abad,
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Afghanistan. During the visit of Asif Ali Zardari, president of Pakistan, a MoU was
signed to construct the 3000 km railway track from Gwadar to Kashgar in July 2010
(Peris, 2010). Another connection on its western border, Pakistan is constructing road
links between Chaman, Pakistan and Qandahar Afghanistan. It is assumed that Gwadar
port will be an integral part of the Chinese global trade route in future.
De-stability in Afghanistan is of drastic effects on Pakistan. The time long war in
Afghanistan converts Pakistan into a next battlefield for militant groups. Terrorism took
the precious lives of thousands civilian and military persons. The war caused serious
lost in term of economy and political de-stability in Pakistan. The devastating security
situation weakened democracy of the country. And it became difficult for political
leaders to cope with economic and security challenges.
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Chapter 5
Impacts of Gwadar port on regional and international players
5.1. Impacts on International players:
5.1.1. USA:
Aim of American “New Silk Road Strategy” is to promote trade liberalization,
encourage economic cooperation, enhance volume of trade and inaugurate people to
people contact between South and Central Asia. The idea was materialized in 2011
when Hillary Clinton American secretary of state announced the revitalization of
historical Silk Road. She told “Let's build an international web and network of economic
and transit connections. That means building more railway lines, highways, and energy
infrastructure, like the proposed pipeline to run from Turkmenistan through
Afghanistan through Pakistan into India (TAPI). It means upgrading the facilities at
border crossings. And it certainly means removing the bureaucratic barriers and other
impediments to the free flow of goods and people” (Clinton, July 2011).
The main objective of new Silk Road is to reconstruct Afghanistan; hopefully this
strategy would boost economy of Afghanistan. US’s vision of NSR is “if Afghanistan is
firmly embedded in the economic life of the region, it will be better able to attract new
investments, benefit from its resource potential, provide increasing economic
opportunities and hope for its people” (Hormats, September 2011).
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Several steps to NSR initiative are already completed. Principal Deputy assistant
secretary Geoffrey Pyatt express in Tokyo Symposium on Silk Road in 2012 that NSR is
already constructed, Uzbek and Turkmen are transported to Afghanistan, rail track is
connecting Afghanistan, Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan and a new line from
Uzbekistan’s border to Afghan city Mazar-e-Shareef has been completed. TAPI gas
pipeline is finalized by concern states officially (Pyatt, July 2012). America identifies
about 40 projects of infrastructure as significant part of New Silk Road (Kuchera,
November 2011).
CASA-1000 is another significant project under its New Silk Road strategy is
under consideration which will transport electricity to Pakistan and Afghanistan from
Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan. To encourage investment in NSR Afghanistan announced
four tenders in gold and copper in 2012. Optimists intellectuals are of the opinion that
Chinese influence in Pakistan will encourage US-China collaboration for Pakistan’s
stability, mediate the rivalry of Pakistan and India and improve energy and trade routes
via Central and South Asia (Doherty, May 9, 2011).
USA is concerned about growing Chinese Influence and might in Asia. To US,
Chinese can check on its activities in Persian Gulf and if converted into military base
Gwadar port will be a threat in Indian Ocean under China. Gwadar port’s development
instigated US suspicion about Sino-Pak relations. To America Gwadar’s control, hamper
war on terror because its provide land route to Afghanistan via Baluchistan. Pentagon is
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looking Gwadar as alternative route after Turkham, after increasing attack, for supply
to western troops in Afghanistan (Asia Times, 9 May 2009).
Gwadar may be a catalogue to American attention for regional stability. US due
to its more improved power is intended to have a very active role in the region. Though
with the end of Cold war American navy cut its presence in Indian Ocean but still there
are two major theatre wars (MTWs) waits it in Northeast Asia and Persian Gulf (U.S.
Department of Defense, Sep 2001). Under the same threat in Quadrennial Defense
Review, May 1997 said that US navy keep its 12 carrier battle groups and 12
amphibious ready groups. In view of Koburger, Jr, which he express in his book “sea
power in the twenty first century” there should be reserves of seven super carriers plus
and a sealift capability of twelve marine expeditionary units in American navy
(Koburger, 1997). America is interested to keep the Ocean open for all nations which is
evident from its Middle East force presence in Persian Gulf since 1949 (Nye, 2002).
Gwadar port is best option to materialize its vision about Indian Ocean.
Pentagon, in 1992 drafted a new strategy of prevent the emergence of any
potential rival, to keep the world unipolar (Tyler, March 10, 1992). The policy remains
under internal criticism as some of the academia and states didn’t approve this. Stability
of the unipolar world remains under question (Wohlforth, Summer 1999). According to
Charles Krauthammer the unipolar world can remain stable if US did enough
(Krauthammer, Winter 1990/1991). With the growing power of China it is certain that it
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will be in state of rivalry with US. Both of them are trying to avoid any situation which
can lead the region to de-stability.
Under the fear of Arab oil embargo of 1973-74, President Bush decided to fill
strategic petroleum reserve up to its capacity of 700 million barrels in Nov, 2001
(Gawadat, winter 2003). During the same year American oil import was 54 % of its
requirements, 30 % of which was from Persian Gulf (Energy Information
Administration, May 3, 2002). Uninterrupted oil supply is indispensable for American
economic stability. After September 11, attacks long term partnership between US and
Saudi became under serious challenges (Gawadat, winter 2003). Losing its control over
the region of Middle East would means loosening control over dynamics of the region.
Therefore US is eager for alternative, Central Asian resources is best alternative
available and Gwadar is way to and from Central Asia which America needs.
Gwadar port is most viable outlet for oil and gas of Central Asian via
Afghanistan, even some days before of September 11, attacks energy information
administration of America declared Afghanistan as potential transit route for these
resources to Arabian Sea (Energy Information Administration, May 3, 2002). US
involvement in Afghanistan has further devastated the already complicated regional
balance. However the economic interests remain alive under US military operation as
reported by New York Times on Dec 15, 2002 that “The State Department is exploring
the potential for post- Taliban energy projects in the region” (Ferguson, December 15,
2002). Future of Afghanistan is related to American say in Central Asian resources
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routing through Arabian Sea. September 11 attacks not only reproached old ally
Pakistan but also make it as alternate for its strategic oil supply.
Though sizable American oil tycoons are in favor of Iranian route but the policy
compulsion don’t permit pipeline through energy competitor, Iran, or to share influence
over region (CRS, October 3, 2003). Beside its oil supply, American policy makers want
to have mobile offshore bases in the region to keep critical areas of the region under its
observation (Sherman, 2003). Both Persian Gulf and Indian Ocean would remain
priority of American policy makers in future. Due to unrest in Middle Eastern countries
and opposition to ground force, American naval presence is likely to be increased. This
presence of US troops will directly affect Gwadar port. It is more possible that US
would demand naval base at Gwadar, because the same facility was granted by
Pakistan so many times. This demand will never be acceptable for China and will bring
Pakistan between the devil and the deep sea. Such a demand would also put Pakistan
and Middle Eastern countries in difficult situation.
In 1980 US president Carter in his address to state of Union which became
“Carter Doctrine” stated that any effort of any foreign force to acquire Gulf’s control
will be consider as attack on vigorous interests of America and will be resist with all
available means even with military force (Johnson, Summer, 1989). To America, China
is replacement of Russia in global politics. It’s a major problem of US foreign policy in
twenty first century and if she increases her military presence in Persian Gulf, to protect
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the sea routes of Gwadar port will be a challenge to US. Facts show that China has
potential to challenge American interests in Asia.
Pakistan, the owner of the port clearly discourages any military use of the port
by any state. To American policy maker the Indian Ocean region is and will remain an
area of interest. According to Pentagon’s quadrennial defense review, USA is helping to
“shape the environment” in different regions (Nye Jr, 2002).
Pakistan is looking for help to make this project successful. Nevertheless home
dynamics which promote policies, overall strategic and economic interests should drag
America to infuse cooperation in states of the region. Regional stability “assured” by
USA would make Gwadar port project successful, to attract the same assurance
Pakistan has to frame favorable policies.

a) US Policy in the region:
Core foundation of US policies is global oil and gas rates so she always ready to
go for last extent in energy independence (Fishelson, 2007). With the liquidation of
Soviet Union America eagerly want to control the energy riches of Central Asia
(Rousseau, 2011). Nicholas Spikeman a well-known policy expert is of the opinion that
control of Eurasian riches is a key of future domination of the world (China pipeline,
2013). Another famous export Zbingiev Brizinski explained the theory in “the grand
chessboard (1998)” that the natural resources of Eurasia is essential for world’s
domination, however to engulf the resources of Central Asia would be key to Eurasian
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domination (Khan, 1991). It is commonly believed that America attacked Afghanistan
under the same doctrine to capture the natural riches of Eurasia. Thought, America
projected that she is going to eradicate Tabilan’s government from Afghanistan which is
a known threat to world’s peace but actually they are working under their grand policy
of challenging the influences of regional players in Central Asia. Further she wants to
construct energy pipelines avoiding Russia, Iran and China (Abbas, 2012). Due to
regional structure developed by the regional states, western powers remain
unsuccessful since America’s invasion in Afghanistan.
Recent years saw warmth in Russio-China relations with Pakistan. Indo-US
nexus is the reason behind Russian tilt towards Pakistan. She realized importance of
Pakistan in the region. Withdraw of US led forces from Afghanistan compelled policies
makers of both sides to realize demand of the day (Hanif, 2013). Russia aliened its
interests with Pakistan’s role in peaceful Afghanistan. Both China and Russia consider
Pakistan as an important passage for Central Asia’s energy. China would surely play a
dominant role in the region as she is eager about energy of CARs.
5.1.2. European Union:
Average of 2.3 bbpd oil is been imported by Western Europe from the Gulf States
in 2002 (Energy Information Administration, September 2004). European Union
composes about 0.6 percent of world’s total oil reserves and about 2.0 percent of gas. It
is proposed that up to 2020 two third of EU’s energy will be imported (Energy
Information Administration, September 2004). Europe is highly depending on Indian
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Ocean for its oil transportation. Its policy towards Indian Ocean region is based on
reconciliation and security resolution with “soft power” uses (Nye Jr, 2002). Its
dependency on so called American guarded, prevent it to play an active role in Middle
East or South Asian problem resolutions. EU realized that there must be an alternative
source of oil as single source dependency isn’t good in long run.
Central Asia is an alternative for EU to fulfill its energy needs. It support pipeline
through Turkey but there are some issues regarding this route through Georgia and
Turkey. Separatist insurgencies in Georgia, Kurdish issues in Turkey and instability in
Cyprus near Ceyhan, Turkish Mediterranean port are some problems (Sulaiman, 2001)
which compel EU to look for an alternative route to Indian Ocean via Pakistan or Iran.
There is negligible evidence of drags in EU relations with states that matter to the
Gwadar port project. There are friendly relations between EU and China therefore EU
has no issue on Chines presence in Gwadar port. EU has compatibility with China as
she got administrative responsibilities of the port.

5.2. Regional Players:
Indian export and is the Chairperson of Centre for South Asian Studies, School of
International relations of Jawahar Lal Nehru University New Delhi discussed that trade
across border in energy sector is a strategic issue which has enormous capability to
promote cooperation among nations. Energy trade is win-win situation for all states as
importer; exporter and transit parties have same economic gains. She mentioned that
Pakistan is facing energy crisis because of lack of infrastructure to import energy.
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Further she told that IPI is only feasible when Indian is its member, the same is mother
CBM if materialize. India due to international pressure left IPI but once again she will
be in the deal. She accept that geo-strategically Gwadar port give edge to Pakistan over
India because energy corridor. China would not be a partner in IPI due to US factor and
price rates. TAPI would boot up economic cooperation in the region but according to
her will brought some issues as will. (Developing Energy Corridor from Central and
West Asia toSouth Asia, 106)
Muhammad Yousaf Sabir, member of Afghan Parliament, Secretary Refugees,
IDP, Kuchi and Border Affairs, Commission of Lower House, (Afghanistan) in his
presentation on “New Silk Road Initiative:Economic Dividends to SAARC Region” he
declared the strategy of new silk road as catalyst of regional and economic cooperation.
It would be a new venue for business markets for South and Central Asian states to
interact and integrate their economies with each other. As a land bridge between Centre
and South Asia Pakistan has significant role in this. This strategy was suggested by
many nations but materialized by US to eradicate poverty from Afghanistan. In NSR
strategy Afghanistan’s integration with neighbors was main task. He further says that
the strategy would open India’s border to Afghanistan and CARs via Pakistan (IPRI,
June 2014).
Dr. Liu Zongyi, Research fellow in the institute for world economic studies and
center for Asia-Pacific and Shanghai institute for international studies, China in his
“China‘s Growing Economic Relations with South Asia: A Positive Development” said
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that China has developed its relations with SAARC with fast speed but comparing with
other regional blocking around China it’s not up to the mark. Stable economy of China
can drag South Asian economies to development and SAARC to integration. To
enhance its relations with South Asia China has launch Silk Road economic belt, BCIM
economic corridor and CPEC. China’s SARRC trade increased with rapid growth of 26
% from 2001 to 2012, from $ 6.5 billion in 2001 to $ 73.9 billion in 2012. But the trade is
unbalanced and the trade deficit is increasing among them. CPEC is huge investment of
China $ 18 billion include rail road and tunnels. He said that the “string of pearls” is a
western theory accepted by many Indian authors.

5.2.1. China:
Both Kashghar and Gwadar are reflecting China’s go west policy. Its “go west”
policy has a dual purpose for China first to insure peace and stability through economic
development in Xinjiang region and second to exploit the riches of Central Asia through
the region. A Paris based energy company claimed in 2010 that China surpassed USA
and become the largest energy consumer of the Globe (Lin, April 2011). It sustains its
economic growth for last decade. In order to increase, secure and diversify its energy
supply China is building refinery at Gwadar and constructing pipeline to Xinjiang to
transport African and Persian Gulf’s oil to western China with a cut of several thousand
km. Gwadar port to Xinjiang, proposed pipeline is 2500 km whereas Xinjiang is 4500
km from Beijing. The port of Shanghai is 10,000 km away from Persian Gulf. Which
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prove that trade via Gwadar will reduce distance of 15,000 km to 2500 km only. Its cost
affective and secure as well.
The current Chines oil tankers travel of 20 days to Persian Gulf will reduce to 24
hours after completion of rail and road links through Pakistan (Lin, April 2011). There
are two reasons for Chines interest in Gwadar port, first it guaranties its oil security and
second it help China to insure its presence in Gulf and Arabian Sea, main passage of its
oil. Both China and Pakistan is best served by Gwadar port. Both of them are worry
about Indo-US nuclear deal which is a matter of concern about long term strategic
partnership of the two. Under geographical compulsion Indian can’t ignore Pakistan
and Pakistan can’t ignore Afghanistan to access Central Asia.
China invest $ 12 billion in Baluchistan to establish refinery and Gwadar oil city,
Pakistan is eager to restore peace and security in order to fully materialize the idea of
hub port. Due to its geography Gwadar port can serve trade from two dozen nations of
Central Asia, China, Iran, Persian Gulf, Pakistan, Afghanistan and East Africa. It offers
two ways outlets, East and West, North and South. In Sino-Pak economic relation it’s
become a milestone. China’s 60 % oil is rooted from Gulf, Gwadar will reduce thousand
miles as it provide secure land based supply to China that’s why it become
indispensable for China. Chen Xuguang, Kashghar’s part secretary is optimistic that
with development of pipeline project Chines oil transportation dependency on straits of
Malacca will reduce (April 2011, February 2012).
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With the construction of oil refineries, China and Pakistan want to Make Gwadar
an energy corridor, linking with Gwadar through pipe will not only give distance relief
to China but would also secure its oil route to bypass Malacca, East China and Yellow
Seas. Shifting of Gwadar port from Singapore to China attracts world’s attention
because of its geo-economic importance. Saudi Oil can be transported to China via
Gwadar port hence Saudi government time and again requested Pakistan to help in the
said (Dilwala.tv, 2013). Gwadar is an opportunity for China to monitor SLOCs.
Amdrew Small, export of Pak-China relations, is of the view that Gwadar will because
of time tested friendship of the two be completed as proposed (Dawn, February 17,
2013). Gwadar is also important for China to balance its economic situation between
eastern and western regions. After it’s linking to Central Asia via KKH Kashgar will act
as engine for economic backward Xinjiang region. Kashgar has specialty of hosting
world’s biggest traditional Sunday where commodities are exchange by 150000 central
Asian with Chines (Singh, January 16, 2012).
Chines sources are of the view that investment in two projects; Kyrgyz-UzbekChina and Sino-Pak railway will convert Kashgar into economic hub and will link
Central Asia, Western China and Pakistan. The special economic zone at Kashgar, a
multi-billion project, will route its import and export via Pakistan to Arabian Sea.
Horgos, Xinjiang is another SEZ which special focus on machinery, renewable energy
products, chemical and Pharmaceuticals, through Gwadar it will link with Central Asia
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and will revive ancient silk route. China is currently having 250 projects in Pakistan and
is second largest importer of it textile after US.
Though China enjoying same position as USA has in international geography
but it didn’t satisfy Chines ambitions. It want more expansion in its near abroad.
Compering to US foreign policy Chines policy is more ambitious. Sitwe (Burma),
Pakistan and South China Sea are points of geostrategic importance for China to
accomplish its desire to control the region. Under its “go out policy” China is actively
involved in Pakistan, there are ten thousand Chines workers in 120 different projects.
Present economic strategy is to protect its foreign business. To promote bilateral trade
China is eagerly signing agreement, one of its agreements with Pakistan is “early
harvest” was sign in 2005. Under the agreement 486 Chines item got the status of zerotariff treatment.
Strategically Gwadar is most important Chinese port out of mainland as it is
located on the mouth of Strait of Hormuz. Gwadar port project is most significant part
of China’s geopolitical efforts in South Asia. Due to its utmost importance China is
going to cooperate in Gwadar city, especially to educate workers and people of
Baluchistan to achieve the objective of biggest oil terminal of South Asia in near future.
Such projects are of double fold importance as it would not only cut the distance but
will also prevent pirates attack in Malacca straits as well. This will reduce the Chinese
shipping hazards and will promote its “String of Pearls” strategy. China is intended to
enhance its influence in South Asia through such like projects. To have permanent
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influence in Indian Ocean China is supporting Pakistan’s full membership In Shanghai
Cooperation Organization. (Fojtík, 2011)
Alongside of its trade significance, Gwadar can be used for military purposes as
well (Niazi, February 28, 2005) as Pakistani army is intended to use it as naval base
(Rehman, June 8, 2010). During 2005 Pak-China joint naval exercise was practiced in
Arabian Sea (Scott, 2008). Though India claimed itself as custodian of Strait of Malacca
but China intended to insure its presence in eastern Indian Ocean. Oil demand of China
is increasing day by day and hit 8.5 mbpd, even aimed international depression.
Though China is a significant oil producer but still it imports half of its oil. 80 percent of
its export is via sea routes (Erickson, August 2009). It is generally claimed that those
who control Malacca straits will grips China’s energy routes affectively and any time
can challenge its energy security (Xiaojun, July 2004). All these view are justification of
rapidly constructed pipelines and will about to 90000 in twelfth five year plan 2011-15
(China Daily, 6 January 2010). If the average growth rate of China’s oil demand is
consider of 2.5 % annually, its imports over next five years will increase about 650,000
bpd, more than that of pipeline jointly brings from Russia and Kazakhstan in 2013.
China become second largest economy of the world in 2013 (Yergin, 2012) having
growth rate of 7.7 percent in 2012-13 (World Bank, 2013) to meet with its oil demand 80
% of Chines oil (Chen, S. 2010) comes via straits. Having no alternate sea route, the
nearest is Makassar and Lombok straits, already overloaded by extra-large vessels make
its five days slower (EIAS, 2011) that’s why China is exposed to huge potential political
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and natural interloping because of its dependency on chokepoints that aren’t direct
neighbor.

A) Military:
The port at Gwadar is of crucial importance for China for politico-strategic and
trade point of view. Pakistan eagerly involves China in this project and PSA has been
replaced by COPHC despite Indian concerns. China also rejected Indian objection and
this is bilateral decision and not harm regional or non-regional actor’s interests. To
India, China is a competitor and US back India in this rivalry, as she also has concern
about Chines presence in the port. Wrote by New York time “the strategist of US
declared it as the most western linkage of String of Pearls a series of China’s friendly
ports start from China to Gulf which could eventually make Chines navy expansion
easy in the region” (Parera, 2013). This statement is an endorsement of Indian stance
according to which China is trying to encircle India with developing port in South Asia
(Kaplan, 2013).
Strategies and politics are continuous phenomena but it is true that Indian Ocean
doesn’t mean India’s Ocean. In this globe of competition and power patterns and things
are in permanent change, same is the case with regions and Oceans which under the
changing pattern keep changing round the world.
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B) Presence in Indian Ocean:
China’s economy is growing with rapid speed for which she is looking for new
and secure routes, Indian Ocean has significant role in this regard (Zheng, 2012). The
rising influence of China in Indian Ocean is matter of concern for India. Even now
China’s role in Gwadar port is very important but it would be more significant when
US led troops will pull off from Afghanistan.
China remains the main investor in the port of Gwadar. Tianjin Zhongbei
Harbour China (TZHESC) supervises two phases of the port. The first phase of the
project was completed by CHEC China Harbour Engineering Company in 2005. Great
United Petroleum Holding Company Limited (GUPC) is undertaking petrochemical
city project at Gwadar, coat $ 12.5 billion, with total capacity of 21 million tons of crude
per year. The refined crude will be transported through pipe to Kashgar. (Haider,
October 2009)

C) Pipeline:
Proposed pipeline will bring Middle Eastern oil directly to Xinjiang region. The
capacity of the pipeline is 200,000 bpd. Proximity of Gwadar port to Xinjiang and
Middle East give it an edge in all available options. China is intended to transform
Gwadar into energy transportation hub by constructing pipeline from Gwadar to
Xinjiang. This pipe would transport Arab and African crude to China.
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US presence in Indian Ocean is not only a threat to Chinese navy but to its
economic interests as will. Gwadar port will serve China as strong base to check its
activities in Persian Gulf and India’s in Arabian Sea. Further it can check any future
cooperation of US and Indian in Indian Ocean. China has constructed electronic post at
Gwadar to monitor sea traffic in Strait of Hormuz and Arabian Sea. It is a part of
China’s strategy “String of Pearls” (appendix 4). American presence in Persian Gulf and
control on Straits of Malacca is permanent threat to Chines interests. China is afraid of
any blockade of oil in response of any hostility on Taiwan issue (Asia Times, March 4,
2005). As emerging economic power of the world China thought acquired huge land
mass of world but its industrial zones touch port at distance of 16000 km, cost time and
money. Whereas Gwadar is just 2500 km from China, operating round the seasons
therefore it is core interest of Chinese economy. According to Masood Khan, Pakistan’s
ambassador to China “China has already built Gwadar port. We, of course, want to
develop it further. We will welcome the similar role of China in future” (Daily Times,
August 14, 2011).
The pipeline face location based challenges as it would transport oil from sea
level at Gwadar to 15400 foot height at Khunjrab which needs enormous power to
pump. As compare to Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan and Trans-Alaska pipelines they covers 9000
and 2800 foot height to peak before to reach sea. Trans-Ecuadorian pipeline is another
example which covers a height of 13,300 foot. These can be make example for ChinaPakistan pipeline regarding technical feasibility. Though there are so many challenges
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to Sino-Pak pipeline but intellectual from both India and Pakistan declare Gwadar port
as of latent value. The main motivation of China is to make it energy corridor (Pakistan
Observer, 4 September 2006).

D) Essential Gwadar port:
Pakistan is critical for China as it is located on main route connects China and
Middle East and position of South Asia’s mid-range power (Garver, summer, 1996).
China needs Pakistan to keep its economic and strategic linkages with these regions. It
became more important when China got the status of second largest oil importer of the
world (Zweig & Jianhai, October 2005). As Pakistan has potential to keep India engage
on western front so China will remain free from any heavy pressure on its south
western border. Strong and stable Pakistan is in favor of China as it will counter any
future Indian challenge to Chines regional politics (Garver, Summer, 1996).
If ignored by China, Pakistan may be slip into American camp and it would not
only hamper China’s interests but may also cause problem to its Xinjiang province.
Strategically Gwadar is a foothold for China in Indian Ocean. In presence of fifth fleet of
US navy, it is China’s big achievement to be in Gwadar port (Zweig & Jianhai, October
2005). China considers US presence in Asia especially in Afghanistan, CARs and East
and South-East Asia as permanent threat. Taiwan crisis of 1996-97 and US nuclear deal
with India further strengthen these feelings which boost up Pakistan’s importance as an
ally.
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China is Pakistan’s largest bilateral trade partner but Pakistan stand on second
position in its trade with China on regional tier, while India occupy first position. IndoChina trade nocked $ 80 billion within a decade form $ 3 billion in 2000 and reached to $
100 billion in 2015 (http://www.dpa.co.ae). Some of the exports are of the view that
China is looking the world in the prism of its interest. No doubt that China’s political
and economic relations are good with India but not cordial. So, it’s not right to assume
that these relations will lead to strategic partnership. According to Dr. Hu Shisheng,
director, Institute of South and Southeast Asian and Oceanic studies at China institute
for contemporary International relations (CICIR) that economic cooperation with India
is just a priority but as far as military relations are concerns it will keep on a distance
because of lack of interest. He remains very optimistic regarding Sino-Pak relations, he
told that China’s nearness with India and Afghanistan would never diminish Pak-China
relation. Politico-economic ties with Afghanistan and India for regional integration and
for success of CPEC (Shisheng, June 28-29, 2014).
China knows Pakistan’s importance in Afghanistan she wants to play an active
role in Afghanistan but without Pakistan there will be no durable peace in Afghanistan.
China as emerging Global Power has important influence in the region due to its
proximity. It is estimated that if the same growth rate remain, China would by world’s
largest economy by 2020 (Nye Jr, 2002). As it has historical attachment and important
sea route in Indian Ocean, hence China is eager to play an important role. It has long
term Politico-strategic and economic interests in the region. There are concerns in
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Chinese government about its oil import routes and to continue to hegemonies its
strategic thinking (Energy Economistm, November 1998).
Meachmir is of the opinion that if China emerges as economic powerhouse it
would ultimately transform it into military power. China’s military power will harmful
for its neighbors and will complicate American commitments in the area (Nye Jr, 2002).
Chines Plan is establishing blue water capacity by 2015-20, having two aircraft carrier
battle groups in Indian and Pacific Ocean, as part of its reviewed doctrine of waging
“modern warfare under high technology condition on the high sea” (Bedi, September
01, 2000). Comparing US, South Asia and West Africa via Indian Ocean is closer to
China (Anwar, 1999). Presently China isn’t effectively interfering in region but with
development of its blue water navy it would have a great say. In order to take main
participant’s role in unipolar world China has to create influence in Indian Ocean
(Shihai, 1995). To counter US increasing influence in South, Central and Southeast Asia
is a serious challenge for China because in future it will affect its economic and energy
objectives (Li, September 2002).
China is impressively developing infrastructure for long term presence in Indian
Ocean. Gwadar port is best example of the same strategy. Shortly Chinese navy would
be there in Indian Ocean to protect its maritime and economic interests. China
developed a combined access to Indian Ocean through Malacca Straits, Burma’s ports,
China-Burma road, KKH and Gwadar port. Gwadar is very significant for China as it
prove a foothold in resources rich Central Asia and an alternate link of trade for its
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western region. China can route some of its trade through Gwadar port via KKH.
Stability and regional balance in South Asia and sustainable development in Pakistan
are two main interests, in addition to its own interest of China. It is consequently
envisioned that Chinese will not endeavor military presence because of protecting
interests at Gwadar port and boost up a continuous spiral of critical destabilizing
events. Pakistan needs to frame policies to counter any such Chinese contemplation.

5.2.2. India:
India’s major objective is to protect its oil routes and to counter the influence of
China in Gulf and Arabian Sea. In this regard she is going to develop Chahbahar port
and a highway to link it with Afghanistan (Indian Express, 11 February, 2009.). The
Gulf of Persia and Arabian Sea is a stage of competition for regional and extra-regional
players regarding energy, economic and commercial gains. On two reasons the rivalry
result win-win situation for Pakistan and China. Firstly Chabahar is in proximity with
Hormuz Straits and restricted by its shallow waters. Secondly China and Pakistan are
connected by land while India and Iran aren’t. To compete China, India needs more
strength of India US relations in Indian Ocean. Both of them are working together not
only to check piracy and terrorism but to limit Chines role as will in the region.
India has a very vibrant strategy regarding its concerns and Policy in Indian
Ocean. To be a world power is its age long dream. Regarding Indian Ocean foreign
secretary of India Mr. Rao says “India is an integral part of Indian Ocean. In the heart of
world’s third largest Ocean, location of India is in various ways her fortune. It not only
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a verbal statement about geography but a deep rooted Political, civilization, cultural,
economic and historical link that has found between the two. In addition to Monsoon
the links of India are like a single thread can be seen in the region” (Geraghty, 2012).
To India Gwadar deep sea port is a naval base of China which probably be
converted into a nuclear submarine or aircraft carrier with passage of time.
Autonomous observers are also of the opinion that presence of China at Gwadar port
would paralyze India’s vision to dominate regional waters and will give advantage to
Pakistan. Under the shadow of such fear Indian naval chief Admiral Suresh Mehta told
in January 2008 that Gwadar port will strengthen Pakistan to control the important
strategic sea lanes of energy in Persian Gulf. India’s geography didn’t permit her to
control any of international choke point of energy and its energy quest make it
competitor of China. As China developed Gwadar, India start investing in Chabahar
(Iran) and to connect it to Afghanistan by road in order to have street access to
landlocked Central Asia and to bypass Pakistan (Mullen, 2013). There is no threat
investing in Chabahar, of US sanctions as in IPI.
India’s naval doctrine is based on two objectives first, to secure Indian supply
routes and second, to counter Chinese factor in Arabian Sea. Development of blue water
navy can show its strength not only in Arabian Sea but beyond. According to India
planning officer decline of world’s oil reserves will drag more power to Indian Ocean
therefore India has to enhance its capability to deal with demand of the day. The
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doctrine especially target China’s nuclear submarine and its relations with Pakistan
(Defense News, 7 June 2004.).
India might be the sole county of Indian Ocean which has politico-economic and
military capacity and political will for domination of this giant sea (Tanham, Winter
1992). To Indian experts this Ocean is a sort of India’s security zone. But it’s not like
American take Central American and Caribbean, or Russian viewed Poland, or to
Chinese takes Korea. Though Indian leader aren’t carry such doctrine but its behavior
in the region is generally the same (Malhotra, June 2, 1997). It geography shows that
India is both security and prosperity wise depending on Indian Ocean as it hasn’t
important land route to rest of the world. Its 97 % of trade is through sea because of its
rivalry with Pakistan and difficult geography with China. To keep the sea open is in its
national interest. India is mainly depending on Gulf oil (Crow, October 12, 1998). To
meet with its increasing oil demands India want to establish economic links with
Central Asia through Iran. That’s the reason that from 1990s this region represents
India’s extended neighborhood. To exploit CARs resources India has to include
Pakistan (The Janes Intelligence Review, July 01, 2000). Indian strategic objectives are to
protect its maritime resources like SLOCs and offshore oil platforms to safeguard
uninterrupted flow of trade (Joshi, 1995).
In his book the Paradox of American power, Joseph S. Nye, Jr. is of the view that
though Indian military capacity is impressive in South Asia but not in Asian Context
(Nye Jr, 2002). But Indian strategic interests range way beyond and inclined to
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hegemonies region which commands its relations with other states. Its relations are
dominated by security rather than economic compulsion. Its relation with Pakistan
remains estranged since long, witnessed wars and tensions. Its policy toward
Afghanistan has two main objectives first to block Pakistan’s westward expansion and
to use it as way to CARs (External Affairs, 2002). Huge security expenses of India
compel its neighbor to catch up with China. There is a hope that Indian Policy is
shifting for security to economics which will resolve its issue to neighbors. This is an
opportunity for both to resolve their issues through composite dialogues. However
India’s growing influence in Afghanistan is of major concern for Pakistan. Afghanistan
is direct beneficiary of Gwadar port. It can access it for trade and can get royalties of gas
and oil when the pipeline would materialize.
Gwadar port is just 70 km from Chabahar. On the basis of its direct access to
Indian Ocean has an advantage. Convergence of Sino-Pak national interests becomes a
great challenge to India and she is trying to undo this bound. Gwadar competing
India’s financed port in Iran which India desire to connect to CARs via Afghanistan to
bypass Pakistan. Iran is eager in India cost effective technology (MacDonald, 2009).
Pakistan according to ex Ambassador Mr. Maqbool Ahmad Bhatty, has significant
assets to pledge Indian power though cultural, economic and ideological activism.
Historical regional linkages with Central, west and South Asia and relations with
China, time-tested friend can utilize to counter its domination in the region
(DawnIslamabad, April 30, 2006). Gwadar port’s importance can’t be ignoring in any
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main conflict’s time. For central Asia it is an opportunity to have discovered new
economic links with outside world, which would in long run strengthen Pakistan’s
position in the region compering to India (Afzal, 2005).
India is much concern about Gwadar port as Pakistani police arrested an Indian
on 2 July 2004 who provided sensitive strategic information to Indian secret agency,
about Gwadar (Times of India, 2 July 2004). To Indian analysts China’s involvement in
the port shows its establishment on the lines of Coco Island in Myanmar to monitor its
activities. Official of China publically declared that this port is transit terminal for
import of oil from Arica an Iran to Xinjiang region. It further empowers China to secure
its oil route and to check the strategically important Makran coast’s routes. India’s core
interest is to secure its oil supply routes and to counter China’s presence in Indian
Ocean.
5.2.3. Afghanistan:
Under its new wave of development Afghanistan is desperate for new venues to
develop its economy. Plenty of valuable natural resources like copper, oil and gas, high
grade iron ore, precious stones, chromite, zinc and Sulphur etc are available. Once
Afghanistan will become sound and stable to exploit its resources fully, it will trigger
economic activities, needs secure and economical outlets. US approval of $ 1.4 billion
for Trans-Afghan pipeline’s economic recovery is another fact. The pipeline has the
capacity to transport 30 bcm from Turkmenistan to Gwadar. This is the first mega step
to proposed economic gain. Route through Afghanistan is more economical than that of
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via Georgia and Turkey to Mediterranean. Gwadar became more significant for
Afghanistan as there are several plants like liquid gas plant to export natural gas, and
other activities will change the economic fate of Afghanistan. The available
infrastructure would help exploitation of natural resources.
Afghanistan is depending on Pakistan to market its resources (Matinuddin,
1991). Pakistan will get advantage of transit facility to Afghanistan for its imports and
exports through Gwadar port. Following are some of the facts which show Gwadar
port’s importance for Afghanistan.


Gwadar is less cost effective and shortest route to Indian Ocean for
Afghanistan.



There are economic, religious and cultural links between both sides Pashtuns.



Afghanistan is landlocked developing countries and Gwadar is best suitable
option for its immediate access to warm waters.



US will not allow Afghanistan to use Iranian sea.



Afghanistan would enjoy all port related facilities, transit conveniences, import
opportunities and warehousing services.

Gwadar port has the capacity to harmonize economic and cultural bonds among
people. Though Afghanistan is presently war effected country but it has capability to
improve its economy through Gwadar port.
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Throughout the history Afghanistan remain center of disputes among great
powers. One of the most important is known as great game between Britain and
Russia (Moran, 2001). During 20th century Russia again invaded in Afghanistan which
gives opportunity to US to equalize Vietnam’s memories. This venture ended with the
decision of Soviet leaders to withdraw its forces in 1988 ended cold war (Rubin, 1996).
Due to internal warlords rehabilitation of the country remains a dream. Taliban fill up
the leadership gap. Who was thrown out by US after September 11 attacks.
Afghanistan is between nation building and war, things are blurring in long run
(Vahidy, January 28, 2002). Afghanistan has no significant functional economy.
Though its economy is based on agriculture but unfortunately it’s even fail to satisfy
the basic food needs of population. Different donors provide grants for rehabilitation.
Pakistan due to its location can play a major role in its economic reconstruction
especially Gwadar port has the capacity to boost up the entire reconstruction process.
TAPI can inject new potential to Afghan economy. This project is a blessing to Afghan
people and will bring them $ 300 million as royalty (The News, July 7, 2002). A proAmerican government is fruitful for TAPI project (Vahidy, 2002). Former finance
minister (now President) Ashraf Ghani offered his full support during development
of Gwadar port and declared it as gateway of regional prosperity (The Dawn, August
5, 2003). For smooth running of Port activities Pakistan has to engage Afghanistan in
the project.
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5.2.4. Central Asian Republics:
Caspian region is rich in natural resources and its geographical position make it
center piece in global ring. This region becomes an opportunity for regional and extraregional actors. Each and every player wants to get maximum of the treasure. Presently
Central Asia wants to frame a progressive economic and foreign policy. Central Asian
republics are eager to settle border of Caspian Sea as it’s remain subject of debate
among Azerbaijan, Iran, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan (Blank, Stephen J, 2009). Central
Asia’s republics though absolutely don’t want but still depending on Russia (Blank,
Stephen J, 2009). To get rid of Russian clutches these republics needs an outlet, which
they have in shape of Chabahar (Iran) and Gwadar (Pakistan).
Global political environment isn’t favorable for Iranian option therefore Gwadar
is viable option. Realizing true potential of CARs Pakistan established trade and
diplomatic relations with these republics. RCD the old regional organization is been
revised into ECO (economic cooperation organization), to establish closer economic
links. Following are the point which highlights Gwadar’s significance for these
republics.


CARs need a feasible route for its pipelines to Arabian Sea and Gwadar as
opening to Hurmuz is the most viable option.



To bridge geographical distance, Turkey tried to establish a railway link between
Turkey and India but failed due to regional limitations. The availability of Silk
route gives Pakistan an edge in available options.
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CARs are still under enormous influence of Russia due to infrastructure
domination. These republics can’t compete Gazprom (Ghaleb, 2009), to get rid of
it they have to stabilize their economy through exploitation of resources. These
republics to capture western market have to use Gwadar port. Its shortest route
to and from Central Asia trade.



CARs production is drier than that of liquid, therefore it needs deep sea port and
Gwadar is best option.



Kazakhstan and Kyrgyzstan’s trade is of more dry cargo for which Gwadar is
best option.



For liquid export of Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan and Turkmenistan Mediterranean is
1800 km while Gwadar is 1400 km.



Mediterranean route is through Russia.



Iranian port Chabhar due to recent American sanctions isn’t a feasible option.

5.2.5. Iran:
In response to Gwadar Iran is developing its own port at Chabahar to share
transit trade from Central Asia and Afghanistan. Muhammad Khatami Iranian
president sign “Road map to strategic cooperation” in 2003 in his visit to India. Under
the agreement India agreed to assist Iran in developing Chabahar port and road link to
Central Asia through Afghanistan. Iranian officials are of the view that a transit street
from Iran to China via Herat, Mazar-e-Sharif, Sherhan Bandar (Afghanistan) and
Tajikistan which give an edge to Iran over Pakistan as she has cordial relations with
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CARs and Afghanistan. Iran grant certain concessions to Afghanistan in port affairs.
Pakistan has some concern about Chabahar as official says that great hopes are pining
with Gwadar port project, it would be an outlet for Russia, Central Asia and Gulf state
for their trade but Chabahar is a setback to its importance.
Alongside with its concerns Iran is intended to construct oil refinery at Gwadar
to have a share in Transit, strategic and trade potentials. It’s not only competition
between Gwadar and Chabahar but recent development shows approach shift, bilateral
relations between Iran-Pakistan, China-Iran and Indo-Pak predict regional economic
cooperation. Development of connection between Gwadar and Chabahar indicating
improving Pak-Iran ties since fall of Taliban and Chines interest in Iranian resources.
This competition between the ports may stimulate regional trade. Renewal of Indo-Pak
dialogues led to parallel warmer relations between Sino-India. Sino-Indian approach
towards CARs can be noticed as expansion of their “relax” influence to South East Asia.
Both of them are marching to Central Asia with a high tone to satiate their energy
appetite.
The leadership of Iran is keenly and continuously working on Chahbahar port
through which they want to break global isolation. Afghan-Iran transit highway’s third
phase was started on July 14, 2003, with proposed cost of 43 billion Iranian Riyals. 15
km portion will constructed to connect Zahak to border and to silk bridge of Paryan
river, border between Iran and Afghanistan. Trilateral agreement was sign among
Tajikistan, Afghanistan and Iran regarding Anzob tunnel which will connect Tajikistan
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to Chahbahar port Iran. Iran decided to give $ 10 million grant to Tajikistan for speedy
completion of the project. Media quote Iran’s intention to give $ 21 million credit to
Tajikistan for transportation and road development. Development of two quo-located
ports is good for Central Asia. If both, come across to each other, will lead to tussle. It’s
need of the hour that both Islamabad and Tehran has to adopt cooperative and joint
approach to the project.
Iran can’t find many friends to break its isolation and Pakistan also want to
restore mutual trust especially after Taliban episode the competition become endless.
The newly developed port of Chabahar can conveniently be link up with Gwadar port.
(Central Asia Caucasus analyst, 22 October 2003)
Persian Gulf is an important strategic trade route of Indian Ocean. About 80 %
of world oil transport through this region (Pajooh, 1995). Its geopolitical location allows
it control the entire Straits of Hormuz because it comes into its area. Many times a year
due to Iran military exercise passage through the strait become a matter of concern
(Nincic, 2002). Located on the mouth of Gulf region that’s why Iran has an extended
interest in Indian Ocean. It port at the edge of Gulf, Chabahar can become a hub of
regional trade if the resource of Central Asia flows through it. There are so many
impediments in normalization of its relations with west and to have full access to
Central Asia.
Turkmenistan want to export its oil and gas through Iran and even many of oil
tycoon desire the same but US officials are looking for alternatives (Anonymous,
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November 1998). America is eager about pipeline from Caspian region but excluding
Iran (The Janes Intelligence Review, July 01, 2000). Iran isolation in international market
is a blessing for Gwadar port success. Since long Iran has very warm relation with
Pakistan. Both of them are looking for Central Asian resources, to serve as an outlet
which may ultimately lead them to state of rivalry. In addition Indian enlarged
influence in Iran is seemed to Pakistan as an attempt to encircle it. In order to protect its
interests in the region Pakistan has to engage Iran positively.
Chabahar is southern city located on Makran coast of Sistan in Iran’s Baluchistan
province. Due to its free one status Sistan got international attention. Due to its
proximity to Indian Ocean Chabahar become focal point of Iran’s development and
expansion of trade routes to north part of Indian Ocean and Central Asia (The Tribune
Islamabad, 24 May, 2006). Iranian government is intended to link the port through its
existing rail and road network to CARs (Arifeen, November 22, 2011). Indian
government is intended to invest multi billion dollars in rail and road projects, named
as Iran’s eastern corridor to link Chabahar to Central Asia. A 900 km road is under
consideration to connect this port with Haigak mineral rich region of Afghanistan
which would enable India to access Central Asia.
Ultimate objective of India, behind development of the port is to counter Chines
influence in Gwadar port. In this respect a trilateral agreement was signed among India,
Iran and Afghanistan to give easy passage to Indian goods through port to Afghanistan
and Central Asia. The port will provide India a window facility in Afghanistan and
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Central Asia (Tehran Times, November 28, 2011). With establishment of port at
Chabahar and 200 km North-South corridor (appendix 5) there would be a considerable
progress in commercial and trade relations between these countries in future (Kalantri,
2003). India is anxious to prevent Gwadar port to be a regional and international trade
hub therefore she is investing billions on infrastructure to connect Chabhar to CARs
which could give tough time to Gwadar port (Arifeen, November 22, 2011).
Indian Naval chief Admiral Madhavendra Singh told in his interview with Janes
defense weekly that India is closely watching Chin’s activities in Makran coast, Gwadar
port. He articulated Indian concerns about China’s naval collaboration with
neighboring nations including Pakistan which can significantly threaten vigorous
Indian shipping lines in Persian Gulf (Times of India, May 21, 2003).
Iran responds to Gwadar in a way to construct its own port at Chabahar to
compete Pakistan in capturing energy route and trade from Afghanistan and Central
Asia. Iran has an upper hand over Pakistan in its efforts because of its cordial relation
with Central Asia and Afghanistan. Afghanistan is enjoying low port rates in Iran
which cause huge financial setback for Pakistan observed by official (Daily Times,
September 15, 2003). Indian, Afghanistan and Iran singed a MoU to develop transport
and transit infrastructure. India grants $ 136 million for road construction connecting
Iran to Afghanistan. In 2009 Zanranj-Delarm road has been completed. This portion will
ultimately connect Iran to Central Asia through Afghanistan (The Pioneer, January 27,
2003). Under the proposed plan Chabahar will be connected to Afghanistan, Central
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Asia, Russia and finally to St. Petersburg. Indo-Iran discussion to bring gas of Central
Asia in seabed to bypass Pakistan is going as well. To counter China-Pakistan
cooperation, India is taking Afghanistan and Iran on board in strategic and economic
alliance.
Blank is of the view that Indian presence in CARs probably rise into economic
and political competition with other main actors of Asia especially China (Stephen,
January 14, 2004). Stability in Afghanistan is essential for any progress in Central Asia.
If Iran has direct access to Central Asia as it has borders with Azerbaijan and
Turkmenistan Pakistan can access central Asia through China. There are growing
concerns in US offices about intense competition between India and China for the riches
of Central Asia, so the best way out is encouragement of balance of power by Gulf
States where there is no hegemony of any state and all actors maintain status quo.

5.2.6. UAE:
Presently there are two ports under Dubai port authority, Jebel Ali and Rashid.
The Rashid port is a world class transshipment hub which serves Gulf markets as load
center. 2.8 million TEU is handle by Dubai annually out of which about a quarter is
transshipment within the Gulf region. Jebel Ali was started by Dubai port authority in
2001 which raised the capacity of the port up to 5.7 million TEU.
Salalah port of Oman is relatively new hub of transshipment of Arabian Sea,
established in November 1998 as container terminal. It is in proximity to Europe/Asia
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trunk line route which give an advantage. It needs little diversion, just a quick stop to
load or unload parcels for Pakistan, Arab Peninsula and Indian markets. It captures the
trade traffic of Colombo and Dubai ports and some of the Red Sea’s traffic from Jeddah
as well. Current bulk of port is about 1.2 million TEUs (Ali, December 4, 2012). The port
has facility to handle ships up to 16 m draft. Uncertain situation of Middle East is going
to break it plan to capture more trade and regional investment.
A major setback to its plan, of setting up a free trade one on 6000 acres in 2002
when Hillwood strategic service a major investor from America withdraw its
investment from the project right before signing the agreement with government most
probably because of geopolitical reasons (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People's
Republic of China, February 19, 2014).
Dubai Salalah and Jebel Ali are well developed ports. The port of Dubai
contributes 165 % to its economy. Just after four years of its establishment the port of
Salalah gives $ 58 million to national exchequer through transshipment (Muzalevsky,
September 12, 2012). Political situation of Middle East and challenges of capacity grant
opportunity to Gwadar port to share market and emerge as hub port (Varma, February
01, 2013).
New political scenario after 9/11 brings new cooperation to Iran-India navies.
And India invests to develop the port of Chabahar to meet with its energy needs and to
check Chinese influence in the region. India is going to brought Iran into a strategic and
economic alliance and construct road and rail links to Afghanistan and Central Asia.
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With the same objectives Gwadar and Chabahar are in state of rivalry, caused
competition. Indian growing influence and its nuclear deal with US is of great concern
for China. Growing cooperation of Indo-US cooperation in Afghanistan and Central
Asia is another red signal for China. India’s intentions to encircle Pakistan and Pakistan’
desire to counter India with the help of China is a blow to regionalism. Pakistan needs
vibrant Chinese cooperation in Gwadar port because it’s the only port, essential for
Chinese interests in region.
The port is like a watch tower from where China can watch Indian growing hold
in Persian Gulf, Arabian Sea and Indian Ocean. Any economic and military bounding
between India and America can tackle here. Located on the gateway of Indian Ocean
Gwadar can serve listening base, can use surveillance on important strategic sea links.
It’s a point from where USA and Indian military activities can watch closely. It’s serve
Chinese ships and submarines as base. This port is fulfilling China’s commercial,
political and security objectives.
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Conclusion:
This dissertation is an assessment of the Gwadar port as an economic and trade
hub of the region, which would positively change the fate of national economies of the
region. The project will bring new economic progress for Pakistan. The flow of trade to
and from Central Asia would generate huge revenue. The port has the potential to deal
with local trade and to provide trans-shipment facilities to regional actors.
Internationally, there is an extra ordinary demand for mineral resources and the same
can be met out through this port. The port has the natural capacity to contend among
the existing ports, to attract its share in cargo and natural resources trade.
This port is a mixture of enormous opportunities and challenges for nation states
of the region. Rigorous efforts, programs and strategies are required for making it
compatible to industry and competitive to other ports of the region. To formulate policy
guidelines for the project’s success the stakeholders should have to consult the policies
and incentives granted by various industrial zones and different part of the world,
particularly of competitors. Government of Pakistan may step back from its traditional
economic and trade policies to make the project successful, and a white paper has to be
published to convey the policies.
In this era of globalization world’s economies are significantly depending on
international trade. Cost effective and efficient communication means, i.e. maritime
transportation is very important for international trade. Ports are linkages between land
and sea, and are significant agents of regional economic activities. Some of these ports
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often become international in status and generate huge revenue for mother nation, with
increasing maritime traffic. With the increase in the maritime trade and rivalry with
India, Pakistan has to search for new options, other than Karachi to deal with its
economic needs. Yet, it took a long time when Pakistan materialized the dream of a
deep sea port at Gwadar. It has the potential to provide Central Asia’s republics with
feasibility of outlet facility and could be used as a naval base.
Pakistan’s lacking of application of scientific methods and to carry out
oceanographic research, is a hurdle to fully exploit its offshore resources. It only exports
fishes to the world market. It has the capacity to develop exclusive economic zone. The
government is trying to develop offshore energy, but with no results yet. Major
impediments are coastal pollution and lack of scientific preparation of data, to have a
continental shelf beyond the EEZ.
There is no symmetry between economic growth and capacity development of
navy, strategic interests and maritime sector of Pakistan. One of the most important
reasons for neglecting the sector is “continental mindset” of policymakers. Current era
of globalization enhanced dependence on navy in both strategic and conventional
terms. It is very important for Pakistan to have a second strike capacity to counter any
aggression. Development of naval capability is essential to protect maritime trade and
explore offshore resource.
One regional unit of South Asia, the World Bank has conducted a study which
indicated four conditions responsible for the success of a region’s integration, especially
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for FTAs in a group of countries. First, tariff before FTA should be high. Second, prior
than entering into an agreement the members of FTA should be significant partners of
trade. Third, the demands should be complementary. Fourth, diverse economic setup of
member countries should be founded on the true competitiveness. It means that setup
among nations, which has considerably different factors endowments are greater than
that of having similar endowments (Srinivasan, 1995). Countries of South Asia has low
trade with each other while has large trade with outside countries especially with G8,
North America and Europe (Srinivasan, 1995).
South Asian region is home of political complexities where different states have
unresolved issues. Pakistan and Bangladesh suffer from absolute military rule, while
India faces serious ethnicity problems. Further, the region has complex security
situation due to many of the state’s involvement in diverse degrees of disputes and
conflicts. Bilateral relations of the region’s countries are based on mistrust and
antagonism. Pakistan and India has dispute over Kashmir while Sri Lanka has issues
with India. On the issue of Tamil Nadu, Sri Lanka claims that India is supplying arms
and providing training to them (Haider, 2001). India has problems with Nepal on open
border and a treaty of peace and friendship was signed in 1950s. With Bangladesh,
India has issue of illegal migrants, boundary issues and water sharing of Ganges
(Bhanot, August, 1999). Cultural, language, ethnic and religious diversities prevent
regional unity. Social and political scenario of the region shows that region is moving
towards disintegration.
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The fact in point is that economic development is agenda number one of all the
regional countries. Ground realities show that there are acute social and political
differences among regional countries but in the presence of a giant power like China
these states would overcome their differences and would start their journey to
integration. Once the Gwadar project starts delivering the promised benefits, it would
integrate regional economies, ultimately leading to regional integration.
Super powers are working to neutralize intra-regional differences among South
Asian states. South Asian public is eager about South Asia to be united on the pattern of
European Union, which would cause peace, harmony and prosperity in the region.
Integration doesn’t come over night, it takes centuries as it took in Europe. Most
probably integration in the region wouldn’t be on European model as there were
monarchies in Europe, while South Asia has democracies with developing economies.
Integrating model of the region is peculiar in nature. These societies have their own
characteristics i.e. heterogeneity of society based on diverse values and religious beliefs,
democratic setups, colonialized heritage and developing economies.
Developing nature of economies needs uninterrupted flow of trade leading to
integration. The former Prime Minister of India Mr. Atal Bihari Vajpayee stated
regarding South Asian Union that having potential to eventually introduce open
border, common currency and common security cooperation in the region is creditable.
There is no opposition to this dream of integration in South Asia even Pakistan has
carefully declared the dream of Vajpayee feasible (Shahid, 2004). In international
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relation, it is very common that small neighbors always live under fear when their large
neighbors have tendencies of expansionism. Upcoming mutual agreements in the
region would help to accelerate integration in South and Central Asia.
Though people to people contacts and economic linkages can cause integration
but still there are some challenges which need serious attention of the stake holders.
Following are some most important of these.
I.

Extremism, instability and violence which move across the border, much
more trafficking across borders of the region, much little trade among
regional countries and many more population living in poverty.

II.

There is no gender equality in almost all regional countries especially in
business and employment circles.

III.

States are aggravating the situation instead of resolving the issues.

It needs concrete efforts from all regional players and international powers to bury the
old rivalries and to avail the present opportunity of integration to materialize various
plans of development and prosperity.
Pak-China joint project was completed in 2005, while Iran is working to complete
its Chabahar port, rival of Gwadar, to catch the trade from Central Asia’s republics,
Middle East and Gulf through Chabahar to India. Competition among the two isn’t in
favor of either state; both of them would face thousands of problems. Instead of
competition, the two collocated projects are more fruitful if there is cooperation. Both
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projects can easily be linked with each other. Both of these will serve various markets or
sectors, would reduce competition and expensive duplication as well. When
materialized, it would dramatically translate region’s geostrategic landscape. When
phase two of the project will be completed, requisite infrastructure like CPEC will be in
hand to attract its share in trade. Studies show that success of the project is crystal clear
hence Iran’s officials expressed their desire to be a part of CPEC. Iran’s presence in the
project will minimize competition and possibilities of regional disintegration. It’s all
about policies, incentives and priorities which would decide the future transshipment
activities in the area.
This region is blessed with natural resources that have the potential to satisfy the
needs of world’s growing energy demands. The availability of these resources brings
the region under the lamplight of world politics. World’s power would invest in
abundance to develop the transportation infrastructure in the region. It is crystal clear
that Asia is hub of economic activates. Asian continent is trying to get self-sufficiency in
all fields, especially in the field of finance. After the Asian financial crisis of 1997, AMF
(Asian Monetary Fund) was proposed by Japan on the pattern of IMF.
China, a gigantic economic power, is eagerly working on regional integration,
and she is playing a very active role in this regard. SCO (Shanghai Cooperation
Organization) is part of such activities that is integrating economies of member states.
Further, China invests huge amount in infrastructure development, especially, in South
Asia. To finance Asian countries and prevent them from any foreign clutches, China
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proposed AIIB (Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank) in 2013, and the idea was
materialized in coming years. On the basis of such rapid development most of the
scholars declare Asia as the future of the world and that world’s leadership would shift
to Asia. All these developments indicate that there would be economic integration in
the region that would lead to political Integration.
Hettne’s “Regionness” is visible in the region which shows that in future there
would be integration. CPEC, which is known as a game changer in the region, would be
joined by the key players of the region in first step and by other players later on. Saudi
Arabia and Iran showed their intentions to join the project followed by Russia, which is
booting the significance of the project and is moving rapidly onward.

6.2. Major findings:
Due to its geography and geo-politics, Pakistan is greatly depending on sea in its
trade, which almost deals 95 % of its trade and contribute nearly 36.3 % to its GDP.
Despite its great dependency on maritime trade, it remained neglected. Shipping
industry is very important for economic development and national security, because it
not only provides employment but increases foreign exchange and stimulates domestic
trade, when if there is increase in freight rate and insurance. Availability of national
ships decreases dependency on foreign ships, particularly, in case of war or tension. For
Pakistan like country, whose national ships handle only 5 percent of its trade and have
a permanent threat from its neighbor. Government has realized that private sector is
indispensable for development of shipping industry but it has to formulate such
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policies which may attract private sector to invest enormous amount but also insure
their future security.
Gwadar port has marvelous economic potentials. The port will be a hub port for
the republics of Central Asia and having the potential to be a major regional
transshipment port, when fully operational. It has potential to provide a naval base to
Pakistan in west of Karachi. The port will not only enormously contribute to socioeconomic development of the local people but to the entire region as well.
The port is an actual opportunity of economic integration. It would integrate
Pakistan’s economy to regional and world market economies. The port will be a
regional hub, having mussels to compete local and regional ports. In order to handle
container freight, there are only terminals in Karachi port and four at Salala port, while
Gwadar port specify four terminals at its start to container freight, which would be
increased to seven. Regarding oil and gas, the ports of Iran, potential competitor has no
match with Gwadar in field of technology and handling of large ships. The port of
Bandar Abbas has only two terminals for oil, while there are two berths in Chahbahar.
Gwadar port will have the ability to not only handle local needs but to attract
international trade as well after completion of its second phase.
Economic development is indispensable for national power and plays a very
important role in its stability. Gwadar port will trigger job opportunities, attract
investment and new opportunities for economic development, would be emerged in the
coastal region of Pakistan that would bring enormous revenue to national exchequer.
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The project speeded Saindak project, industrial estate and Makran costal highway.
Beside economic gain the project has political benefits as well, by giving sea access to
landlocked Central Asia’s republics. With the development of national security and
economic development, political importance of Pakistan will boost up in international
political scenario. Dependence of regional and extra regional players on Gwadar would
strengthen Pakistan’s political status.
The port would speed up regional trade but its competitor port Chabahar would
cut its share. Regional and international politics would prevent Gwadar port to
integrate the region in short term. Though there is a ray of hope regarding regional
integration but recent picture of the region is blurred. Current India Pakistan tension
endangers efforts and hopes of regional integration.
There are some problems which can create hurdles in the way of Gwadar to be a
successful port of the region. Most important among these is internal stability and
security situation of Baluchistan. Government has to sort out the problem on permanent
grounds to make this mega project successful. Competition with already existing ports
of the region is another problem. Intensive efforts on government side are needed to
develop industry friendly environment and to make other projects successful.
Due to India’s growing power at sea, Pakistan’s navy will have to face
strategically increasing challenges in future. Rapid economic growth in India will
enhance disparity between the two naval forces with the passage of time. India is near
to attain second strike capacity at sea. Though nuclear weapons overshadow the
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conventional weapons imbalance but yet the gap is very huge between the two. To
ensure stability in the region Pakistan has to develop second strike capability at sea.
Today’s dependence on sea trade boosts up the significance of navies.
Gwadar port is able to translate itself into a hub port, which could serve the
interests of all concern countries and can ultimately ensure peace and stability in the
region. Uninterrupted oil supply brought Middle East under world’s spot light. Central
Asia’s republics are emerging parallel for their mineral riches. Under his “the golden
arches theory of conflict prevention” Friedman is of the view that with the globalization
of economy, inter-state war even becomes impossible today. There are some other
experts who declare this era as age of cooperation due to integration of economies. But
due to its political, military and economic importance Indian Ocean becomes an area of
rivalries. Protecting interests through showing power by foreign powers, and coastal
states power politics emerged as serious threat to world peace.
United States of America as sole power of the world should play an important role,
to normalize the situation of Indian Ocean. To undo the label of imperialist power,
liberalization is very important for USA. China and USA has to neutralize their
adversaries and to present Gwadar port as a platform for region’s economic welfare.
Both of them have friendly relations and good working relationship with Pakistan.
China takes advantage of all available opportunities to establish good relations with
America (John W. Graver, 2001). Pakistan has to accept Indian’s determination gets
economic prosperity but its hegemonic tendencies in the region aren’t justifiable. South
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Asia experienced some critical conflicts during last years (Milan N. Vego, 1999). USChina cooperation in Indian Ocean is appreciated by India, regarding their and India’s
interests. If the power is imbalance in the region, it would be dangerous. In the new
political scenario Pakistan has emerged as frontline state for the interests of extraregional players.
The policies of present government show its deep commitment toward its economic
interests. The adopted attitude of government is balanced one, which is based on
cooperation with regional and extra-regional countries for regional stability. She is
trying to avoid any sort of conflict with neighboring countries. Though Afghan
government banned Pakistan’s transit trade of CARs on 10th Sep 2016, in response of
ban on dry fruit transit to India via Wagaha and Chaman border. (BBC Urdu, 2016) but
next day Pakistan’s government announced its policy statement in which it ensured its
commitment to facilitate India and Afghanistan’s trade through Pakistan (Daily
Mashriq 2016).
Indian Ocean, due to its emerging politico-economic nature, becomes a pivotal point
of international affairs due to its amazing capacities of resources and global trade
routes. Pakistan is facing complex security and strategic situation. Global war on terror,
unstable internal political and security situation and its tension with India is seriously
affecting Gwadar port and CPEC projects. Pakistan has to walk through the situation
very carefully. Militant attack on Indian army camp at Unri village just 20 km from
LOC at Kashmir caused 17 casualties. Raj Nath interior minister of India, said Pakistan
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must be declared as terrorist state and must be isolated by international community.
LftgnrlRnber Sing director general military operation declared all four from Gesh e
Muhammad (BBC Urdu, 2016). Such like activities and statements are serious blow to
regional integration.
America and other key players are not happy about China’s presence in Gwadar
port and its involvements in CEPEC, and other mega projects. China’s presence for a
long period of time in the region may cause difficulties for Pakistan. American could
demand the same privileges and rights at Gwadar which will bring Pakistan between
the devil and the deep sea. On one side there will be a time tested friend and on the
other side there will be a long time ally. For its economic development, Pakistan has to
be very careful in policy making, particularly, it has to discourage military use of the
port by any of regional or non-regional player. Economic dynamics are interlinked with
foreign policies of countries; the statement is tested by various theories. Following are
some of these important points which support major findings of the dissertation
(Bhanot, 1999).


Gwadar port can stimulate requirements for economic resumption of Pakistan.



There is no economic revival, when there is no stability



No growth, no stability.



No growth, when no resources.



No resources, when no infrastructure.



No infrastructure, when no money.
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No money, when no rules.



No rules, when no security.



No security, when no cooperation among regional and extra-regional powers.



No cooperation, when no efforts.

6.3. Recommendations:
Following are the key recommendations of the dissertation.


Government has to encourage private sector in mega projects, where huge
investment are required. With the involvement of private sector, timely
completion of such mega projects will be possible.



For long term economic development, government has to develop collaboration
with China, to utilize its expertise and technological development in all required
fields.



In order to deal with environmental issues, government has to take steps to
control water pollution, to follow international protocols and to protect maritime
life, which is a handsome source of revenue.



Security at Baluchistan and especially at Gwadar must be restored by
government permanently, through negotiation with Balochis, because peace is
essential for foreign investment and economic development. It’s also necessary
for free work environment of Chinese engineers and workers.
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Government has to boost up navy’s capacity in conventional war, to enhance its
system of weapons and technological base to ensure security of SLOCs and to
decrease its dependence on foreign vessels.



To improve the capacity of navy, as it’s the demand of the day, the government
has to allocate funds and the policy maker should assign important role to navy.



Islamabad has to give China a free hand to develop all related infrastructure,
which PSA failed to develop.



To attract and facilitate business, special economic zones and export processing
has to be established.



Gwadar should be declared as tax free zone.



Islamabad has to develop related infrastructure like air and road linkages.

Establishment of cordial relations with its neighboring countries and having
beneficial ties with all main actors is core objective of the foreign policy of Pakistan. To
achieve the mentioned goal of foreign policy, government has to take steps to install
collaboration among all players. Government is required to formulate policies in order
to establish a cooperative environment among all competitive actors. Islamabad has to
reassure Afghanistan and India through demo of “irrevocable commitment” and
“restraint”. To bring Iran into game, each and every relevancy should be crystal clear,
that’s the only way to drag Iran into cooperation. To deal with America and China,
Islamabad has to show them both some impediments in framing strategic
understanding or to initiate a limited security regime.
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6.4. Futuristic Options:
Pakistan developed a port at Gwadar, its south-western city, located at the mouth of
oil rich Persian Gulf, and a proposed transportation route of the riches of Central Asian
republics. Pakistan is optimistic about Gwadar port that it would be a hub of regional
economic and trade activities. The vision of Islamabad about Gwadar is to make it a
bridge between east and west, which would change the fate of national economy and
even of the entire region. The vision is not fully reflecting in the policies of government.
CPEC is an effort to connect China to Central Asia, Afghanistan, Iran and beyond.
Turbulent geostrategic situation in Pakistan’s surrounding is a hurdle, which
prevents it to initiate cordial relations with its neighbors, who have significant role in
port’s utilization. The port is located at such a point that it can bridge Central Asia,
huge Center of natural resources to South Asia, where one third of world’s population
live and can make it biggest consumer market. It brings Gwadar port into the limelight
of global affairs.
Neighboring areas of the port experienced confrontation among colonial powers,
and even today the great powers are here to accomplish their strategic objectives. As
china is challenging America’s military, economic and political hegemony so military
use of Gwadar is a matter of great tension between these two powers and presence of
one’s military might in the port isn’t acceptable to other. Iran and India has their own
objectives in the region and they are collaborating with each other to achieve. Pakistan
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in order to achieve long term economic, military and political objectives, has to clarify
suspicions of all the key players.
Economy of state always determines its national power, stability and strength.
Gwadar has the muscles to catch huge investments, create new job opportunities and
would bring new dynamics of economic development. Gwadar’s future role in this
regard cannot be ignored as China’s oil demand is growing continuously due to its
rapid economic growth and huge energy consumption. China’s dependency on oil
import is increasing. She is eager to diversify its oil supply sources. New venues for its
oil will be Central Asia, Latin America, Canada and Russia. Provision of security to its
oil supply is the basic objective of its foreign policy. To meet with its increasing
consumption, China’s oil import from Arabian Gulf and Africa will hit 4.8 million
barrels by 2020. This huge import needs more oil tankers to transport, which would
enhance the need from present 49 to 111VLCCs (very large crude carriers) in 2020.
Pakistan’s geography enables it to be a trade and economic corridor (TEC) for its
nearby states. Pakistan as trade corridor is more appropriate to China in spite of energy
corridor. Pakistan will be a safe package for it in time of crisis or acute energy shortage.
Presently Pakistan is a TEC facility for its neighboring countries that are eager to utilize
the same in Central, South and West Asia.
To control oil of Central Asia is a complex game. Almost all neighbors like Russia,
China, Pakistan, Iran and India and even Europe and American have economic, security
and geopolitical interests in the region. America with her allies is trying to seize energy
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resources of Central Asia’s republics and isn’t ready to accommodate any challenge to
its hegemony. For extension of its influence, China is using Pakistan and Iran. In order
to secure its interests in the region, Russia is trying to ensure its military presence.
Caspian region’s oil and gas contribute 50 % of foreign currency, which play an
important role. To Russia energy export and pipelines is strategic depth that’s the
reason of using political influence and support in the region and out of region. To
counter US influence, Iran is in cooperation with Russia. Iran considers America’s
military presence in Caspian region as a threat.
Pakistan is blessed with a very special geography, which provides landlocked
Central Asia a short route to Sea. The policy of economic hub brings massive economic
gains to Pakistan and might balance its economic ties with India and China. But there
are some issues which prevent Pakistan to materialize its energy plan like USA’s
concerns on IPI, Kashmir problem, war against terror, unrest in Baluchistan and IndoUS relations.
Gwadar port is proposed as mega project for the region, which would serve three
significant regions, Persian Gulf, Central and South Asia. It became popular in global
affair due to its capacity to serve the vast resources of Central Asia’s republics. Gwadar
faces a tough competition with developed port of the region. Success of the port needs
serious efforts of the stakeholders. This project was need of the day to meet with
growing strategic and economic needs of Pakistan. Now after completion of the project,
Pakistan has better position regarding strategic depth over India. After getting the
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operational charges of the port, China has strengthened its position in power politics as
regional power. This project will bring them more close to each other.
USA, China and India are searching for alternate routes to import their energy from
Central Asia and Persian Gulf. To use Afghanistan as route for energy, there are some
serious hurdles like its internal unrest which prevents it to be a gateway of energy. In
such situation, Pakistan emerges as frontline state of geopolitics and as energy hub.
Pakistan is working to improve its status of transit state and supplier of hydrocarbon to
each and every side. Transformation of Gwadar into energy hub is a brilliant
opportunity for India and China. To China it’s an alternate of SLOCs in Indian Ocean
and to India it’s a replacement of oil tankers supply.
Time long dream of warm waters access of Caspian’s energy is materialized with
construction of Gwadar port. It could further transport to China and beyond, without
using Straits of Hormuz and Malacca. There are some hurdles which prevent Pakistan
to be an energy hub like militancy in Baluchistan and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Kashmir
issue, US-Russia and Sino-India strategic competition. Stability is badly needed for
vision of energy corridor. Different militant groups in Pakistan are promoting the
interests of external players to get opportunity of involvement in the region.
“Neighbors can’t change” the fact has to be realized. It must be very clear that the
interests of Pakistan and USA aren’t cohesive that’s why no US activity inside Pakistan
or against Iran should be facilitated. Any attempt to weaken Iran’s footing in Central
Asia would affect Iran-Turkmenistan and would ultimately strengthen Indo-Iran
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relations, particularly, strategic. To cash its geostrategic location Pakistan must initiate
long-term regional strategy.
Peace in Afghanistan and cooperation among key players can materialize the dream
of regional integration. Competition among key players would retain the dream of
integration as dream.
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APPENDIXES:
APPENDIX (1)
Agreement with PSA:
After careful scrutiny GOP decided to award the port management contract to PSA.
The salient features of the operation contract are: Agreement signed between Gwadar Port Authority (GPA) and Concession
Holding Company (CHC) a subsidiary of Port of Singapore Authority (PSA) on
05-02-2007.
 40 year lease agreement for operating and managing Gwadar Port
 PSA will invest US $550 million during the next 5 years for Port Development.
The areas where the concession agreement is to be implemented are Terminal and
Cargo operations, marine services and Free Zone development.
 GPA will receive the following fixed share of revenues: 9% from Cargo
operations and Marine services. 15% from Gwadar Free Zone business.
 No duty would be imposed on the machinery and equipment to be imported for
development work in this area and for port operations, for 40 years.
 CHC (the port operator) will have complete exemption from corporate tax for 20
years.
 Duty exemption for shipping lines and bunker oil for Gwadar port for 40 years.
 CHC will have complete exemption from all local and provincial taxes for 20
years.
 CHC will take over the marketing and operations of the current terminal area
which provides 602 metres of berthing and will invest and expand berthing space as
demand grows during the concession period up to a total maximum of 14 berths in an
area of 4.2 Km.
 Marine services to be operated by CHC will consist of pilotage, tugging,
mooring, vessel traffic control, anchorage management and bunkering.
 GPA will be responsible for dredging of approach channel and harbour to
maintain the required depth. All conservancy, security and firefighting services will be
provided by GPA.
Appendix (2)
The World Bank has broadly identified four conditions that significantly bring
success in integrating a region. These conditions are : (i) the pre-free trade agreement
(FTA) tariffs should be high; (ii) the members of the FTA should be important trading
partners before entering into an arrangement (iii) there should be complementarity in
demand (iv) difference in economic structure should be based on the ‘true’
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competitiveness of the countries involved. Except the first condition, South Asia in most
cases does not satisfy the other conditions.
Appendix (3)
See Leonardi 1995; Armstrong 1995; Armstrong and Vickerman; and Ben-David 2001.
Some, however, found a pattern of divergence (see Slaughter 2001; and Arestis and
Paliginis 1995). Part of the explanation rests on the interpretation of σ- and βconvergence, where σ-convergence is a decrease in gross domestic product (GDP)
dispersion, hence showing how the distribution of income evolves, and β-convergence
points to a negative relationship between growth and initial level of GDP (see Sala-iMartin 1996).
Appendix (4)
The String of Pearls refers to the Chinese sea lines of communication which
extend from the Chinese mainland to Port Sudan. The sea lines run through several
major choke points such as the Strait of Mandeb, the Strait of Malacca, the Strait of
Hormuz and the Lombok Strait, as well as other strategic maritime centers in Pakistan,
Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, the Maldives and Somalia. The term was used in an internal
United States Department of Defense report titled "Energy Futures in Asia". The term
describes the manifestation of China’s rising geopolitical influence through efforts to
increase access to ports and airfields. It put India at a military disadvantage, and that
India's lack of a grand strategy lets China develop relationships with the other countries
in the region.
Appendix (5)
The North–South Transport Corridor is a term used to describe the ship, rail, and road
route for moving freight from South Asia to Europe through Central Asia, the
Caucasus, and Russia. The route primarily involves moving goods from India via ship
to Iran. From Iran, the freight moves by ship across the Caspian Sea or by truck or rail
to Southern Russia. From there, the goods are transported by truck or rail along the
Volga River through Moscow to Northern Europe. In 2001, Russia, Iran, and India
signed an agreement to further develop the route. The Government of India had
initiated this project with the view to enhance trade relations between South Asia and
Central Asia. The primary step towards trade enhancement, was signing of
Memorandum of understanding between Indian and Iran over the development of
Chahbahar Port and transshipment facility at Bandar Abbas.
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